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Abstract
In the course of forming a new �eld of research - and Machine Learning is still a �eld inthe making - there is often much uncertainty regarding its potential capabilities and latentcapacity. This ambiguity is often reected in the gap between things that can be proved tobe valid (positive results) and things which are proved to be invalid (hardness results) subjectto \�rst principles"; or gap between the applicable (or at least experimental) capabilities vs.the ability to equip them with a theoretical support. It requires a long and continuous e�ortto narrow down these gaps, explore the limitations and reveal the true meaning of the notionsand principles that lie at the core of this �eld.Inspired by these goals, this thesis is concentrate on one aspect of Machine Learning - thesearch for and gathering of relevant sources of information for learning. There is no grandsolution, no meta procedure which can always provide suÆcient information for completing thelearning task. Instead, we take an algorithmic standpoint, suggesting several eÆcient methodsfor acquiring knowledge about the learning problems in various scenarios. Our methods arenot adequate to speci�c learning problems. By illuminating various aspects in learning thesemethods strive to handle the most general settings possible. Although we do not pretend todevise universal schemes to resolve every learning scenario, we do believe we have captured afew basic motifs, ground rules, which dominate the course of the learning process.This thesis is divided into four parts: We start with an introductory part which highlightsseveral topics in the theory of learning. This is not intend to be a comprehensive objectivereview of the �eld. On the contrary, it is intentionally biased to conspicuously stress theissues relevant to this thesis. In the three parts that follow, we gradually move from thedemanding and constrained setting of supervised Distribution-free learning, through Bayesx



setting, to the engagement of an unlabeled sample together with a labeled one in a partiallysupervised setting, and up to a completely unsupervised scenario in which we employ universalcompression and hypothesis-testing schemes to ensure asymptotic optimality in the \Shannon"sense. Throughout this thesis we consider only classi�cation problems, and the emphasis ison the practical side, namely devising algorithms that can be implemented eÆciently. Somealgorithms have already been implemented, while the practical use of others is left for furtherresearch.In the reminder of this abstract we review more closely the innovative chapters of thisthesis: We start by questioning the common perception concerning the point at which actuallearning begins. Associating learning (as opposed to memorizing) with generalizing - it iscommon knowledge that in most PAC algorithms, generalization starts around O (d) examples,where d is the VC Dimension of the concept class. Nevertheless, analysis of learning curvesusing statistical mechanics methods shows much earlier generalization [67]. In Chapter 5 weintroduce a gadget called Early Predictor1, which exists when somewhat better than randomprediction of the label of an arbitrary instance can be obtained from labels of O (log d) randomexamples. Thus, an Early Predictor exploits information which is embedded in the early stagesof learning, and this explains its name. We were able to show that by taking a majority voteover a committee of Early Predictors, strong and eÆcient learning is obtained. Moreover, thislearning procedure is resistant to persistent classi�cation noise. The margin analysis of thevote is used to explain this result. We also compare the suggested method to Bagging [21] andBoosting [54] and connect it to the SQ model [78]. A concrete example of Early Predictors isconstructed for learning linear separators under uniform distribution. In this context we shouldmention the hardness result by Bartlett and Ben-David [12] which states that PAC learning oflinear separators (i.e. Distributional-free) in the presence of classi�cation noise is hard.Much of the research in Machine Learning assumes that the teacher gives the correct answersto the learning algorithm. However, in many cases this assumption is doubtful, since di�erentsorts of noise may prevent the learner from getting the correct answers all the time. The noisecould be result from noisy communication, human errors, measuring equipment and many othercauses. In some cases, problems which are eÆciently learnable without noise become hard to1This part of the research was done in collaboration with R. Gilad-Bachrach, E. Shamir and N. Tishby.xi



learn when noise is introduced [12]. Partial answers to the noisy learning problem are knownfor speci�c classes, (cf. [78]), but in general, no simple parameters are known that distinguishbetween classes that are learnable in the presence of noise and those which become hard tolearn. The goal of the work presented in Chapter 6 is to introduce such parameters2. We dothis by turning to the hypothesis space, exploiting information about the underlying structureof the hypothesis class in order to device a procedure to \clean the noise" in the instancespace. By augmenting the PAC model with Membership Queries (cf. Chapter 2) we showthat if the VC-dimension of the dual learning problem is moderate and if the dual learningproblem is dense in some sense, then the class is learnable in the presence of persistent randomclassi�cation noise. We show that our assumptions hold for a variety of learning problems,such as smooth functions, general geometrical concepts, and monotone monomials. We areparticularly interested in the analysis of smooth function classes. We show a uniform upperbound on the fat-shattering dimension of both the primal and dual learning problem, which isderived by a geometric property of the class called type.A long-standing goal in the realm of Machine Learning is to minimize sample-complexity,i.e. to reduce as much as possible the number of examples used in the course of learning. TheActive Learning paradigm is one such method aimed at achieving this goal by transformingthe learner from a passive participant in the information gathering process to an active one.Loosely speaking, the learner tries to minimize the number of labeled instances used in thecourse of learning, relaying on unlabeled instances in order to acquire the needed informationwhenever possible. The reasoning comes from many real-life problems where the teacher'sactivity is an expensive resource (e.g. text categorization, part of speech tagging). The QueryBy Committee (QBC) [104] is an Active Learning algorithm acting in the Bayesian model ofconcept learning [66] i.e. it assumes that the concept to be learned is chosen according to some�xed and known distribution. When trying to apply the QBC algorithm for learning the class oflinear separators, one faces the problem of implementing the mechanism of sampling hypotheses(the Gibbs oracle). The major problem is computational-complexity, where the straightforwardMonte Carlo method lasts exponential time. In Chapter 7 we address the problems involved in2This part of the research was done in collaboration with R. Gilad-Bachrach, S. Mendelson and N. Tishby.xii



the implementation of such a mechanism3. We show how to convert them to questions aboutsampling from convex bodies or approximating the volume of such bodies. Similar problemshave recently been solved in the �eld of computational geometry based on random walks. Thesetechniques enable us to devise eÆcient implementations of the QBC algorithm. Furthermore,we were able to suggest a few improvements and corrections to the QBC algorithm, the mostimportant being the withdrawal from the Bayes assumption when the concept classes possessa sort of symmetry property (such as linear separators). As a by-product of our analysis, wedeveloped a geometric lemma which bounds the maximal radius of a ball contained in a convexbody. We believe that this lemma has is important in itself. Finally , this chapter forms aconnection between random walks and certain Machine Learning notions such as �-net andsupport vector machines. The working out of this connection is left for future study.Classi�cation of �nite sequences without explicit knowledge of their statistical nature is afundamental problem with many important applications. In the last part of this thesis (Chap-ter 8) we propose a new information theoretic approach to this problem, which is based on theobservation that sequences are similar when they are likely to be generated by the same source4.This claim is supported by a well known hypothesis testing setting, the \Two-Samples Prob-lem". Loosely speaking , this setting addresses the problem of deciding whether independentlydrawn samples are the realization of the same information source. The solution to this problemhas enabled us (as well as many others, e.g. [60]) to construct a classi�cation system. At thecore of this system lies the resultant test statistic which we term the Jensen-Shannon Measure(after Lin [85]). When used as a similarity measure, the JS-Measure exhibits a new form ofdiscrimination which seems much more adequate for our cause - measuring the similarity be-tween information sources using their supposed common source as an intermediator. This formof discrimination reects a very natural notion: Discrimination between probabilistic sources ismeaningful when it identi�es their belonging to di�erent origins. Hence, measuring similarity,as opposed to dissimilarity5, may be revealed as a more informative source for classi�cation.Luckily enough, the JS-Measure can be estimated via \universal compression" techniques. We3This part of the research was done in collaboration with R. Gilad-Bachrach and E. Shamir.4This part of the research was done in collaboration with Ran El-Yaniv, A. Schreibman and N. Tishby.5These are not necessarily complementary terms. xiii



were thus able to devise a novel algorithm for optimal merging of Markovian sequences6. Us-ing these ingredients we have designed a method for the classi�cation of sequences emitted byinformation sources, whenever they can be compressed. In Chapter 8 we introduce the methodand illustrate its applications for hierarchical clustering of natural languages and for estimatingsimilarities of protein sequences.

6Optimal here is implied by the asymptotical optimality (in the Neyman-Pearson sense) of the JS-Measureas a test statistic. xiv



Part I
General Background
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Chapter 1
Supervised Concept Learning
1.1 The Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) Model1.1.1 Introduction and MotivationIt is generally accepted to ascribe the beginning of research in the theory of computationallearning to Valiant's seminal paper \A Theory of the Learnable" [112]. This paper introducedthe PAC model, which is probably the most inuential learning model in the realm of thetheory of machine learning. Many of the notions that have been used in the de�nition ofthe PAC model, as well as later studies, emerged from di�erent (although related) research�elds, such as - Pattern Recognition [43], Inductive Inference [7], Information Theory [102, 33]and Statistical Mechanics [105, 67]. A notable contribution was made by the work of Vapnik[116], who addressed mainly questions related to sample complexity of learning algorithms.Since then, computational learning theory literature has made an extensive use of many of thenotions and results proposed by Vapnik, although he himself was not interested (at the time)in aspects of computational complexity of learning.The approach used in the theory of learning is di�erent from the approaches used in sim-ilar studies in pattern recognition and inductive inference. This di�erence is reected in theemphasis on issues of eÆciency and robustness:� EÆciency is tested in the construction of the learning algorithm that is assumed to beeÆcient in terms of running time, memory consuming and sample size required to achieve2



the learning goal. Needless to say, the inspiration for these eÆciency conceptions stemmedfrom the theory of computational complexity.� Robustness represents the requirement that the learning performance of the algorithmshould not be a�ected by the nature of the sample, i.e. the learning algorithm is requiredto act suÆciently well regardless of the underlying sample's distribution.Informally, the learning framework can be described as follows: The learner wishes tolearn a concept unknown to him. The teacher provides the learner with random positive andnegative examples of the concept drawn according to some probability distribution. From a�nite set of examples, the learner outputs a hypothesis which is his current estimate of theconcept. The error of the estimate is taken as a probability that the hypothesis will incorrectlyclassify the next randomly chosen example. The learner cannot be expected to identify theconcept exactly, since only a �nite number of examples are seen. Also, since the examples arerandomly chosen, there is some chance that the hypothesis will be very far o� track (due topoor examples). Hence, the learner is only required to closely approximate the concept withsuÆciently high probability from some �nite number of examples. Furthermore, the number ofexamples required for a given accuracy and con�dence should be bounded, independent of thedistribution from which the examples are drawn. The following is a more precise description ofthe model.1.1.2 The Formal ModelLet X be a set which is assumed to be �xed and known. X is sometimes called the instancespace. Typically, X is taken to be either Rn or the set of binary n-vectors (the n-dimensionalcube). A concept will refer to a subset of X and a collection of concepts C � 2X will be calledconcept class. An example of concept c is a pair hx; c (x)i where x 2 X is an instance andc (x) 2 f0; 1g is the corresponding label, such that c (x) = 1 if x 2 c, in which case x is termeda positive instance of c, otherwise c (x) = 1 and x is termed a negative instance of c. Theparticular concept we are trying to learn is usually called the target concept (denoted by ct).For x = (x1; : : : ; xm) 2 Xm and c 2 C, the set of m examples of c generated with respect to xis the sample Sc (x) = (hx1; c (x1)i ; : : : ; hxm; c (xm)i). The sample space of C is denoted by SC3



and consists of all samples Sc (x) for all x 2 Xm, all m � 1 and all c 2 C. Let H be a collectionof subsets of X . H is called the hypothesis class and the elements of H are called hypotheses.Fixing a probability distribution D on X , the error1 of the hypothesis h with respect to thetarget concept ct is de�ned aserror (h) = Pr x2D [ct (x) 6= h (x)] = PrD [ct M h]where ct M h denote the symmetric di�erence of the sets ct and h. Finally, in the de�nitionof learnability to be given shortly, the instances used in forming a hypothesis will be drawnfrom X independently, according to the same probability measure D. To simulate the role ofthe teacher, we assume the existence of an oracle EX (ct;D) that returns a labeled instance(example) in a unit time upon request. This mechanism supplies the means for constructing asample Sc (x) according to the product probability Dm.We are now ready to state the de�nition of Distribution-free learnability (or PAC learnabil-ity), which is the version from Blumer et al. [19] of Valiant's de�nition [112]:De�nition 1 (Distribution-free Learning) The pair (C;H) is learnable if there exists analgorithm L such that for every �; Æ > 0 there is a 0 < m < 1 such that for every probabilitymeasure D and every c 2 C, if x 2 Xm is chosen at random according to Dm then withprobability at least 1�Æ, L outputs a hypothesis h 2 H satisfying error (h) � �. This probabilityis taken over the random choice of the sample Sc (x)(generated by calls to EX (ct;D)) and anyinternal randomization of L.If L runs in time polynomial in n (the instance space dimension), 1� and 1Æ , we say that Cis eÆciently learnable.Several comments concerning this de�nition are in order. First, learnability depends onboth the concept class C and the hypothesis class H, which is why we de�ned learnability interms of the pair (C;H). However, in the literature the case H = C is often considered, inwhich case we speak of proper learnability of C (in contrast to improper learnability in the caseH 6= C). Second, the sample size is clearly a function of � and Æ but a �xed m = m (�; Æ) must1Sometimes referred to as the generalization error, to distinguish from the training (or empirical) error whichis the error of the hypothesis with respect to the target concept restricted to the given sample (the Training Set).4



work uniformly for every distribution D and concept c 2 C, which is the reason for the termDistribution-free learning. Finally, � can be thought of as an accuracy parameter, while Æ canbe thought of as a con�dence parameter. The de�nition requires that the learning algorithmL will output a hypothesis that with high probability (greater then 1 � Æ) is approximatelycorrect (to within �). This explains the term Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) learning.A somewhat more general de�nition of learnability was used by Valiant [112], Kearns andVazirani [77] and others, which incorporates the notion of size (or complexity) of the smallestrepresentation of the target concept in a prede�ned representation scheme for the class C inthe requirements for eÆciency. Other variations of this de�nition, such as having the option tochoose positive or negative examples, have also been considered. Some equivalents among thevarious de�nitions of learnability and prediction were considered in [65].1.1.3 EÆciency ConsiderationsThe particular interest of theoretical computer scientists studying concept learning is to �ndcomputationally eÆcient learning algorithms. We will be concerned with two di�erent measure-ments of eÆciency:1. Sample complexity - The number of training examples needed.2. Computational complexity - The amount of computing time needed.The standard de�nition of \eÆcient" consumption of whatever resource is under considera-tion is some amount of polynomial in the \size of the problem". The customary approach is tomeasure the asymptotic diÆculty of the problem, i.e. instead of examining the algorithms forone �xed learning problem, we always examine algorithms for an in�nite sequence of learningproblems. There are two di�erent ways in which we can obtain such a sequence - by allowingthe size/dimension of the instance space to grow, or by allowing the complexity of the conceptswe consider to grow. In this context it should be emphasized that in order to allow the learningalgorithm to be computational eÆcient, we require that the concept class to be learned be eÆ-ciently evaluated, i.e. for every concept and every instance the correct label can be eÆcientlydetermined. 5



1.1.4 Necessary and SuÆcient Conditions for PAC LearnabilityA fundamental result relates Distribution-free learnability to a combinatorial parameter of theconcept class called the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension. The notion of VC dimensionwas introduced in [118] and has since been studied and used in the realm of learning theory.De�nition 2 (VC Dimension) Let C � 2X . For any �nite set S � X , �C (S) = fS \ c : c 2 Cgis the projection of the concept class C on the sample S. If �C (S) = 2S then S is said to beshattered by C. The VC dimension of C is de�ned to be the largest integer d for which thereexists a set S � X of cardinality d such that S is shattered by C. If no such largest integerexists then the VC dimension of C is in�nite.The following theorem shows that the VC dimension of a concept class characterizes itslearnability. This theorem is a special case of results of Vapnik [116], but was also provedby Blumer et al. [19] using results from [118]. The sample size bounds shown reects somere�nements due to Ehrenfeucht et al. [50] and Blumer et al. [19].Theorem 1 A concept class C is Distribution-free learnable i� the VC dimension of C is �nite.Furthermore, if d is the VC dimension of C then a sample size O �1� log 1Æ + d" log 1� � is suÆcientand for � < 12 a sample size 
 �1� log 1Æ + d"� is necessary.1.2 Universal Learning Paradigms1.2.1 IntroductionA universal learning scheme is a procedure designed to eÆciently handle any learning task (outof a pred�ned domain) posed by the user. Examples of universal learning schemes are DecisionTrees [22, 16], Fourier Transform [87], Kernel Methods & SVM [20, 114]. In this section wewill focus our attention on one particular universal learning paradigm which is more relevantto this thesis - the construction of a committee of classi�ers. The goal of committee learningmethods is to construct a collection of individual classi�ers that are diverse and yet accurate.If this can be achieved, then highly accurate classi�cation decisions can be obtained by votingon the decisions of the individual classi�ers in the committee.6



We use the term classi�er to denote the hypothesis that the learning algorithm outputsat the end of the training phase. As usual, we will assume binary labeling. Thus, for a giveninstance x 2 X , the classi�er predicts the corresponding label y 2 Y (typically Y = f�1g).A committee of classi�ers is a set fh1; : : : ; hKg ofK classi�ers2 whose individual decisions arecombined in some way (typically by weighted or unweighted voting) to classify new examples.One of the most active areas of research in supervised learning has been to study methods forconstructing a good committee of classi�ers. The main discovery is that committees are oftenmuch more accurate than the individual classi�ers upon which they are based. A committeecan be more accurate than its components only if the individual classi�ers disagree with oneanother [62]. This reasoning stems from information complexity considerations:If the classi�ers are all identical, then forming a committee will not increase the predictivepower over individual classi�ers, i.e. the committee and any of its components will act the sameon every instance in the version space. In other words, by considering a number of identicalclassi�ers one will not gain more information about the correct classi�cation. However, ifthe errors made by the classi�ers are uncorrelated, then one may gain extra information bycombining predictions posed by nonidentical classi�ers, using a majority vote. For a committeeof K classi�ers, if the error rate of every individual classi�er is less than or equal to p < 0:5,then the probability that the outcome of a majority vote will not be correct is upper boundedby KXi=dK2 e�Ki �pi (1� p)K�iwhich is obviously3 less than p. Of course, if the individual classi�ers make uncorrelated errorsat a rate exceeding 0:5, then the error rate of the chosen committee will increase as a result ofthe voting. Hence, the key to the successful construction of committees is to rely on individualclassi�ers with error rates below 0:5 whose errors are at least somewhat uncorrelated.Many methods have been developed for constructing committees. Some methods are generaland can be applied to any learning scheme, while others are speci�c to particular algorithms.2K is typically chosen to be odd.3Denotes PrK (i) the probability of getting i success out of K Bernoulli trialls, then for every event i > K2there is a `symetric' event K � i < K2 such that PrK(i)PrK (K�i) � p1�p . Hence PKi=dK2 e PrK(i)PbK2 ci=0 PrK(i) � p1�p .7



Following Dietterich [40] we subdivide the general methods into four categories:� Subsampling the Training Examples - This method manipulates the training data to gen-erate multiple classi�ers. The learning algorithm is run several times, each time with adi�erent subset of the training sample, where \di�erent" may also mean a change in theweights associated with the training examples.� Manipulating the Input Features4 - This is essentially a feature selection technique. Thelearning algorithm is run with di�erent subsets of input features. These subsets are select-ed (usually by hand) to group together features that exploit the information embeddedin the training sample. Obviously, this technique only works when the input features arehighly redundant.� Manipulating the Output Targets - The goal of this technique is to suggest reduction frommulticlass classi�cation to a set of binary classi�cation problems. The �rst approach [48]maps the problem of selecting the correct label y 2 f1; : : : ;Mg for a given instance x toa multiple binary problems of the form: \Is the correct label y or is it another (possiblygiven) label?" This approach requires additional e�ort in the design of the learningalgorithm.The second approach [42, 47, 48] incorporates the method of error-correcting codes andworks as follows: The M classes are randomly partitioned into two subsets Ak and Bk.The input data can then be re-labeled so that any of the original classes in set Ak aregiven the derived label 0 and the original classes in set Bk are given the derived label 1.This relabeled data is then given to the learning algorithm, which constructs a classi�erhk. By repeating this process K times (each time generating di�erent subsets Ak and Bk)we obtain a committee of K classi�ers. This committee is used to predict the class of anew instance x in the following way: For every classi�er hk in the committee, if hk (x) = 0then each class in Ak receives a vote. Otherwise, each class in Bk receives a vote. Aftereach of the K classi�ers has voted, the class with the highest number of votes is selectedas the prediction of the committee.4A feature in this context is a coordinate of the input vector8



� Injecting Randomness - Randomness can be injected into the learning algorithm in variousways: Random selection of the starting point of the learning procedure (e.g. initial weightsin a neural network); Random re-ordering of the input features (e.g. nodes in a decisiontree); Bootstrap sampling of the training data and then perturbing the input featureswith Gaussian noise; Randomizing the internal decisions made by the base algorithm.A method closely related to these techniques is the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)method [89, 94, 31]. The basic idea is to construct a Markov process that generates anin�nite sequence of hypotheses: We de�ne a set of operators that converts one hypothesisinto another. At each step, the MCMC process randomly selects an operator and appliesit to the current classi�er in order to obtain the next hypothesis. It then uses a Bayesianapproach (cf. Ch. 4) to decide whether to keep the new hypothesis or discard it andrevert to the previous one. Under various technical conditions, it is possible to provethat this process will converge to a stationary distribution in which the hypotheses aresampled in proportion to their posterior probabilities. In practice, the Markov processis run for a long period of time and then a subset of K classi�ers is collected. Theseclassi�ers are then combined by weighted vote according to their posterior probabilitiesto form a committee.1.2.2 Boosting & BaggingTwo of the most popular techniques for constructing committees are bootstrap aggregation,from which the term \bagging" is derived (Breiman [21]), and the Adaboost family of algorithmsfor \boosting" the accuracy of a \weak" PAC learning algorithm (an algorithm that performsonly slightly better than random guessing) to an arbitrary high accuracy (Freund and Schapire[53]).Both methods belong to the category of algorithms which manipulate the training samplein order to generate di�erent classi�ers:In bagging, each training set is constructed by forming a bootstrap replicate of the originaltraining set. In other words, given a training set S of m examples, a new training set S0 isconstructed by drawing m examples uniformly (with replacement) from S.The Adaboost algorithm maintains a set of weights over the original training set S and adjusts9



these weights after each classi�er is learned by the base learning algorithm. The adjustmentsincrease the weight of examples that are misclassi�ed by the base learning algorithm and de-crease the weight of examples that are correctly classi�ed. Thus, adjusting the weights causesthe learner to focus on di�erent instances and so leads to di�erent classi�ers. There are twoways that Adaboost can use these weights to construct a new training set S0 to give to the baselearning algorithm: In boosting by sampling, examples are drawn with replacement from Swith probability proportional to their weights. The second method, boosting by weighting, canbe used with base learning algorithms that can accept a weighted training set directly. In eithercase, the entire training set S (with associated weights) is given to the base learning algorithm.The two boosting methods have both been shown to be very e�ective (Quinlan [99]).The composite classi�er constructed by Breiman's bagging and Freund and Schapire's boost-ing is formed by combining the votes of resulted classi�ers: In bagging, each component classi�erhas the same vote, while boosting assigns di�erent voting strengths to component classi�ers onthe basis of their accuracy. Provided that the error rate of every individual classi�er is alwaysless then 0:5, Freund and Schapire were able to show that the training error of the compositeclassi�er decreases to zero exponentially fast with the number of combined classi�ers. Thisimplies, using standard arguments, that the generalization error of the composite classi�er isalso very small.These two methods for utilizing multiple classi�ers make di�erent assumptions about thelearning system: Bagging requires that the learning system should not be \stable", so that smallchanges to the training set should lead to di�erent classi�ers. Breiman also notes that \poorpredictors can be transformed into worse ones" by bagging. Boosting, on the other hand, doesnot preclude the use of learning systems that produce poor predictors. However, it implicitlyrequires the same instability as bagging in order to generate diverse classi�ers. Similarly, anover�tting learner that produces classi�ers in total agreement with the training data wouldcause boosting to terminate at the �rst trial. Hence, bagging and boosting can be viewed asways of exploiting this instability to improve classi�cation accuracy. Adaboost may require lessinstability than bagging, because Adaboost can make much larger changes in the training set(e.g., by placing large weights on only a few of the examples).Comprehensive comparisons of the e�ectiveness of bagging and boosting for improving the10



performance of the decision-tree algorithm C4.5 have been conducted by Quinlan [99], Freundand Schapire [53] and Dietterich [41] (which also considered a committee of decision treesconstructed by randomizing the decision about which split to introduce at each internal node).All authors reported that their experiments over a diverse collection of data sets have con�rmedthat boosted and bagged versions of C4.5 produce noticeably more accurate classi�ers than thestandard version. In a noise free environment, the experiments showed that boosting gives thebest results in most cases. Randomizing and bagging give quite similar results - there is someevidence that randomizing is slightly better than bagging in low noise settings.However, when adding substantial classi�cation noise, bagging is clearly the best method.It appears to be able to exploit the classi�cation noise to produce more diverse classi�ers.The performance of Adaboost can be destroyed by classi�cation noise - the error rates of theindividual classi�ers become very high. Surprisingly, the performance of randomized C4.5 withclassi�cation noise is not as good as bagging. Experiments have shown that randomization wasnot able to increase the diversity of its classi�ers as the noise rate increased.The degradation in performance of boosting in the noisy environment is explained by itstendency to concentrate more and more on the \unexplained" examples and thus over�t thenoise.1.2.3 Concluding RemarksThe fact that committee-based learning does remarkably well compared to individual classi�ersis somewhat surprising. The intuition suggested in the beginning of the section provides theunderlying notion, but a more profound explanation is in order.Dietterich [40] argued that there are at least three reasons for the fact that good committeescan be constructed and that it may be hard to out-preform the committee by a single classi�er:� InsuÆcient Information - The training sample may not provide suÆcient information forchoosing a single best classi�er from H. It is therefor plausible to construct a committeeout of the \surviving" hypotheses in H.� Computational Complexity - A typical learning algorithm may be interpreted as a searchprocedure in the hypotheses space. Hence, some problems are known to be too hard; for11



example, �nding the smallest decision tree or the weights of the smallest neural networkconsistent with the training sample are both known to be NP-hard [68, 18]. As a resultit may very well happen that although the training sample and some prior knowledgeuniquely identi�es an optimal solution - we are unable to �nd it. A committee of di�erentsuboptimal hypotheses may therefore be seen as a way of compensating for imperfectsearch algorithms.� Agnostic Learning5 - The hypothesis space H may not contain the target concept ct.Instead, H may include several equally good approximations to ct. By taking weightedcombinations of these approximations, we may be able to represent classi�ers outside H.Recently, Schapire et al. [103] have found an alternative explanation, which is closely relatedto Vapnik's \maximal margin" classi�ers. The margin of example (x; y)is de�ned to bemarginct (x; y) = yPt �tht (x)Pt j�tjwhere �t 2 R are the weights which intuitively account for the importance associated withht. Hence, the margin is a number in [�1;+1]which is positive i� the composite classi�er,h (x) = sign (Pt �tht (x)), correctly classi�es the example. The magnitude of the margin isusually interpreted as a measure of con�dence in the prediction.In response to some experimental �ndings, which suggested that AdaBoost would typicallycontinue to decrease the generalization error even after the training error becomes zero, Schapireet al. proved that boosting is particularly aggressive at maximizing the margin between thecorrectly classi�ed examples and the decision boundary. Moreover, they showed that thisincrease in the margin guarantees a smaller generalization error, by suggesting the followingupper bound to the generalization error�g � Pr S [marginct (x; y) � �] +O0@vuut 1m  d log2 �md ��2 + log 1Æ!1Afor any � > 0 with probability 1� Æ on the choice of the sample S of size m:5Similar argument had been posed in the Bayesian Learning setting (cf. 4)12



This result establishes a connection between voting methods (and in particular boosting)and the support vector machine of Vapnik [114, 26], although Vapnik's results use a di�erentpair of norms on the examples (bounded in the L1 norm) and on the projection vector (boundedin the L1norm), instead of using an Euclidean norm.1.3 Extensions of the PAC Learning Model1.3.1 Learning Over a Class of DistributionsIn Distribution-free learning, there must exist a sample size which works well for all distri-butions. One motivation for this requirement is that often the learner does not know andcannot control the distribution used to draw the sample. The uniform sample size requirementguarantees that the learner can be successful even in this case. It is only natural to ask howmuch can be gained if the learner has prior knowledge about the distribution used. Speci�cally,suppose the learner knows that the distribution D comes from a class of distributions D andthat learning is required to take place uniformly only for D 2 D. The de�nition of learnabilityin this case (cf. [13]) is completely analogous to De�nition 1, but for the sake of completenesswe state it here:De�nition 3 (Learnability for a Class of Distributions) Let D be a �xed and known col-lection of probability measures. The pair (C;H) is learnable with respect to D if there exists analgorithm L such that for every �; Æ > 0 there is a 0 < m < 1 such that for every probabilitymeasure D 2D and every c 2 C, if x 2 Xm is chosen at random according to Dm then withprobability at least 1� Æ, L outputs a hypothesis h 2 H satisfying error (h) � �.Limiting their study to the case of learnability for a �xed distribution, namely when Dconsists of a single distribution, Benedk and Itai [13] suggested conditions for learnability interms of covering numbers/metric entropy with respect to the �xed distribution:De�nition 4 (Covering Numbers and Metric Entropy) Let (Y; �) be a metric space. De-�ne N (�) � N (�; Y; �) to be the smallest integer n such that there exist y1; : : : ; yn 2 Y , whereY = Sni=1B� (yi) and B� (yi) is the open ball of radius � centered at yi. If no such n exists, then13



N (�; Y; �) = 1. N (�) is called the covering number of Y and logN (�) is called the metricentropy of Y .N (�) represents the smallest number of balls of radius � which are required to cover Y . Foranother interpretation, suppose we wish to approximate Y by a �nite set of points so that everyelement of Y is within � of at least one member of the �nite set. Then N (�) is the smallestnumber of points possible in such a �nite approximation of Y . The notions of covering numbersand metric entropy for various metric spaces have been studied and used by a number of authors(cf. [44, 79, 109]). These conceptions are equally valid when � is only a pseudo-metric6.For the learning problem under consideration, the measure of error PrD [c1 M c2] betweentwo concepts with respect to a distributionD is a pseudo-metric, since c1 and c2 may be unequalyet still di�er on a set of measure zero with respect to D, such that PrD [c1 M c2] = 0. From thispoint on, we will use logN (�; C;D) to denote the metric entropy of C, where the pseudo-metricbeing used is PrD [� M �]. The next theorem is due to Benedk and Itai [13]:Theorem 2 A concept class C is learnable with respect to a �xed distribution D i� C has �nitemetric entropy with respect to D for all � > 0. Furthermore, a sample size �32� � ln�N(�=2)Æ � issuÆcient and a sample size of log [(1� Æ)N (2�)] is necessary for �; Æ learnability.The similarity of Theorems 1 and 2 suggest that there may be some relationships betweenthe VC dimension of a concept class and its metric entropy with respect to various distributions.Known relationships essentially provide upper and lower bounds to supDN (�; C;D) in terms ofthe VC dimension of the concept class. The following theorem summarizes some known upperand lower bounds (cf. [80, 63, 98, 13]):Theorem 3 Let C be a concept class with in�nitely many concepts and let 1 � d < 1 be theVC dimension of C. For � � 12 ,supD logN (�; C;D) � max(2d�12 � 2��2 log e; log 12�)6A pseudo-metric satis�es the requirements of a metric except that � (y1; y2) = 0 need not imply that y1 = y214



and for � � 12d , supD logN (�; C;D) � d log�2e� ln 2e� �+ 1As an immediate corollary of the theorem we have the following result:Corollary 1 supDN (�; C;D) <1 i� the VC dimension of C is �nite.The similarity of Theorems 1 and 2, together with Theorem 3, suggest that perhaps thecondition N (�; C;D) � supD2DN (�; C;D) < 1 for every � > 0 is necessary and suÆcient forlearnability of C with respect to D, as conjectured at [13]. However Dudley et al. [45] wereable to show that in general this condition is not suÆcient for learnability.Natarajan [93] has shown that somewhat di�erent condition is suÆcient. Denote j�C (S)jthe cardinality of the projection of the concept class C on a given sample S and let HD (C) =logED j�C (S)j, where ED denote expectation when the instances in the sample are drawn i.i.daccording to D. The quantity HD (C) was introduced by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [118] andreferred to as the VC entropy. Based on results from [118, 119], Natarajan has shown that thecondition limm!1 1n supD2DHD (C) = 0 is suÆcient for learnability of C with respect to D.Unfortunately this condition is not necessary, and in fact, �nding a single condition which isboth necessary and suÆcient, is still an open problem.1.3.2 Learning Real-Valued FunctionsIn the learning model discussed so far, a concept c was a subset of the instance space X . Byidentifying a subset with its indicator function, the concept can be thought of as binary valuedfunctions on X . A natural extension is to consider learning more general functions (i.e. notnecessarily binary valued) de�ned on X .Such a model is actually contained in the scope of Vapnik's work [116]. Some progresstowards learning functions also arose independently, out of extensions to Valiant's model. Avery general framework was formulated by Haussler [63], building on fundamental work byVapnik and Chervonenkis [118, 119, 116], Dudley [44], Pollard [98] and others7.7It should be noted that other approaches to learning real-valued functions do exist. Speci�cally, Anthony etal. consider models for \approximate interpolation": For a target function t : X ! R and a probability measure� on X , the aim is to �nd a good approximation to t from the hypothesis space H. For further details, cf. [8].15



In Haussler's formalism, a learning problem is de�ned by six components X ;Y;A; F;D; l.The components X ;Y;A are the instance, the outcome, and the decision (possible actions)spaces, respectively. The concept class, denoted by F , is a collection of functions from X to A.The instances are drawn according to a distribution D 2 D on X �Y where D is some class ofdistributions. The loss function l is de�ned on Y � A and it takes values in R+ . The learnertries to choose his action so as to minimize his loss. He thus develops a strategy that speci�esthe appropriate action a 2 A for every given instance x 2 X . The learner's strategy is termed`hypothesis', and we assume it is selected from a �xed hypotheses space of functions from X toA. The goal of the learner is to produce a hypothesis h 2 F which is close to the optimal inthe sense of minimizing the expected loss between the prediction of the hypothesis h (x) and yon a random instance (x; y).Rather then dealing with the general formalism of [63], we will discuss a special case whichwill greatly simplify the notation and presentation. Speci�cally, we will assume that Y = A = Rand that the loss function L is just the absolute value. Furthermore, we will assume that, asin the basic PAC model, there is some target function f 2 F and that the distribution D is onX . Hence, F is a collection of real-valued functions on X . A particular f 2 F is chosen and weobserve a set of instances, where each instance is of the form (x; f (x)) with x drawn accordingto some D 2 D. We are interested in producing a hypothesis h 2 F for which ED jf (x)� h (x)jis small, where ED denotes the expectation with respect to D. As before, SF will denote theset of all samples over all f 2 F . The formal de�nition of learnability follows:De�nition 5 (Learning Real-Valued Functions) Let X ; F;D be as de�ned above. F issaid to be learnable if there exists an algorithm L such that for every �; Æ > 0 there is a0 < m <1 such that for every probability measure D 2 D and every f 2 F , if SF (x) is chosenat random according to Dm then, with probability at least 1� Æ, L outputs a hypothesis h suchthat ED jf (x)� h (x)j < �In order to get learnability results, some assumptions need to be made about the functionsin F (or, in the more general formalism, the loss function) which restricts the occurrence oflarge values. A simple condition is to assume that the functions themselves are bounded, sothat for some M < 1, f : X ! [0;M ] for every f 2 F . Furthermore, certain measurability16



conditions are also required for functions in F (or the loss l in the more general case). We willnot concern ourselves with these conditions here but will rather simply assume that F satis�esthe required conditions.For a �xed distribution, the notion of metric entropy provides a suÆcient condition forlearning, as stated in the next theorem (which is a simple special case of Theorem 1 at [63]):Theorem 4 A collection of functions F with 0� f �M for all f 2 F is learnable with respectto a distribution D if N (�; F;ED j�j) <1 for every � > 0. Furthermore, a sample sizem (�; Æ) � 2M2�2 ln 2N (�; F;ED j�j)Æ (1.1)is suÆcient for �; Æ learnability.In the case of Distribution-free learning, a quantity which generalizes the notion of VCdimension provides a suÆcient condition for learnability. Following [63] we refer to this quantityas pseudo dimension8:De�nition 6 (Pseudo Dimension) Let F be a collection of functions from the set X to R.For any set of instances x = (x1; : : : ; xd) from X , let Fjx = f(f (x1) ; : : : ; f (xd)) : f 2 Fg. Fjxis a set of points in Rd . If there is some translation of Fjx which intersects all the 2d orthantsof Rd then x is said to be shattered by F .The pseudo dimension of F , which we denote as dimP (F ), is the largest integer d such thatthere exists a set of d instances in X that is shattered by F . If no such largest integer existsthen dimP (F ) is in�nite.The idea of this de�nition is that, given a set of instances (x1; a1) ; : : : ; (xn; an), each f 2 Fseparates the instances into two sets - those that lie above f and those that lie below f (ignoringthe case when f passes exactly through one or more of the points). If all 2n separations of then points can be formed using functions from F then the n points are shattered. Thus, thisde�nition is very similar to the previous de�nition of VC dimension and in fact reduces tothe previous de�nition in the case of f0; 1g-valued functions. As a simple example of pseudo8Otherwise known as the Pollard dimension. 17



dimension, it can be easily veri�ed that if X = R and F is of the set of all functions of the formf (x) = ax+ b then dimP (F ) = 2.The following theorem gives suÆcient conditions and a sample size bound for Distribution-free learnability (cf. Corollary 2 from [63]):Theorem 5 A collection of functions F with 0 � f � M for every f 2 F is Distribution-freelearnable if dimP (F ) = d for some 1 � d <1. Furthermore, a sample sizem (�; Æ) � 64M2�2 �2d ln 16eM� + ln 8Æ� (1.2)is suÆcient for �; Æ Distribution-free learnability.Note that in Theorems 4 and 5, only suÆcient conditions for learnability were given. Ingeneral, �nite metric entropy and �nite pseudo dimension are not necessary for �xed distributionand Distribution-free learnability, respectively.Necessary conditions for learnability have been determined by Alon et al. [2], using avariation of pseudo dimension which was introduced by Kearns and Schapire [75] and was latertermed fat-shattering dimension:De�nition 7 (Fat-Shattering Dimension) Let F be a collection of functions from the setX to [0; 1] and let  > 0. We say that x 2 X d is -shattered if there is r = (r1; : : : ; rd) 2 Rdsuch that for every b = (b1; : : : ; bd) 2 f0; 1gd there is a function fb 2 F with fb (xi) � ri +  ifbi = 1 and fb (xi) � ri �  if bi = 0.The fat-shattering dimension of F , which we denote fat dim(F ), is the largest integer d suchthat there exists a set of d instances in X that is shattered by F . If no such largest integer existsthen fat dim (F ) is in�nite.Loosely speaking, in fat-shattering the shattering is required to take place with separationgreater than some �xed constant , which may be regarded as a `width of shattering'. Hence,it is not hard to see that dimP (F ) = lim!0 fat dim (F ). However, pseudo dimension may bein�nite even when fat dim (F ) is �nite for all positive :De�nition 8 F has a �nite fat-shattering dimension if fat dim (F ) is �nite for all  2 (0; 1).18



Alon et al. [2] bounded the covering numbers in terms of the fat-shattering dimension andthus they were able to obtain a comprehensive characterization of learnability of real valuedfunctions:Theorem 6 A collection of functions F from the set X to [0; 1] is Distribution-free learnablei� F has a �nite fat-shattering dimension.
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Chapter 2
Active Learning
2.1 Overview of Active LearningSo far we have been considering a learning model in which the learner plays a passive role; thelearner receives examples and processes them. In real life, though, we frequently have the ca-pability of manipulating the environment to determine what happens under speci�c conditions.It would be nice to include this concept of manipulation in our model.In the basic PAC model, the examples are provided to the learner according to some prob-ability distribution over which the learner has no control. In this sense, the model assumesa purely passive learner. However, negative evidences regarding the eÆcient learnability ofcomplex classes (e.g. �nite automata, DNF) lead to questioning the PAC model of learning -are there sources of information about the target concept that are more powerful than randomexamples but are still somehow natural, and that we should make them available to the learningalgorithm? Quite a bit of work has been done on studying models of learnability in which thelearner has more powerful information-gathering mechanisms. Speci�cally, the use of varioustypes of queries has been considered for several learning models. Perhaps the most obvioussource of information that we have failed to model is experimentation. It is easy to imaginethat the ability to experiment with the target concept might be extremely helpful to the learner.We model experimentation by giving the learner the ability to make queries. One setting inwhich queries are natural occurs when the learner is being assisted by a teacher. In contrastto nature (the �xed but unknown target distribution in the PAC model), which is indi�erent20



to the learner and provides only random examples of the target concept, a teacher knows thetarget concept and is suÆciently patient to classify instances of the learner's choice. This newform of interaction between the learner and the teacher is usually termed Active Learning.Much of the work on studying the e�ect of queries has been for the purpose of an inductiveinference model of learning, with issues of computational complexity (as well as informationcomplexity) playing a central role. Angluin [4] studied a variety of oracles and their e�ect onlearning. Some types of queries considered by Angluin include membership queries, equivalencequeries, subset, super set, disjointedness queries and exhaustiveness queries. Amsterdam [3]considered PAC learning when the learner has access to an \experiment" oracle which giveshim some control over the choice of examples, by allowing the learner to focus attention onchosen regions of the instance space. Again the concern was with both computational andinformation complexity. Here we discuss briey certain results in active learning scenarios,focusing our attention on the e�ect of queries on the information complexity of PAC learning.In active learning, the probability distribution is used only to measure the distance betweenconcepts (and not to generate the sample). For a �xed distribution, the only object unknown tothe learner is the chosen concept. In this case, an arbitrary binary question provides informationof the type c 2 C0, where C0 is some subset of C. That is, all binary questions can be reducedto partitioning C into two pieces and asking which of the pieces c belongs to. For Distribution-free learning (or more generally, learning over class of distributions) the distribution D is alsounknown. In this case, every binary question can be reduced to the form \Is (c;D) 2 q ?" whereq is an arbitrary subset of C � D, so that C and D can be simultaneously and dependentlypartitioned. This follows by letting q be the set of (c;D) pairs for which the answer to thebinary question is \yes". Thus, the information obtained by the active learner is of the form(hq1; a1i ; : : : ; hqm; ami), where qi � C � D and ai = 1 (c;D) 2 qi and ai = 0 otherwise. Theqi corresponds to the binary valued question (i.e. yes/no) and ai denotes the answer to thequestion qi when the true concept and the probability measure are c and D, respectively.In general, qi can be generated randomly or deterministically and can depend on all previousquestions and answers hq1; a1i ; : : : ; hqi�1; ai�1i. The qi are not allowed to depend explicitly onthe true concept c and probability measure D, but can depend on them implicitly throughanswers to previous questions. Let q =(q1; : : : ; qm) denote a set of m questions generated in21



such a manner, and let Sc;D (q) denote the set of m `question and answer' pairs when the trueconcept and the probability measure are c and D, respectively. Let SC;D denote all sets of m`question and answer' pairs generated in such a manner for all c 2 C, D 2D and m � 1. Anactive learning algorithm, L, is a procedure for selecting the set of questions q together with amapping A : SC;D ! C for generating a hypothesis from Sc;D (q). In general, L, m, A may berandom, which results in probabilistic active learning algorithm.De�nition 9 (Active Learnability for a Class of Distributions) Let D be a �xed andknown collection of probability measures. C is said to be actively learnable with respect toD if there exists an algorithm L for selecting queries and a mapping A : SC;D ! C such thatfor every �; Æ > 0 there is a 0 < m <1 such that for every probability measure D 2D and everyc 2 C, if h = A (Sc;D), then the probability (with respect to any randomness in L and A) thatD (h4 ct) < � is greater then 1� Æ.The following result [80] shows that, as in learning with random examples, �nite metricentropy is required in the case of active learning with respect to a �xed distribution as well.Note that active learning for a �xed distribution is essentially an elementary problem in sourcecoding from information theory, but one in which the learner wants to minimize the length ofthe longest code word rather than the mean code word length.Theorem 7 A concept class C is actively learnable with respect to distribution D i� N (�; C;D) <1 for all � > 0. Moreover, dlog ((1� Æ)N (2�; C;D))e queries are necessary and dlog ((1� Æ)N (�; C;D))equeries are suÆcient. For deterministic learning algorithms, dlogN (�; C;D)e queries are bothnecessary and suÆcient.Thus, compared with passive learning for a �xed distribution, active learning does notenlarge the set of learnable concept classes, but as expected, fewer queries are required. Notethat very little is gained by allowing the learner to make mistakes with probability Æ. That is,there is a very weak dependence on Æ in the sample size bounds.The case of Distribution-free active learnability is a little more subtle than that of activelearnability for a �xed distribution. For both active and passive learning, the requirement thatthe learning be Distribution-free imposes two diÆculties. The �rst is that there must exist22



a uniform bound on the number of examples or queries over all distributions - i.e. a boundindependent of the underlying distribution. The second is that the distribution is unknownto the learner, so that the learner does not know how to evaluate distance between concepts.Hence, since the metric is unknown, the learner cannot simply replace the concept class with a�nite �-approximation as in the case of a �xed and known distribution.For passive learnability, the requirement that the concept class should have �nite VC di-mension is necessary and suÆcient to overcome both of these diÆculties. However, for activelearning, the second diÆculty is severe enough that no learning can take place if the conceptclass is in�nite [80]:Theorem 8 C is actively learnable for all distributions i� C is �nite.Essentially, if the distribution is unknown, then the active learner has no idea of \where"to seek information about the concept. On the other hand, in passive learnability the examplesare provided according to the underlying distribution, so that information is obtained in regionsof importance. Hence, in the Distribution-free case, random instances (drawn according to thedistribution used to evaluate performance) are indispensable.If the second diÆculty is removed by assuming that the learner has knowledge of the under-lying distribution, then the Distribution-free requirement plays a part only in forcing a uniformbound on the number of queries needed. For this case, the following result was shown in [80]:Theorem 9 If the learner knows the underlying probability distribution, then C is activelylearnable for all distributions i� C has a �nite VC dimension. Moreover, dsupD log ((1� Æ)N (2�; C;D))equeries are necessary and dsupD log ((1� Æ)N (�; C;D))e queries are suÆcient. For determin-istic learning algorithms, dsupD logN (�; C;D)e queries are both necessary and suÆcient.Hence, even with the side information about the distribution being used, active learningdoes not enlarge the set of learnable concept classes. However, as before, one would expec-t an improvement in the number of instances required. A comparison can be made usingbounds relating the VC dimension of the concept class to its metric entropy with respect tovarious distributions (cf. Sec. 1.3.1). Speci�cally, Theorem 3 provides upper and lower bound-s to supD logN (�; C;D). This theorem gives bounds on the number of questions needed in23



Distribution-free active learning (with the side information) directly in terms of �; Æ and the VCdimension of C. The bounds stated in Theorem 3 are directly applicable to deterministic activelearning algorithms or active learning with Æ = 0. For probabilistic algorithms with Æ > 0 thequantity log 11�Æ needs to be subtracted from both the lower and the upper bounds.The results discussed so far show that, as expected, the use of query oracles can often aid inthe learning process. However, considering information complexity only, the use of query oraclesdoes not enlarge the set of learnable concept classes. Of course, in addition to reducing theinformation complexity of learning, query oracles can also signi�cantly a�ect the computationalcomplexity of learning. Taking computational considerations into account, the set of learnableclasses may certainly be enlarged by allowing query oracles.2.2 Exact LearningIn the exact learning model we assume that the learner has access to a teacher who can answerqueries. The learning algorithm attempts to learn an unknown target concept chosen fromsome known concept class C. Unlike the PAC model in which the learner need only output ahypothesis that is a good approximation of the target concept, in this setting the learner mustachieve exact identi�cation. We say that an algorithm exactly identi�es the target concept ctwith access to certain types of queries, if it always halts and outputs a concept equivalent toct. To this extent, the learner is given only a con�dence parameter Æ > 0 and we require thatfor any given Æ, after asking a number of queries polynomial in n and log 1Æ , each of polynomiallength, it outputs a hypothesis h which is equivalent to ct, i.e. for any x 2 X ; h (x) = ct (x).The algorithm is an exact learning algorithm, if for every given Æ > 0 with probability at least1� Æ, it learns the target concept exactly. We also require that it should be eÆcient, i.e. thatit should run in time polynomial in n and log 1Æ .The two more commonly addressed types of queries (cf. Angluin [4]) are:Equivalence query { EQ(h) An equivalence query is a question of the form, \Is therean example on which hypothesis h fails?", to which an oracle answers \There are none" orotherwise it gives an example x on which h(x) 6= c(x). More formally, The learning algorithmsubmits a hypothesis h, and receives one of the two possible answers:24



� hyesi - Meaning that the hypothesis is equivalent to the target function (i.e. h � ct). Inthis case, the learning process has been completed.� hno; yi - Meaning that the hypothesis is not equivalent to the target function (i.e. h 6= ct).y is a counter example, i.e. h(y) 6= ct(y), so y is an evidence that the hypothesis is wrong.We make no assumptions regarding the process generating the counter examples. For in-stance, they may be chosen in a manner designated to be confusing for the learning algorithm.Membership query { MQ(x) A membership query is a question in the form, \What isthe classi�cation of example x?", where x is chosen by the learner, to which the oracle replieswith the correct classi�cation. Thus, the learning algorithm is allowed to choose any instancex 2 X and receives ct(x), the value of the target function at that instance.Following Kearns and Vazirani [77], we de�ne learnability in the exact learning model:De�nition 10 A concept class C is eÆciently exactly learnable from membership and equiv-alence queries if there is a �xed polynomial p (�; �) and an algorithm L with access to mem-bership and equivalence query oracles such that for any target concept ct, L outputs in timep (size (ct) ; n) (n is the instance space dimension) a concept h 2 C such that h (x) = c (x) forall instances x.If we relax the demand for exact identi�cation of the target concept, and allow some degreeof freedom in tolerating a limited number of mistakes, then we can incorporate the exact learningand the PAC learning models to gain knowledge from both information gathering mechanisms.A natural form of learning that results from this is the following learning protocol: Ineach round the learning algorithm is given the following choice - it may either receive anunlabeled instance from nature and make a prediction as in the standard PAC model, or it maychoose to make a membership query. The algorithm is charged for each mistake and for eachquery. An algorithm is said to be PAC learner with membership queries, if no matter what thetarget concept and the sequence of inputs to the algorithm, the number of mistakes made bythe algorithm plus the number of membership queries asked by the algorithm is polynomiallybounded by the size of the target concept and the instance space dimension. All other aspects25



of the PAC model, including the success criterion of �nding a hypothesis whose error is lessthen � with respect to the target concept and distribution, remain intact.Learning with membership queries and equivalence queries is the same as learning withmembership queries using the above relaxation. Hence, equivalence queries do not introduceany new source of information to the PAC learner, though they may simplify the description ofthe learning algorithm. Note however that the opposite is not true, since by using equivalencequeries in the exact learning model, we demand convergence to the exact target concept, whichmay imply in�nite precision.Although the introduction of membership queries is helpful in overcoming diÆculties inlearning several concept classes, this model still has limitations. In particular, learning generalDNF formulas with queries has been shown, by Angluin and Kharitonov [5], to be as hard aslearning general DNF formulas without queries, modulo cryptographic assumptions.2.3 Selective SamplingThe general problem of learning with both labeled and unlabeled observations is of practicalrelevance. In fact, the construction of a training set is often performed by collecting observations�rst and labeling them afterwards, and in many instances the labeling process is harder or moreexpensive then the sampling step required to obtain the observations. Sometimes it is impossibleto label most instances, and in some cases it is desirable to keep to a minimum the number oflabeled instances: Suppose, for example, that one wants to design a retrieval system to assistthe user in �nding the relevant documents - it would not make much sense to ask the user to gothrough all the documents and identify those relevant to his needs. Instead, we would like theretrieval system to select a small \informative" subset which will be classi�ed by the user anddeduce the rest by itself. This process was termed "Selective Sampling" by Cohn et al. [32].The study of the simultaneous use of both kinds of observations in learning leads to questionsof the relative value of labeled and unlabeled instances. This was addressed by Castelli andCover [29, 30] who took an information theoretic standpoint, namely the Bayesian learningsetting.Assume that the learner receives l labeled instances and u unlabeled instances. We denote26



the prior probability of observing a positive example by �, and the (conditional) densities ofthe positive and negative observations by f+ and f�, respectively. Castelli and Cover discussedthe behavior of R (l; u), the probability of (binary) classi�cation error of the optimal procedure,in various scenarios:� The density of the unlabeled sample is identi�able; There are in�nitely many unlabeledinstances but only a �nite labeled sample -In [29] it was shown that a labeled sample is necessary to construct a classi�er, and theprobability of error converges exponentially fast to the (optimal) Bayes riskR� = Z min f�f+ (x) ; (1� �) f� (x)g dx� The density of the two types of observations, f+ and f�, is known; The prior over thetypes of labels (the mixing parameter), �, is unknown; Both types of samples (labeledand unlabeled) are �nite -In [30] it was shown that the additional probability of error of any Bayesian solutionto a classi�cation problem is due to the errors in estimating the true value of the prior(denoted �0), which results in errors in evaluating the boundaries of the decision regions.More precisely, it was shown that the risk R (l; u) of any Bayesian classi�er satis�es therelation 4R (l; u) , R (l; u)�R� = clIl + uIu (1 + o (1))where c is a function of �0, f+ and f� but not of the estimated prior �, and Il; Iu arethe Fisher informations of the labeled and unlabeled samples, respectively. Hence, thetwo types of samples play a similar role in the construction of a classi�er. However, thelabeled instances are Il=Iu times more valuable than the unlabeled instances in reducingthe additional risk4R (l; u). Nevertheless, a decision rule can be constructed based solelyon unlabeled observations, i.e. labeled instances are not necessary in this framework.� The same as the former setting with the additional ambiguity that the association of theknown densities with their labels is not clear, i.e. given two densities g0 and g00 , it is notknown whether g0 = f+ or vice versa - 27



It turns out that in this setting, labeled instances are essential, since not only the bound-aries, but also the labels of the decision regions must be inferred from the training set.In [30] it was shown that, based on the assumption that l3+"=u ! 0 as l + u ! 1, theadditional risk satis�es 4R (l; u) = O�1u�+ exp f�lD + o (l)g (2.1)where the error exponent D is controlled by the prior, �, and the Bhattacharyya distance[15] between the densities f+ and f�. The �rst term on the right hand side of (2.1) is dueto the uncertainty in identifying the correct decision regions (or the mixing parameter�0) and depends, to the �rst order, solely on the number of the unlabeled instances inthe training set. The second term reects the uncertainty in labeling the densities g0 andg00 , meaning the probability of incorrect association depends on the labeled sample alone,and converges exponentially fast to zero in the number l of labeled instances. Basically,Eq. (2.1) implies that labeled instances are necessary and exponentially more valuablethan unlabeled instances in constructing a classi�cation rule.There are relatively few attempts to employ the above principles into practical use. Wanand Wong [120] considered learning linearly separable systems in a batch setting: The learneris given access to a �nite instance space X from which he picks a subset S (the sample) to belabeled by the teacher. The goal is to construct a classi�er to predict the labels outside thesample. No assumptions were made on how the instances in X �S are classi�ed. Unfortunately,Wan and Wong were able to devise (based on geometric reasoning) an eÆcient sample selectionprocedure only when X � R1 or R2 . They were able to show that in these cases their algorithmrequires only dlog (jX j � 1)e+ 1 to solve any linearly separable problem de�ned on X withoutclassi�cation errors. As for higher dimensions, they conjectured that some knowledge of theunderlying distribution of the objects in X is essential.Recently, Blum and Mitchell [17] provided PAC-style analysis, relaxing the Distribution-free assumption by introducing the notion of \compatibility" between a concept and a datadistribution: They assumed that the instance space can be factored into two parts (\views")X = X1 � X2 such that each part contains suÆcient information for classi�cation, which they28



termed \redundantly suÆcient" with respect to the target concept ct. The two views (x1; x2) ofan example are assumed to be redundant but not completely correlated. For a given distributionD over X , a target concept ct = (c1; c2) 2 C1 � C2 is \compatible" with D if it satis�es thecondition that D assigns probability zero to the set of examples (x1; x2) such that c1 (x1) 6=c2 (x2). Notice that even if C1 and C2 are large concept classes with high complexity in, say, theVC{dimension measure, for a given distribution D the set of compatible target concepts mightbe much simpler and smaller. Thus, one might hope to be able to use unlabeled instances togain a better sense of which target concepts are compatible, yielding information that couldreduce the number of labeled instances needed by a learning algorithm. We can think of thisas intersecting C with a concept class CD associated with D, which is partially known throughthe unlabeled data observed.The presence of two kinds of information about the instances (reected by the two distinctviews) together with the availability of labeled and unlabeled samples suggest the followinglearning strategy: Using an initial small set of labeled examples, �nd weak predictors basedon each kind of information; Then, attempt to bootstrap from these weak predictors usingunlabeled data in the following way - use each learner's predictions on the unlabeled instancesto enlarge the training set of the other. This bootstrapping procedure is termed \co-training".In [92] Mitchell described an application of the above method for the task of web pages classi-�cation. The feature vector is partitioned into the words occurring on the page itself, and thewords occurring in hyperlinks that point to that page. Thus, the assumptions about the factor-ization (the views are uncorrelated and each contains suÆcient information for classi�cation)are relatively met. Building two predictors, each consisting of a di�erent view, and then usingthe co-training procedure to augment the training set, Mitchell reported that they achieved areduction of the error by a factor of two after 30 iterations of the above procedure.The potential value of unlabeled data was analyzed by Blum and Mitchell in two settings:If the training data is noise free, then, unless X1 and X2 are deterministically related (e.g.,one value of x1 is always paired with the same x2), the number of labeled instances needed toproduce a perfect hypothesis can be bounded in terms of the number of unlabeled instances,provided that the learning algorithm is allowed to select which unlabeled instances will belabeled. If the target concept is learnable from random classi�cation noise in the standard29



PAC model, then any initial weak predictor can be boosted to arbitrarily high accuracy by co{training procedure using unlabeled instances alone, provided that x1 and x2 are conditionallyindependent, given the label. Thus, a labeled sample can be substituted by unlabeled sample,under the above assumptions.The assumption about the sources of information available to the learner can be furtherrelaxed. To this extent, Seung et al. [104] devised a method, called \Query by Committee"(QBC), for �ltering out non-informative instances. The framework is an on-line Bayesian learn-ing model in which the learner has access to a Gibbs oracle that enables him to sample thehypothesis space, and a label oracle which, upon the learner's request, provides the correctlabel of a randomly drawn instance. Thus, learning becomes an interactive process - using acommittee of sampled classi�ers, the learner decides which instances are most informative andhence should be labeled. As the process continues, the prediction capabilities of the learnerimprove, and it discards most of the instances as non-informative, thus saving a human teachera large amount of work. Extending the work of Seung et al., Freund et al. [55] were able to showthat if a two-member committee algorithm achieves information gain with positive lower bound,then the prediction error decreases exponentially with the number of labeled instances. In par-ticular, this exponential decrease holds for the class of linear separators under the assumptionof uniform sample space distribution. In Chapter 7 we provide a more profound description ofthis method, along with some extensions, including the withdrawal from the Bayes assumptionwhen the concept classes posses a kind of symmetry property (e.g. linear separators).
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Chapter 3
Learning in the Presence of Noise
3.1 IntroductionOne limitation of the standard PAC model is that the data presented to the learner is assumedto be noise free. In fact, most standard PAC learning algorithms will fail if even a small numberof the examples given to the learning algorithm are corrupted by some \noise". A noise in thissense can be regarded as the outcome of a bad sampling, unreliable communication, adversarialinterruption, or the inability of the hypothesis class used by the learner to reliably describe thedata.In order to cope with this de�ciency, variations of PAC learning have been introduced whichmodel the types of noise that might occur in a real learning environment. The most notable onesare the random classi�cation noise, where the labels of the examples may be ipped randomly,and the malicious noise model, where there are no assumptions about the way in which thecorrupted examples are generated. A general framework for handling noise is the StatisticalQuery (SQ) model [78], which was originally aimed at the random classi�cation noise model,and later extended to include the malicious noise model [37].In this chapter we review concept learning in a noisy environment. We start with a briefdiscussion of various noise models (following Sloan [108] with the necessary updates). Wethen move on to formalize the model of PAC learning in the presence of noise. Thereafter,we focus our attention on random classi�cation noise. In Section 3.2 we present the moststraightforward strategy of dealing with noise - Minimal Disagreement, and we discuss its31



limitations. We conclude with a short review (Section 3.3) of the SQ model which is probablythe most successful model of learning in a noisy environment.3.1.1 Types of Noise ModelsIn general, the corruption of a sample by noise can be described as a �ltering process: Weassume that the noise free examples pass through a noisy oracle before being seen by thelearner. Each noisy oracle represents some noise process being applied to the examples sampledby the standard PAC oracle EX (ct;D). The output from the noise process is all that thelearner can observe. In the subsequent sections we describe the actual outputs that the learnerobtains from various noisy oracles:RandomMisclassi�cation Noise This model was �rst introduced by Angluin and Laird[6] and was extensively studied (e.g. [9, 25, 36, 78]).The examples are generated by the noisy oracle in the following way:� with probability 1� � the noisy oracle returns hx; ct (x)i from EX (ct;D)� with probability � the noisy oracle returns Dx; ct (x)E from EX (ct;D)Essentially this is a \white" noise, a�ecting only the label of each example. The rate ofthe noise, �, is assumed to be �xed throughout the learning process. Variations of this modelexists, which relax the uniformity assumption. For example, Decature's CPCN model [38]allows di�erent examples to have di�erent rates of random misclassi�cation, e.g. the rate offalse positives is di�erent from the rate of false negatives.Attribute Noise This noisy oracle models a situation where the attributes of the exam-ples are subject to noise. For example, the attributes might be sent over a noisy channel. Moststudies of this model have been made with an instance space of f0; 1gn. Having a noise freeexample, h(x1; : : : ; xn) ; li, the noisy oracle adds noise to this example by independently ippingeach bit xi to �xi with probability �. Note that the label l never changes.This model was introduced and studied by Sloan [108] . In particular, Sloan was able toshow that unlike he case of classi�cation noise model, minimal disagreement approach is not32



e�ective against random attribute noise (cf. Sec. 3.2). Other techniques for dealing withuniform attribute noise were used by Goldman and Sloan at [58]. Similarly to the classi�cationnoise model, there are variants which allow di�erent noise rates for di�erent attributes. Fornon-uniform attribute noise, Goldman and Sloan showed that if the noise rates are unknown,then there is no PAC learning algorithm that can tolerate a noise rate higher then 2�, where �is the required accuracy parameter for PAC learning. Subsequently, Decatur and Gennaro [39]proved that if the di�erent noise rates are known (or at least an upper bound is given), thenthere exist eÆcient PAC learning algorithms for simple classes such as monomials and k-DNF.Based on ideas from statistical mechanics, Gy�orgyi and Tishby [61] introduced another typeof attribute noise, which seems suitable to model real life situations when the training data is theresult of some physical experiment for which noise may tend to be stronger in boundary areas.Restricting their attention to the problem of learning Ising perceptrons1 in the Distribution-dependent setting, where the distribution on the instance space is Gaussian with unit varianceon each component, they introduced an additive Gaussian noise with variance 2 � 1. Thisproblem was further studied by Haussler et al. [67] who obtain bounds on the learning curvein terms of , and a competition between the number of hypotheses at a given error (entropyterm) vs. the error itself (energy term), where the error is indexed by .Malicious Noise The malicious error noise model was �rst introduced by Valiant [113],revisited by Kearns and Li [74], and then further studied at [23, 27, 28].Essentially, the examples are generated by a noise oracle, such that:� with probability 1� � the noisy oracle returns hx; ct (x)i from EX (ct;D)� with probability � the noisy oracle maliciously chooses x 2 X and l 2 f0; 1g and returnshx; li, i.e. no assumption whatsoever can be made about the nature of the returnedexample.In particular, the corrupted example may be maliciously selected by an adversary who hasin�nite computing power, and who has knowledge of ct, D, �, and the internal randomizationof the learning algorithm.1An Ising perceptron is parametrized by a weight vector w 2 f�1;+1gN , and maps x 2 R to sign (w � x).33



A variant of this model is the Malicious Misclassi�cation Noise model [108] in which theonly source of noise is unpredictable misclassi�cation, i.e. the adversary only gets to choose thelabel of the example. Thus, at least the sampling distribution, D, is not distorted.It is not hard to see that from information theoretic point of view, there is no \inherent"problem. In fact, the hypothesis that has the lowest observed error would be a good approxi-mation of the target hypothesis [6]. As in many other learning tasks, the main open problemis how to perform such a task eÆciently, namely to give a polynomial time algorithm. Aninteresting parameter is the tolerable noise rate in which learning is still possible in polynomialtime. Kearns and Li (Theorem 1 in [74]) showed that any learning algorithm in the maliciousnoise model can tolerate only a small rate of noise, � < �1+� , regardless of the domain.Nasty Noise This model, recently introduced by Bshouty et. al. [24], is probably themost diÆcult learning situation modeled so far. In this setting, the adversary �rst gets to seethe whole sample of examples before giving it to the learning algorithm, and then removes afraction of the sample of its choice and replaces it by the same number of arbitrary examples,also of its choice. The only restriction on the adversary is that the number of examples which heis allowed to modify should be distributed according to a binomial distribution with parameters� (the noise rate) andm (the size of the sample). Obviously in this model the adversary is morepowerful than in the malicious noise model, since it can examine the whole sample and thenremove the most \informative" examples, replacing them by less useful and even misleadingexamples, whereas in the malicious noise model the adversary cannot choose which examplesto change.Driven by a motivation similar to Gy�orgyi and Tishby [61], this model is aimed at capturingsituations where the noise may tend to be stronger in boundary areas. Another situation is theAgnostic Learning setting (cf. [76]), in which the concept class is unknown and thus the learnerneeds to minimize the empirical error while using hypotheses from a prede�ned hypothesis class.Bshouty et. al. proved that no algorithm can achieve accuracy of � < 2� in learning anon-trivial class of functions. However, there is a fairly wide family of concept classes that canbe learned in the presence of nasty noise, where complexity is polynomial in the usual learningparameters as well as 1��2� . 34



3.1.2 Formal De�nition of PAC Learning in the Presence of NoiseWe assume that the learner knows which type of noise exists and that he has an upper bound �bfor the noise rate �0 � � � �b < 12�. As the noise rate approaches 12 , the labels supplied by thenoisy oracle provide less and less information about the target concept. The learning algorithmthus needs more oracle calls and more computation time as the noise rate approaches 12 . Oncethe noise rate is equal to 12 , PAC learning becomes impossible, because every label seen by thealgorithm is the outcome of an unbiased coin ip, and gives no information about the targetconcept.De�nition 11 C is PAC learnable by H in the presence of noise if there exists a learningalgorithm L with the property that for any concept ct 2 C, for any distribution D on X , for anynoise rate 0 � � � 12 and for any 0 < �; Æ < 1, if L is given inputs n; �; Æ; �b �� � �b < 12� andaccess to the noise oracle EX� (ct;D), then it will, with probability � 1� Æ, produce as outputhypothesis h 2 H such that error (h) = PrD [ct (x) 6= h (x)] � �C is eÆciently PAC learnable if the running time of L is polynomial in n; 1� ; 1Æ ; 11�2�b .Thus, the learner is allowed more time as �b ! 12 . Note that we made absolutely noassumptions about the noise and hence the noise oracle may generate examples in any fashion.The only parameter that controls the noise is the noise rate, �.Clearly the above de�nition can be modi�ed to handle a restricted class of distribution, i.e.learning in the presence of noise with respect to a given class of distributions over the instancespace. This restriction is often found to be very useful when the learning scenario (the conceptclass and the noise model) is too diÆcult.3.2 Minimal DisagreementIn this section we show that all �nite concept classes can be learned with classi�cation noiseif we minimize disagreements. On the negative side, we show that even for the simple concept35



class of monotone conjunctions, minimizing disagreements is NP-hard.The typical noise-free PAC algorithm draws a large number of samples and outputs a con-sistent hypothesis. With classi�cation noise, however, there may not be a consistent hypothesis.Angluin and Laird [6] proposed the following method:� Draw a \large enough" sample.� Output hypothesis c 2 C which minimizes disagreements with the sample.Suppose concept ci has a true error rate di. What is the probability pi that ci disagreeswith a labelled example drawn from EX�CN (ct;D)? We have two cases:1. EX�CN (ct;D) reports correctly, but ci is incorrect: di (1� �)2. EX�CN (ct;D) reports incorrectly, but ci is correct: � (1� di)Hence, pi = � + di (1� �)and we can conclude that an �-good hypothesis has an expecteddisagreement rate � � + � (1� 2�). Otherwise, we will term it an �-bad hypothesis.We need a large enoughm so that an �-bad hypothesis will not minimize disagreements withthe hypothesis. Consider the point �+ �(1�2�)2 . If an �-bad hypothesis minimizes disagreements,then the target function must have at least as large a disagreement rate. Thus, at least one ofthe following events must hold:1. Some �-bad hypothesis ci has an empirical disagreement rate � � + �(1�2�)2 .2. The target concept ct has an empirical disagreement rate � � + �(1�2�)2 .We can minimize these probabilities (i.e. � Æ2) using Hoe�ding bound:Pr (event 2) � exp(�2m�� (1� 2�b)2 �2) � Æ2Which implies m � 2�2 (1� 2�b)2 ln�2Æ�36



Similarly, we have Pr (event 1) � jCj exp(�2m�� (1� 2�b)2 �2) � Æ2Which implies m � 2�2 (1� 2�b)2 ln�2 jCjÆ �If we choose m larger than both values, then the probability that either of the events occurs,i.e. the probability that an �-bad hypothesis minimizes disagreements, is at most Æ. Thus, wecan PAC learn any �nite concept class in the presence of classi�cation noise, if we can �nd ahypothesis which minimizes the disagreements with suÆciently large sample.3.2.1 Minimizing disagreements can be NP-hardTill now we have avoided eÆciency considerations. Obviously, the application of this method issubject to the ability to �nd a hypothesis which minimizes disagreements, within a reasonabletime. Unfortunately, it seems that this approach may be computationally infeasible even invery simple domains. For example, consider the class of monotone monomials (1-CNF of onlypositive literals). The following hardness result is due to Angluin and Laird [6]:Theorem 10 Finding a monotone monomial which minimize disagreements with a given sam-ple is NP-hard.Proof. Reduce the vertex cover problem to that of �nding a monotone monomial whichminimizes disagreements with a given sample. Given a graph G = (V ;E), and a constant c,the vertex cover problem is to determine whether there is a vertex cover whose size is at most c(i.e., whether there is a subset of the nodes whose size is at most c, such that every edge in thegraph is adjacent to some vertex in this subset). Our reduction is given in the following table:
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Graph Monotone ConjunctionV = fv1; v2; : : : ; vng fx1; x2; : : : ; xng de�nes the instance space8vi 2 V example h(11 � � � 101 � � � 11) ;+i with 0 in the i-th position8edges(vi; vj) 2 E c+ 1 examples h(11 � � � 101 � � � 101 � � � 11) ;�iwith 0's in the i-th and j-th positionsIf there are n vertices in the graph, then our instance space is f0; 1gn. For each vertex in thegraph, we introduce a positive example, and for each edge in the graph we introduce c + 1negative examples. It is not hard to show that G has a vertex cover of size at most c i� thereis a monotone conjunction with at most c disagreements.3.3 The Statistical Query (SQ) Model3.3.1 IntroductionThe intractability of the search problem associated with the minimal disagreement approach,as well as the obstacles faced by standard PAC algorithms when presented with a noisy sample,stem in part from the fact that the PAC approach to learning depends quite sensitively on theclassi�cation of every example presented. Most learning algorithms usually make irreversibledecisions about the desired hypothesis based on individual labels. In light of this realization, itmakes sense to consider a formalism for learning which relies on the gross statistical propertiesof a population of labelled examples, rather than on the information carried by each individualexample. So, if noise a�ects the statistical characteristics of a sample in a uniform way, itshould be possible to design a model of learning which �rst recovers statistical informationabout noiseless samples from the statistics of a noisy sample and then uses the recoveredinformation for learning. This observation motivated Kearns to suggest the Statistical Query(SQ) Model [78], in which statistics, as opposed to labelled instances, are requested by thelearning algorithm. These SQ learning algorithms are then converted to PAC algorithms whichtolerate various types of noise.A learning algorithm in the SQ Model relies on a statistics oracle for the information it usesto select an output hypothesis. In particular, the algorithm itself makes no use of informationabout particular labelled instances, and it expects the answers to its queries to be based on38



the noise free characteristics of the target concept. The statistics oracle, in turn, relies onsmapled data from an examples oracle which may have either no noise, or classi�cation noise,or malicious adversarial noise, or another type of noise altogether. Using the statistics oraclecan be viewed as placing restrictions on the way in which a PAC learning algorithm can usethe random sample it receives from its oracle. The advantage is, however, that in cases wherethe data is corrupted by noise, the statistics oracle acts as a simulator, producing noise freestatistics based on the noisy sample it draws. Hence, an algorithm designed to learn merely onthe basis of statistical information becomes tolerant to noise.The decision to divide the model into an algorithm based on noiseless statistics and anoracle which derives those noiseless statistics from potentially noisy data proves advantageousfor two reasons:� Previous e�orts to cope with noise involved heuristic techniques incorporated directly intothe learning algorithm. Here, a single algorithm automatically succeeds in the presenceof several di�erent types of noise, by virtue of the noiseless statistics simulator on whichit relies.� Nearly all algorithms for PAC learning in the absence of noise can be recast in terms ofqueries to a noiseless statistics oracle, which immediately suggests the usefulness of theproposed formalism for robust learning.However, the SQ model has some drawbacks, the most important one being that the SQmodel is strictly weaker then the PAC model, i.e. learning in the PAC model does not implylearning in the SQ model. For example, it was shown by Kearns [78] that for parity functionsin a noise free environment, we cannot �nd a good hypothesis using only polynomial numberof queries even under the uniform distribution, while parity functions are known to be PAClearnable in the absence of noise under every distribution.We now proceed �rst to formalize the notion of learning by statistical queries, and thenturn to the de�nition of simulators which produce noiseless statistics from noisy data.
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3.3.2 Formal FrameworkIn the SQ model, the learning algorithm queries the statistics oracle for values of variousstatistics on the distribution of labelled examples, and the oracle replies with the requestedstatistics to within some speci�ed additive error. More formally:De�nition 12 (Statistical Query) A statistical query is an ordered pair (�; � ), where � :X � f0; 1g ! f0; 1g is an indicator function on labelled examples from the instance space X ,and � is an error tolerance on the answer returned by the statistics oracle de�ned below.De�nition 13 (A Statistics Oracle) Let P� be the true probability with respect to noiselessexamples from a target concept that � = 1. A statistics oracle STAT (ct;D) for a targetconcept ct 2 C and distribution D on X takes a statistical query as de�ned above and returnsan approximation P̂� such that P� � � � P̂� � P� + � .This de�nition of STAT (ct;D) holds for arbitrary � > 0, though the number of exampleswill of course depend on how small � is. We do not address exceptions, but they do exist (e.g.when learning from a malicious adversary). Having gathered a suÆcient number of statistics,the SQ algorithm returns an hypothesis of the desired accuracy. A call to STAT (ct;D) couldbe simulated, with high probability, by drawing a suÆciently large sample from the standardPAC oracle EX (ct;D) and then output the fraction of labelled instances which satisfy � as theestimate P̂�. Since the required sample size depends polynomially on 1� and, in addition, thesimulation time depends on the time required to evaluate �, an SQ learning algorithm is saidto be eÆcient if 1� , the evaluation time of �, and the running time of the SQ algorithm are allbounded by polynomials in the learning parameters:De�nition 14 (Learnability in the SQ Model) A concept class C is eÆciently learnableby statistical queries using hypothesis class H if there exists a learning algorithm L and polyno-mials p (�; �), q (�; �), and r (�; �) with the property that for any concept ct 2 C, for any probabilitydistribution D on X and for any 0 < � < 1, if L is given access to STAT (ct;D) and input n; �,then:1. for every query (�; �) made by L, � can be evaluated in time bounded above by q �1� ; n�and1� is bounded above by r �1� ; n� 40



2. L halts in time bounded above by p �1� ; n� and outputs a hypothesis h 2 H such thaterror(h) � �.Note that in this de�nition of SQ learning there is no con�dence parameter Æ. If L isdeterministic, then an �-good h will be returned with certainty. We will not consider the casewhere L is randomized.3.3.3 Producing Noise Free Statistics from a Sample Corrupted by Classi�-cation NoiseIn the design of the statistical oracle simulator, one must confront the problem of simulatingthe production of noise free statistics, given an oracle which is subject to classi�cation noise2,EX�CN (ct;D). In his seminal paper [78], Kearns proved the following expression3PrEX(ct;D) [� = 1] = (1� �) PrEX�CN (ct;D) [� = 1]� �PrEX�CN (�ct;D) [� = 1](1� 2�) (3.1)which provides a method for estimating the value P� by calculating statistical estimates on noisyexamples, but we need to insure that the returned value P̂� is within �� of the true value. Inorder to accomplish this, we will need to determine what the accuracy bounds should be onthe estimates from the noisy data. Finding these bounds is an exercise in sensitivity analysis.It follows that the tightest estimation interval required for the entire fraction is � (1� 2�) �18 .Though we do not know �, we do know an upper bound �b. Hence we can use an estimationinterval of � (1� 2�) �18 and, by employing Cherno� bounds, draw a noisy sample large enoughto guarantee that P̂� can be within �� of P�.The only problem remaining is that Eq. (3.1) depends on the unknown noise rate � directly,and simply substituting �b will not guarantee a reasonable P̂�. Moreover, there is no knownmethod of sampling from EX�CN (c;D) so as to compute an estimate of �. In order to circumventthe problem of our insuÆcient knowledge about �, we simply run the given statistical queryalgorithm (which relies on our simulated noise free statistics oracle) many times, with many2cf. Decatur thesis [36] for a comprehansive discussion on the design of such simulation in many other noisemodels.3Note that the treatment of this topic in [77] has some errors and here we use the expression suggested in [9].41



di�erent guessed values of �, so that we are assured of having at least one run which producesan hi 2 H such that error (hi) � �. At the end of the process we choose the hypothesis whichminimizes disagreement with the sample drawn from EX�CN (c;D). The set of guesses must belarge enough to guarantee that some �-good hypothesis is produced, but also small enough (sizebounded by a polynomial) so that it will be feasible to search for the hi in the set of outputhypotheses. For a complete analysis of this procedure see [77].
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Chapter 4
Bayesian Learning
A frequent claim posed by machine learning practitioners is that the PAC learning model isunrealistic, due to the worst case approach which results in too pessimistic estimations for thelearning performance. It seems unlikely that we will always handle the hardest concept to belearned (based on a given sample). Moreover, the demand for uniform convergence forces us tohandle algorithms that always �nd the \worst consistent" hypothesis (in terms of the error onD), while usually one may come out with more reasonable algorithms that manage to �nd atleast an \average" consistent hypothesis.In practice, some of the worst case assumptions may be relieved by adapting a Bayesianstandpoint that places a prior distribution P over the concept class C. If we also assume thatthe target concept is chosen according to P, it allows us to derive an analysis that depends onthe properties of the particular prior P, i.e. an average case analysis. This kind of approach isstrongly inuenced by ideas and tools from statistical mechanics as well as information theory.In this chapter we discuss the application and implications of concept learning in a Bayesiansetting. This discussion is strongly relies on a prior knowledge in Bayesian Inference. For abrief review - cf. App. A.4.1 Bayesian Model of Concept LearningThe Bayesian model of concept learning (cf. [66]) di�ers from the PAC model since we assumethat the target concept is chosen according to a prior distribution P over the concepet class C43



and that this distribution is known to the learner. Just like in the PAC model, the learningalgorithm is required to output a hypothesis h : X !f0; 1g. We de�ne the expected errorof the learning algorithm as the probability that h(x) 6= ct(x), where the probability is takenwith respect to the distribution D over the choice of x, the distribution P over the choice ofct and any random choices made as part of the learning algorithm or of the calculation of thehypothesis h.Several papers in the �eld of computational learning theory have studied sequential classi�-cation problems in which f�1g-labeled instances (examples) are given online, one at a time, andfor each new instance, the learning system must predict the label before it sees it ( cf. [66, 105]).Such systems adapt online learning to make better predictions as they see more examples. Ifn is the total number of examples, then the performance of these online learning systems, as afunction of n, has been measured both by the total number of mistakes (incorrect predictions)they make during learning, and by the probability of a mistake on the nth example alone. Thelatter function is often called a learning curve [65, 67]. Sequential regression problems have alsobeen studied (cf. [105, 64]). In this case, instead of predicting either +1 or �1, the learningsystem outputs a probability distribution, predicting that the label will be +1 with a certainprobability, and �1 with one minus that probability. When there is some noise or uncertaintyin the labeling process, an output of this type is more informative than a simple prediction ofeither +1 or �1. To measure the performance of a sequential regression system of this type, itis common to use the log loss function. If you predict that the label will be +1 with probabilityp and �1 with probability (1� p), then your logloss is � log p if the label is +1 and � log (1� p)if the label is �1, i.e. whatever happens, your loss is the negative logarithm of the probabilityyou assign to that event. As in sequential classi�cation, performance has been measured bothin terms of total log loss over all examples, and in terms of expected loss on the nth example(and in several other ways as well).4.1.1 Formal FrameworkLet X , Y and A be sets, called the instance, the outcome, and decision spaces, respectively,and let L : Y � A ! R be a loss function. We assume that Y = f�1g, although the basicformal framework, the de�nition of the Bayes method, and the results for log loss hold for44



more general Y. When Y = f�1g, elements of Y may be thought of as classi�cation labels.However, because we sometimes consider more general Y, we will use the more general term\outcomes". We shall identify H with a class fP� : � 2 �g of probability distributions over theset Yn of possible outcome sequences (When � is continuous, P is a density). Each distributionP� actually represents a conditional distribution on possible outcome sequences y1; : : : ; yn giventhat the instance sequence is x1; : : : ; xn. A pair (x; y), with x 2 X and y 2 Y is called anexample. We assume that we receive a sequence of n examples on line (denoted Sn), one at atime. The number n of examples is called the sample size. For each time t, 1 � t � n, givenSt�1 and xt, we must choose an action at 2 A. After taking this action, we observe the outcomeyt, and su�er loss L (yt; at). Our goal is to choose actions a1; : : : ; an so as to minimize our totalloss Pnt=1 L (yt; at).The particular kinds of loss functions which we consider are the following:The Bayes method leads to familiar strategies for both the 0 � 1 and log losses. Here wedescribe the action at taken by the Bayes method in each of these cases for a general outcomespace Y:� 0-1 loss (used for the classi�cation problem): A = Y = f�1g, action ŷ 2 A is interpretedas a prediction of the outcome y 2 Y , and L (y; ŷ) = 1 if ŷ 6= y, L (y; ŷ) = 0 if ŷ = y.� log loss (used for the regression problem): Here, instead of predicting a single outcome,an action speci�es a probability for each possible outcome y 2 Y . The decision space Ais the family of all probability distributions on Y , and for y 2 Y and distribution P 2 A,L (y; P ) = � logP .For any y 2 Y, P �Yt = y ��yt�1 � =X�2�P �Yt = y ��yt�1; ��P �� ��yt�1 �is the probability that the tth outcome will be y, given that the previous t� 1 outcomes werey1; : : : ; yt�1. This is the posterior probability of y (having seen yt).Given the above notation, the Bayes method of choosing actions can be stated quite simply:45



At each time t, choose the action a 2 A that minimizes the posterior expected lossXy2Y P �Yt = y ��yt�1 �L (y; a)Since the Bayes method always chooses the action that minimizes the posterior expectedloss, it is clear that when the actual outcome sequence is, in fact, generated by the randomprocess implicit in the Bayes prior, then the expected loss at each time t is minimized by thisstrategy, when compared with all possible prediction strategies. Hence the expected total lossis also minimized by the Bayes method. The expected (total) loss is in e�ect the Bayes risk,which we discussed in the previous section.Utilizing Prior InformationBayes methods utilize prior information on which sequences of outcomes are more likely thanothers in order to choose appropriate actions.Prior information used by the Bayes method can be interpreted as the belief that thesequence of outcomes is generated at random in the following manner: First an index � isselected at random from � according to the prior distribution P . The index � is viewed as anunknown underlying \state of Nature" that determines the probabilities of various sequences ofoutcomes via the corresponding distribution P�. After � is chosen, the actual outcome sequencey = y1; : : : ; yn is chosen at random from Yn according to P�. Thus the outcome yt can beconsidered to be a realization of the random variable Yt , 1 � t � n, where Y1; : : : ; Yn are (notusually independent) random variables with joint distribution de�ned by the above two stepprocess. Note that, implicit in this model, is the assumption that the action taken at the currenttime t does not a�ect the outcome at time t, nor do past actions inuence future instances oroutcomes. Thus the Bayes model is much more appropriate for problems like predicting theweather than for learning to y an airplane.Eventhough they implicitly make very speci�c assumptions about how outcomes are gener-ated, Bayes methods can be applied whether or not outcome sequences are really generated inthe assumed or equivalent manner.We are often interested in certain special types of prior information that may be available46



to help choose an appropriate action. The type of prior information available determines thekind of learning problem one has. Three special cases of interest are described below, in orderof increasing generality:1. Noisefree functions: In this case, for each state of nature � 2 � there is a functionf� : X ! A. Let F = f� : f� 2 �g. By assuming that initially a state of nature � 2 �is chosen at random according to the prior P , we are in e�ect assuming that a targetfunction f� is chosen at random from F according to the induced prior on F . A state ofnature is deterministic and noise free. Thus for any � and any �xed sequence of instancesx1; : : : ; xn, the outcome sequence y1; : : : ; yn is completely determined.2. Functions corrupted by i.i.d. noise: Here a state of nature is represented by a function,but the observations are altered by an independent noise process with a known rate, wherethe noise events are assumed i.i.d.3. Conditionally independent Yts: In this case, the random variables Y1; : : : ; Yn are condi-tionally independent given � and x1; : : : ; xn (and completely independent of the actionstaken). This includes the previous case, as well as the more general cases in which eitherthe noise rate is not known but we have a prior distribution over possible noise rates, orthe noise events are independent but not identically distributed. This latter case occurs,for example, when observations of the outcome are less reliable for some instances thanthey are for others. One way to capture this is with the statistical regression setup inwhich for each � 2 � there is a distribution D� on X �Y, and after � is chosen, examples(x1; y1) ; : : : ; (xn; yn) are chosen independently according to D�.4.1.2 Learning PreformanceThe analysis is conducted according to the Online model. We view the �nite number of instancesthat are observed by the learning algorithm as an initial segment of an in�nite sequence ofexamples, all drawn independently and at random according to D. We de�ne the versionspace generated by the sequence of examples Smc (x) to be the set of concepts c0 2 C that areconsistent with ct on x, i.e. that c0(xi) = ct(xi) for all 1 � i � m. We denote the version spacethat corresponds to the �rst i labeled examples by Vi = V �Sic (x)�. The initial version space,47



V0 = V (;), is equal to C. The version space is a representation of the information contained inthe set of labeled examples observed by the learning algorithm.A natural measure of the progress of the learning process is the rate at which the size ofthe version space decreases. In their seminal work, Haussler et. al. [66] suggested an analysisof Bayes' learning performances in terms of information theoretical measures based on thefundamental notion of instantaneous information gain from the ith example in a particularsequence of examples Ii = � log PrP (Vi)PrP (Vi�1)They were particulary intersted in two types of prediction algorithms:� Bayes Optimal Prediction - Upon receiving a new instance to be labeled, predict itslabel by a majority vote of all concepts in the current version space. The vote of everyhypothesis in the version space, h 2 Vi, is weighted according to the prior probability Prestricted to the version space.� Gibbs Prediction - Predict the label of a new instance by picking an hypothesis h atrandom from the version space. The random choice of h is made according to the priordistribution P restricted to the version space1.Haussler et. al. were able to devise a number of bounds on the probability of incorrectpredictions made by the two algorithms. In particular they showed that the expected error ofthe Gibbs prediction rule is at most twice the size of the expected error of the optimal Bayesrule. Moreover, they were able to provide an upper bound for the expected instantaneousmistake (learning curve) and the cummulative mistake in terms of the VC Entropy [118].Then, by gradually removing averaging and using known relations between VC entropy andVC dimension, they moved from an \average-case" to a \worst-case" analysis.This work was further extended by Haussler and Barron [11], who studied sequential clas-si�cation and regression problems of f�1g-labeled instances in the Online model. They lookedat the performance of Bayes method for this task, as measured by the total number of mistakesfor the classi�cation problem, and by the total log loss (or information gain) for the regression1This rule is the \zero-temperature" limit of the more general algorithm studied for example at [110, 83, 105]48



problem. Their results were given by comparing the performance of Bayes method to the per-formance of a hypothetical \omniscient scientist" who is able to use extra information about thelabeling process that would not be available in the standard learning protocol. For example, ifeach label is generated by applying a �xed function to the instance and then adding noise to theresult (i.e. ipping the sign of the value with some probability), then the omniscient scientistwill already know the �xed \target function" and will only have to deal with the noise, whereasthe Bayes method will have to try to learn the target function and also deal with the noise.Haussler and Barron were able to show that the Bayes method does not perform much worsethan the omniscient scientist in many cases of this type. They also examined the performanceof the Bayes method on an arbitrary sequence of examples, as compared with the performanceof an omniscient scientist who already knows the best target function to use in predicting thelabels of that particular sequence of examples. Again they showed that in many cases Bayesmethods do not do much worse.
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Part II
Supervised Noise Tolerant Learning
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Chapter 5
Noise Tolerant Learning using EarlyPredictors
5.1 IntroductionTraditionally, analysis of the learning curve starts from O (d) examples, where d = V Cd. Forexample, Helmbold and Warmuth [69] showed that 2d�
 �pd log d� examples suÆce for weaklearning1, while d�O(pd) are essential for Distribution-free learning. Based on analysis takenfrom the statistical mechanics of learning, Haussler et al. [67] showed that for many classesof distributions, generalization is possible even with very few examples. In this chapter wecontinue this line of study and focus our attention on the very beginning of the learning curve.In particular, we claim that if we can identify any non-trivial behavior of the learning curve inthe �rst O (log d) examples, this information may then be exploited and plugged into a generaleÆcient learning scheme which is tolerant to persistent random classi�cation noise.The noise model which we refer to is the persistent random classi�cation noise. In thismodel the learner has access to an oracle O which returns a pair (x; y) such that x is drawnindependently from the instance space according to a �xed distribution and y is the correctlabel of x with probability 1 � �. Persistence means that once a label of an instance hasbeen determined by the environment (the oracle O, sampling through Membership Query, etc.)1Not necessarily polynomial weak learning. 51



it will never be changed by the environment, regardless of whether the label was correct orincorrect. This extension to the PAC learning model was �rst examined by Angluin and Laird[6]. A most signi�cant step towards PAC learning in this noise model has been accomplished byKearns who presented the Statistical Query (SQ) model [78], in which the learning algorithmis allowed to ask for an estimate of the expected values of functions de�ned over the labelledexamples and use these values for learning. This model may be viewed as a restriction onthe way an algorithm uses the PAC example oracle. Kearns showed that these values can beapproximated by eÆcient sampling, as long as the sampling is allowed to give not too smallan additive mistake. Since this simulation averages on many samples, it is less vulnerable topersistent random classi�cation noise. Therefore, if a class is learnable via statistical queries, itis also learnable in the presence of noise. It turns out that many concept classes known to beeÆciently learnable in the PAC model are also learnable in the SQ model, and thus are noisetolerant. (cf. Decatur's thesis [36] for further reading).One de�ciency of the SQ model that we would like to address is of a practical nature:The construction and usage of the statistical queries are problem-dependent and hence thereis no general scheme for converting a PAC learning algorithm to a SQ learning algorithm.Sometimes the conversion is quite intricate (cf. Jackson, Shamir and Shwartzman [72]). Wetherefore suggest a di�erent technique to overcome the noise - voting of a committee.Advanced voting algorithms such as Freund and Schapire'ss AdaBoost [54], are vulnerable tonoise since they tend to over-�t the corrupted examples [41]: AdaBoost generates distributionswhich focus on mislabeled instances and by doing so generate hypotheses which are heavilyinuenced by these instances. More moderated algorithms, such as Bagging [21], do not changedistributions but even so, might be heavily a�ected by noise since the basic learning algorithmmight not be able to �nd a hypothesis consistent with the sample it gets, if some of the instancesare mislabeled. Gofer and Shamir [57] showed that this problem can be overcome even formalicious noise, but they used a sample exponentially big in the VC dimension.5.1.1 Summary of ResultsThe problem of learning from a noisy sample becomes apparent even for the task of weaklearning. Most algorithms need at least O (d) examples in order to produce a weak hypothesis,52



but in the presence of noise, the probability of getting an uncorrupted sample is exponentiallysmall. On the other hand a noisy sample, i.e. a sample which contains one or more mislabeledinstances, might not allow the algorithm to learn at all. In order to overcome this problemwe would like to gain information from as few as O (log d) examples - in this case we havesigni�cant probability of getting a sample without any mislabeled instances.In this paper we show that if, for a �xed and known set of distributions, one is capable ofa non-trivial prediction from as few as O(log d) samples, it is possible to construct an eÆcient,noise-tolerant learning algorithm based on these early predictors, using a simple voting scheme.We use the margin theorem of Schapire et al. [103] to prove the eÆciency of this learningtechnique. Speci�cally for the class of linear separators, we show that under the assumption ofuniform distribution, this learning technique is applicable. In contrast, it follows from Bartlettand Ben-David [12] that learning a linear separator in the presence of noise is hard when thedistribution is not known.We would like to formulate the kind of information needed from a very small sample in orderto allow eÆcient and robust learning. We de�ne an Early Predictor as a function that, uponreceiving a (very small) random sample of labeled instances (examples), returns a predictionfor the label of a given (unlabeled) instance. The accuracy of the prediction should be onlyslightly better then a random guess. In parallel with the Weak Learning paradigm, we assumethe existence of a polynomial q in the learning parameters such that 1q quanti�es the advantageof the prediction over random guessing. More precisely, let C be a concept class de�ned overthe instance space X and d = V Cd (C), let ct 2 C be the target concept, and let S(k) =f(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk; yk)g be a sample of size k, where xi 2 X is an instance and yi 2 Y is thecorresponding label.De�nition 15 An Early Predictor is a function P̂ : (X � Y )k �X ! Y , where k = O (log d)such that there exists a polynomial q (1=Æ; n; size (ct) ; d) > 0 that for every Æ > 0 the followinginequality holdsPrx[PrS(k) [P̂ (S(k); x) = c(x)] �maxy 6=c(x)PrS(k) [P̂ (S(k); x) = y] � �Æ] < Æ (5.1)where �Æ = 1q (thus emphasizing the dependence of the advantage on the con�dence parameter53



Æ). For almost every instance, we require that P̂ will give a correct label on average over a givensample. Note the di�erence between early predictor and weak prediction2. Weak predictionguarantees that a correct label may be obtained for more then half of the sample space, whileearly predictors guarantees that for almost all the sample space it will give a correct label witha probability of more than half - the probability is on the predictors rather than on the instancespace. Our �rst result states that if such a predictor exists, then the class C is learnable: Usingearly predictors we can generate an hypothesis by forming a committee of predictors and votingon their predictions.De�nition 16 Let Q be a set of samples such that for each i 2 f1 : : : Ng, Qi is a sample ofsize k (a total of Nk examples). Assuming binary concepts, i.e. Y = f�1;+1g, we de�ne themajority function fQ(x) = 1nXi P̂Qi(x)and the corresponding majority hypothesishQ(x) = sign (fQ(x))Hence, the hypothesis is the sign of the majority vote of a committee of early predictorsP̂ (Q1; x); : : : ; P̂ (QN ; x) while the absolute value jfQ(x)j of the vote is the margin or the con�-dence of the vote.Theorem 11 Fix ct 2 C and let �; Æ > 0 be the accuracy and con�dence parameters respectively.Let H = fp̂S(k) jS(k) 2 (X � Y )kg and d = V Cd(H). For any N � N� whereN� = O 1(� �4 )2 log d�Æ(� �4 )2! (5.2)if Q 2 �(X � Y )k�N , then PrQ [Prx[hQ(x) 6= ct(x)] > �] < Æ (5.3)2Weak prediction is equivalent to weak learning [69].54



Note that if the sample feeding an early predictor is small enough, i.e. O (log d), then itsprediction is tolerant to noise. This observation and the fact that the voting method is tolerantto noise (cf. section 5.3) lead us to conclude thatCorollary 2 Learning by voting using early predictors is tolerant to random persistent classi-�cation noise.Actually, one could use here the SQ model in the following scheme:1. Randomly select x1; : : : ; xm.2. For each i, pool early predictors to construct a statistical query which predicts the labelof xi.3. Assuming that all the labels are correct, use any (not necessarily noise tolerant) learningtechnique to generate a hypothesis based on the resulting training set.If all the xi's are \good", i.e. none of them fall within the set of instances where �Æ bounddoes not hold, then with high probability all the resulting labels will be correct. Since SQ isnoise tolerant, this method can handle noise as well3.Learning in the SQ model using early predictors might seem strange at �rst glance, sincewe use a large sample to construct a smaller but uncorrupted sample (training set), which inturn is used for learning. But if one is capable of correcting a corrupted sample, does that notmean one has already learned? This observation is the heart of the proof of Theorem 11 whichemploys an argument based on the margin of the hypothesis [103].We conclude by demonstrating the construction of early predictors for the class of linearseparators using only one labeled instance (example). The sample space is a uniformly dis-tributed n dimensional unit ball. We use homogeneous linear separators, i.e. each classi�er isa vector v and the classi�cation rule is cv(x) = sign (x � v).Let z 2 X and l 2 Y . The following function is an early predictor for the class of homoge-neous linear separators P̂ (hz; li; x) = l � sign (z � x) (5.4)3The SQ method is analyzed using standard techniques.55



This function predicts that the label of x is the same as the label of z if the angle between themis less than �2 .Theorem 12 Let P̂ be an early predictor. For every linear separator cv and �Æ = Æpn ( is aconstant independent of n and Æ) the following holdsPrx �Pr z hP̂ (hz; cv(z)i; x) = cv(x)i > 12 + �Æ� > 1� Æ (5.5)Plugging �Æ = Æpn in Theorem 11 implies that the voting method is an eÆcient learningalgorithm for this class. Moreover, since the constructed early predictor P̂ possesses certainproperties (which will be speci�ed later), the learning algorithm is also noise tolerant.5.2 Early PredictorsIn De�nition 15 we �rst introduced the notion of early predictors. We presented two methodsfor exploiting the information provided by such functions. The �rst method uses voting on thepredictions of a committee of early predictors, while the second method uses statistical queriesto generate an uncorrupted training set. In this section we analyze the performance of thevoting method.The following notions govern the proof of Theorem 11. We start by drawing at random aset T that may be considered as a validation set. For each instance in T , the committee of earlypredictors votes on its label. For almost all the instances, with high probability the majority ofthe early predictors will vote for the correct label. Moreover, the majority will be signi�cant,i.e. will have a large margin. Hence, the large margin theorem of Schapire et al. [103] can beused to upper bound the generalization error. Finally, we note that the set T is used only forthe sake of the analysis and does not have any practical meaning. For the sake of completeness,we quote the large margin theorem:Theorem 13 (Schapire, Freund, Bartlett and Lee) Let T be a sample of m exampleschosen independently at random according to a probability distribution D over the sample s-pace f(x; y) jx 2 X; y 2 f�1; 1gg. Suppose the hypothesis space H has VC-dimension d, and letÆ > 0. Assume that m � d � 1. Then, with probability at least 1 � Æ over the random choice56



of the set T , every weighted average function f(x) = Pwihi(x) (where wi � 0 Pwi = 1)satis�es the following bound for every � > 0:PrD[yf(x) � 0] � PrT [yf(x) � �] +O0@s 1m �d log2(m=d)�2 + log(1=Æ)�1A (5.6)Recall our de�nition of the majority hypothesis hQ (De�nition 16), then substituting PrD[hQ(x) 6=y] = PrD[yf(x) � 0] in the statement of Theorem 13 provides an upper bound to the general-ization error of hQ. The proof of Theorem 11 follows:Proof. (Theorem 11) Let T be a random sample ofm examples which we term the validationset and let Q 2 �(X � Y )k�N be an independently drawn set of samples which is used toconstruct a committee of N early predictors, each of them is based on k random examples (cf.De�nition 16). Q will be termed the committee set. In order to apply Theorem 13 to boundthe generalization error of the hypothesis hQ, we shall choose N , m and � such that the leftside of (5.6) will be bounded by � with probability 1� Æ over the choice of T and Q.Let � = 12� �4 and let m be such that m � O0@16�2 0@4d log2� 164 �2�2�4��2�4 + log 3Æ1A1A then thesecond term in (5.6) is bounded by �=2 with probability 1� Æ3 .In order to bound the �rst term let us �x the target concept and consider the following twofaulty events: The �rst occurs when a bad validation set T is chosen and the second occurswhen a bad committee set Q is chosen. In the �rst event there are too many instances in T forwhich most committees of early predictors can not guaranty reasonable predictions4, while inthe second event we fail to select a set Q upon which a committee of early predictors will beconstructed, such that it will succeed, with high probability, to correctly predict the labelingof most of the instances in any good T . We shall choose m and N such that the probability foreach one of these events is bounded by Æ3 .Let A(x) be the expected advantage of an early predictor P̂ for the instance x over a random4It should be emphasized that a reasonable prediction by the committee is a correct majority vote with alarge enough margin. The margin corresponds to the level of con�dence in the decision of the committee.
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guess, i.e. A(x) = PrS [P̂ (S) = c(x)]� 12 . We can restate De�nition 15 to be8Æ : Prx �A(x) < 12�Æ� < ÆT is a bad validation set if more then m�2 of its instances have an expected advantage of lessthan 12� �4 . Using the Cherno� bound, we may conclude that if m � 12� �4 log 3Æ , the probabilitythat T would be a bad validation set is bounded by Æ3 .One can look at fQ as an estimation of A(x). For our discussion we shall argue that fQ(x)is a good estimate if for every (x; y) 2 T such that A(x) � 12� �4 then yfQ(x) � 14� �4 (Note thatthe notation yfQ(x) means the proportion of the correct prediction minus the proportion ofthe wrong prediction - which is exactly the margin as de�ned by [103]). The Cherno� boundimplies that if N � 8�2�4 log 3mÆ and (x; y) is such that A(x) � 12� �4 then the probability thatyfQ(x) < 14� �4 is less then Æ3m . Using the union bound we conclude that with probability greaterthan Æ3 , the majority function fQ is a good estimate of A for every instance in T .If N � 8�2�4 log 3mÆ and m � 12� �4 log 3Æ then with probability greater then 1 � 23Æ over thechoices of Q and T Pr(x;y)2T [yfQ(x) � �] < �2 (5.7)(note that A(x) = EQ �12yfQ(x)�) and so we get the bound on the �rst term in (5.6).Let us review all the resultant conditions on N and m1. m � O0@16�2 0@4d log2� �264�2�4��2�4 + log 3Æ1A1A2. m � 12� �4 log 3Æ3. N � 8�2�4 log 3mÆSo, by setting m � O(16�2 (4d log2( �264�2�4 )�2�4 +log 3Æ ))+ 12� �4 log 3Æ and N� = 8�2�4 log 3mÆ the right sideof (5.6) is upper bounded by �=2 + �=2 = � with probability 1� Æ over the choices of T and Q.Setting N� as de�ned in (5.2) guarantees that for every N � N� all the above restrictions hold.Finally note that T is used only for the sake of the analysis: fQ does not use any validationset T to generate its estimates for A(x). It suÆces to know that, with high probability, if wewould have chosen T , fQ should have had big margins on almost all the instances in T .58



Note that instead of the use we made of margins, we could have used Vapnik and Chervo-nenkiss original bounds but this would have caused the bounds to become worse as N becomeslarger (as in the case of AdaBoost [103]).5.3 Noise ToleranceIn the previous section we introduced the notion of the early predictor: We were able to showthat if such a predictor exists, the class is learnable, and the sample complexity of learning wascomputed. In this section, we expand the analysis to the case of learning with noise. We couldhave proceeded via SQ conversion as outlined in the introduction. However, SQ conversion isproblem-dependent, while direct analysis of early predictors provides uniform conversion.We shall assume that the noise is persistent random classi�cation noise. It is assumed thatthe learner has access to a noisy oracle O , i.e. for each call to the oracle O, it returns a pair(x; y) such that x is chosen according to some �xed distribution and y = ct(x) with probability1 � �, where ct is the target concept. The learner's task is to approximate ct, even when � isclose to 12 . We shall analyze the behavior of P̂ in this setting.Recall that P̂ is a function that gets a sample S of size k and an instance x, and returnsan estimate for the correct label of x. We will show that if the predictor has some symmetryproperty, then learning by using the voting method is noise tolerant. The symmetry propertydemands that there exists a function f(�) such that for every x; y and � < 12PrS;e�B(k;�) hP̂ (S � e; x) = yi � f(�)PrS hP̂ (S; x) = yi (5.8)where e is the error vector which operates on S by changing the label of Si whenever ei = 1,and B(n; p) is the binomial distribution. To simplify notation and make our argument clear,we shall assume that Y = f�1;+1g and k = 1. In this case S = fhz; yig, and we require thatfor every x and y 2 Y Pr hP̂ (hz; yi ; x) = yi = Pr hP̂ (hz; �yi ; x) = �yi (5.9)Note that the probability is over the random choices of P̂ .59



Let us compute the probability that P̂ will give a correct prediction when it has accessto the noisy oracle O. Let x be such that when P̂ has access to the \honest" oracle, thenPr(z;y) hP̂ (hz; yi ; x) = ct(x)i =  and hencePr(z;y)�O hP̂ (hz; yi ; x) = ct(x)i = (1� �)�Pr(z;y) hP̂ (hz; yi ; x) = ct(x) jy = ct(z)i�(5.10)+� �Pr(z;y) hP̂ (hz; yi ; x) = ct(x) ���y = ct(z)i� (5.11)= (1� �) + �(1� ) (5.12)Therefore, if � < 12 and  � 12 + �Æ thenPr(z;y)�O hP̂ (hz; yi ; x) = ct(x)i � (1� �)�12 + �Æ�+ ��12 � �Æ� = 12 + �Æ (1� 2�) (5.13)and so we can replace �Æ by the new value �Æ(1� 2�) and conclude that the voting method isnoise tolerant. Note that if �Æ and 12 � � are not worse than polynomial small in the learningparameters, then the learning algorithm will be eÆcient.When k > 1 the symmetry property (5.9) works on the 2k noisy combinations that P̂ mightget. Note however, that if k = O(log d) then the probability of getting a sample S without anymistake is not worse than polynomial small in d. This means that if for a concept class we haveany non-trivial bound on the behavior of the learning curve on the �rst O(log d) examples, wecan turn it into a noise tolerant learning algorithm.5.4 Constructing an Early Predictor for Linear SeparatorsIn the previous section we developed a general approach of learning in the presence of noise.In this section we apply this method to the class of linear separators. The sample space is auniformly distributed n dimensional unit ball, and the concept class is the homogeneous linearseparators. Let z 2 X and l 2 Y . The following function is an early predictor for the class ofhomogeneous linear separators P̂ (hz; li ; x) = l � sign (z � x) (5.14)
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This function predicts that the label of x is the same as the label of z if the angle between themis less then �2 . If we can show that P̂ is an early predictor, then since the symmetry property(5.9) holds for P̂ , we may conclude that learning by voting using P̂ is noise tolerant.Proof. (Theorem 12) Fix x and de�ne � to be the angle between x and v. The probability(over z) that P̂ will give a wrong prediction is 2�2� = �� (see �gure 5-1). Therefore, as long as �is bounded from �2 then Prz hP̂ (hz; c(z)i ; x) = c(x)i > 1� �� (5.15)It will suÆce to give a bound on the probability that � is larger then some �0.
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Figure 5-1: For z colored area, p̂ will make a prediction error onx's label.From the geometry of the n dimensional unit ball it is clear thatPrx h�2 + �0 > angle(x; v) > �2 � �0i = Z �2+�0�2��0 n� 1n � n�12� n2 �(n+22 )�(n+12 ) sinn�1 �d� (5.16)Bounding5 sin � by 1, we obtain the following result:Prx h�2 + �0 > angle(x; v) > �2 � �0i < 2�0 1p� �(n2 )�(n�12 ) � �0pn (5.17)The last inequality is due to the fact that �(n2 )�(n�12 ) < Constpn . This implies that if we choose�0 = Æpn , the probability that the angle between x and c will be closer to �2 than �0, is lessthen Æ. Hence, if x is not closer than �0, thenPrz[P̂ (hz; ct(z)i; x) = c(x)] > 12 + �0� (5.18)5This bound is a reasonable approximation whenever � is at a 1pn neighborhood of �2 .61



Plugging �Æ = Æpn we conclude that P̂ with the constants �Æ is an early prediction function forthe class of linear separators.5.5 Conclusions and Further ResearchIn this chapter we presented the use of some properties of the very beginning of the learningcurve to construct an eÆcient, noise tolerant, learning algorithm. Note that we have assumedthat a bound on the level of noise is known, but this can be overcome easily by similar argumentsto the one used in the SQ model [78]. We made use of the large margin theorem [103] in theanalysis of this algorithm. This analysis suggest another perspective for understanding the SQmodel in terms of margins.The suggested learning technique is general in the sense that the only feature that is problemdependent is the construction of an early predictor. It is also of a practical nature because itenable parallelism of the learning algorithm.The voting method we used gives equal weights to all the early predictors. Our approach iscomparable to the Bagging approach [21], whereas AdaBoost [54] chooses weights to minimizethe empirical error. We suggest that the uniform weights methods are more robust to noisethan are adaptive methods.We also presented a construction of an early predictor for the class of linear separatorsunder uniform distribution, and thus concluded that this class is learnable in the presence ofnoise. Note that in the SVM model [115] the problem of drawing the \best" linear separatoris addressed by a di�erent approach - charging each mislabeled instance by its distance fromthe hyperplane and trying to minimize the empirical charge. This could be viewed as a metricapproach, as opposed to the probabilistic approach presented in this chapter.Finally, note that by using an early predictor one can actually simulate aMembership Oracle:Given an instance x, the oracle returns the label of x (the di�erence between membership anda PAC oracle: The latter picks x randomly). The simulation can work for almost all queries tothe membership oracle.
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Chapter 6
Noise Tolerant Learnability via theDual Learning Problem
6.1 IntroductionIn the PAC learning model it is assumed that the learner has access to an oracle (a teacher)which randomly picks an instance from the sample space and returns this instance and its correctlabel according to the rule (concept) one wishes to learn. In real-life problems, the existence ofsuch an oracle is doubtful: human mistakes, communication errors and various other problemsprevent us from generating such an oracle. In these cases, a realistic assumption would be thatthe learner has access to some sort of a noisy oracle. This oracle may have internal mistakeswhich prevent it from consistently generating the correct labels, or even inuencing its abilityto randomly select points from the sample space. A variety of noise models appear in theliterature, ranging from random classi�cation noise (in which only the labels of the instancesare a�ected in such a way that the probability of receiving a correct answer from the oracle isbetter than random guessing [6]), to the malicious noise model (in which the oracle reacts tothe learner's actions by changing attributes and labels in an adverse manner [74]).While the Vapnik-Chervonenecis Dimension ([118],[19]) fully characterizes PAC learnabil-ity of classes of f0; 1g-functions, the case of learning in a noisy environment is unresolved.Nevertheless, in a variety of cases one can show that even in the presence of noise, learningis possible. In [78] Kearns presented the model of Statistical Queries (SQ), proved that if a63



class is learnable with statistical queries then it is also learnable in the presence of randomlabeling noise, and presented a variety of problems in which this approach may be applied.Since Kearns' pioneering paper, much work has been done on the subject of learning in a noisyenvironment [36, 72]. However, little is known regarding the properties which make a conceptclass robust to noise. In this study we try to characterize those conditions.We suggest two requirements: learnability and a density feature, both with respect to thedual learning problem. These requirements enable the learner to �nd many instances to whichthe target concept assigns the same value as to the given instance. We show that if the twoassumptions hold, then it is possible to learn in a noisy environment. To this end, we introducea general scheme which assumes the presence of a Membership Query (MQ) oracle.A Membership Query oracle is a mechanism which enables the learner to sample the valuesof the target functions on speci�c instances which he chooses (cf. Chapter 2). The existence ofsuch a mechanism provides the learner with substantial power, hence, this assumption may beregarded as questionable. However, in some cases, the MQ oracle can be eÆciently simulatedto meet our needs [52].Throughout this chapter we denote by 
 the sample space and by H the hypotheses class.We endow H with a known probability measure p, and assume that the target concept ct 2 Hwas selected according to p (Bayesian Learning- cf. Chapter 4). Set � and Æ to be the accuracyand con�dence parameters respectively. Let d be the VC dimension of the primal learningproblem and put d� as the VC dimension of the dual learning problem. The noise rate will bedenoted by �, where 0 � � < 12 . We shall often use the term learning parameters to address allthe parameters above.Our main result connects the ability to learn in the presence of persistent noise1 with thecomplexity of the dual learning problem and its density features (cf. section 6.3).Theorem 14 For any eÆciently learnable problem, if the dual problem is eÆciently learnableand dense then there exists a learning algorithm L which uses the MQ oracle, such that for1Once an instance's label is set, repeated sampling of the same instance does not change it.
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every �; Æ > 0, and a noise corrupted sample, L learns the primal problem usingPoly(n; 1� ; 1Æ ; 11� 2� ; d) (6.1)samples, and in time Poly(n; 1� ; 1Æ ; 11� 2� ; d; d�) (6.2)where n is the size of an instance (input dimension).The proof we give is constructive: we present an algorithm which satis�es (6.1) and (6.2).Note that if d� is bounded by some polynomial in the other learning parameters, this algorithmlearns eÆciently.The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In section 6.2 we de�ne the dual learningproblem and briey discuss its implications. Section 6.3 is devoted to the notion of a denselearning problem. In section 6.4 we present the construction of our scheme, which providesnoise robustness to any learning problem that meets the learnability and density criteria of thedual learning problem (A few simple applications for binary values functions are presented inAppendix B.1). In section 6.5 we generalize our discussion to include real valued functions.We focus our attention on classes of continuous functions, discuss the concept of type and itsapplications to learning theory, and demonstrate the applicability of the suggested paradigmto classes of suÆciently smooth functions. We conclude with closing remarks and several leadsfor further study (section 6.6).6.2 The Dual Learning ProblemA learning problem may be characterized by a tuple h
;Hi where 
 is the sample space and His the hypotheses class. Learning can be viewed as a two-player game: one player, the teacher,picks a target concept, while his counterpart, the learner, tries to identify this concept. Di�erentlearning models di�er in the way the learner interacts with the teacher (PAC's Sampling Oracle,Statistical Queries, Membership Queries, Equivalence Queries, etc.) and in the method by whichthe learning performance is evaluated.Every learning problem has a dual learning problem [97] which may be characterized by65



the tuple hH;
i. In this representation the learning game is reversed: �rst the teacher choosesan instance !0 2 
 and then the learner tries to approximate this instance by querying on thevalues !o assigns to di�erent functions.Note that each instance ! can by viewed as a function Æ! on H such that Æ!(h) = h(!). Wedenote this collection of functions by 
�. Given a prior probability measure on the hypothesesspace, then �
 (Æw; Æ bw) = Pr (fh 2 H : h (w) 6= h ( bw)g) (6.3)is a pseudo-metric on 
. Thus, the distance between two functions Æw; Æ bw 2 
� is the probabilitythat an hypothesis h, drawn from H according to p, does not assign the same label to both wand bw.To clarify this notion we present two dual learning problems:� Let 
 be the interval [0; 1] and set H to be the class of all intervals [0; a] where a 2 [0; 1]. If! is an instance and ha is the hypothesis [0; a] then ha(!) = 1 if and only if a � !. Turningto the dual learning problem, note that Æ!(ha) = 1 if and only if ! � a. Hence, the duallearning problem is equivalent to learning intervals of the form [!; 1] where ! 2 [0; 1].� Let 
 = Rn and set H to be the class of linear separators (Perceptrons), i.e. hx 2 H isthe hypothesis which assigns to each ! 2 Rn the label signhx;wi. The symmetric roleof the parameters in the sign function implies that the dual learning problem remains aproblem of learning linear separators. Hence, this problem is dual to itself.The VC-dimension of the dual learning problems (also called co-VC ) obeys the inequalities[95]: log (d) � d� � 2dwhere d is the VC-dimension of the primal problem and d� is the co-VC. In a worst casescenario, this gives an exponential gap in the complexity of the two problems. However, inboth examples presented here and in most realistic cases, this gap is only polynomial. Thisobservation makes Theorem 14 interesting for many noise-corrupted learning problems (cf.Troyansky's thesis [111] for a comprehensive survey of dual representation). In section 6.5 webroaden the discussion to handle concepts which are not f0; 1g -functions. Thus, we replace the66



notion of VC-dimension with fat-shattering dimension. We show that for classes which consistof suÆciently smooth functions, both the fat-shattering and the co-fat-shattering have an upperbound which is polynomial in the learning parameters and enables eÆcient learning of the dualproblem.6.3 Dense Learning ProblemsA learning problem is dense if every hypothesis has many hypotheses which are close but notequal to it.De�nition 17 A learning problem h
;Hi is dense with respect to the probability measure D iffor every h 2 H and every � > 0 there exists h0 2 H such that 0 < Pr x2D[h(x) 6= h0(x)] < �.The density property is distribution-dependent: for every learning problem there exists adistribution in which this learning problem is not dense. Indeed, if the distribution is singular,i.e., supported on a �nite set, the problem cannot be dense. If a learning problem is indeeddense, any hypothesis can be approximated by an in�nite number of hypotheses2.We would like to extend the de�nition of a dense learning problem to include �nite hypothesisclasses as well. We replace the demand of approximating h for every � by the same demandfor every polynomial �. In the above de�nition, each hypothesis h must be approximated anby in�nite number of hypotheses. In the �nite case, we replace the in�nity assumption by asuper-polynomial number of approximating hypotheses.De�nition 18 Let l be the index of a �nite class Hl. A sequence of �nite learning problemsh
l;Hli, is dense with respect to the probability measure Dl if for every polynomial p(l) andevery h 2 Hl there exists a set Hl � Hl of size super polynomial in l such that for every h0 2 Hl,0 < Pr !2Dl[h(!) 6= h0(!)] < 1=p(l).In both de�nitions the governing idea is that each hypothesis can be approximated using alarge (in�nite or super-polynomial) number of hypotheses.2An alternative de�nition would be that for any h there exists an in�nite number of h0 such that Prx2D[h(x) 6=h0(x)] < �. Note that the two de�nitions are not identical.67



6.4 Applying Noise Robustness to a Learning ProblemWe now present our conversion scheme. We apply noise robustness to any learning problemwhich satis�es the requirements of learnability and density w.r.t its dual learning problem. Ourscheme is based on the following simple argument:Our object is to "clean" a noise-corrupted sample, i.e., to restore the correct label of everyinstance in the sample. Since the noise is persistent, constant sampling by MQ will not do thetrick. However, if the target concept assigns the same label to enough instances in the instancespace, it is enough to sample some of those instances and use a majority vote. The problem isto identify those instances. To this end, we use the dual learning problem. The requirementsof learnability and density ensure that with high probability, for any instance !, the duallearning algorithm will �nd many instances !0 such that almost all concepts assign them withthe same label. Since the learner of the primal learning problem knows the dual target ! andthe probability measure on H (the Bayesian assumption), he can provide a clean sample forthe dual learning problem. Hence, the dual learning problem is noise free and therefore easierto solve.The detailed algorithm is as follows:1. Pick a random sample S = f!1; : : : ; !mg, where m = Poly(n; 1� ; 1Æ ; d).2. For each instance !i 2 S,� By simulating the dual learning problem k = Poly � 11�2� ; log(mÆ )� times, generatean ensemble Si = �!1i ; : : : ; !ki 	 such that every !ji is Æ=m close to !i in the dualrepresentation.3� Use MQ to get a label for every !ji 2 Si.� Assign a label to xi based on a majority vote over the labels of Si3. Learn the primal learning problem using the newly assigned labels of S.As stated in Theorem 14, the sample complexity of the algorithm ism�k which is polynomialin the learning parameters. The time complexity depends polynomially on the same parameters3The density requirement guarantees that it is possible to �nd many such di�erent approximating instances.68



as well as on the VC-dimension of the dual problem. The proof that the algorithm is correct isstraightforward, and follows using the union bound and the Cherno� bound.As shown in Appendix B.1, it is possible to use this paradigm for a large variety of problems.Geometric-oriented concepts such as neural networks and general geometric concepts, Booleanproblems such asmonotone monomials and many other problems, all have a dense and moderatedual problem. Therefore, this paradigm may be used to solve such problems. Note that the classof parity functions does not satisfy our assumptions. Indeed, although the learning problem isdual to itself, the density property is violated, since every two di�erent instances disagree onexactly half of the hypotheses.6.5 Dealing with classes of continuous functionsNext, we present an example in which the concepts are continuous functions: For every given !0we attempt to �nd \many" instances !, such that for most of the concepts f , f(!) is \almost"f(!0). When the concepts are continuous functions, it is natural to search for the desired !near !0. However, if there is no a priori bound on the modulus of continuity of the concepts,it is not obvious when ! is \close enough" to !0. Moreover, in certain examples the desiredinstances are not necessarily close to !0, but may be found \far away" from it (cf. Appendix.B.1.3).In general, the question of learnability of the dual problem may be divided into two parts.The �rst is to construct a learning algorithm L which assigns to each sample Sn = ff1; :::; fnga point ! such that for every fi, jfi(!)� fi(!0)j < ". The second is to show that the classof functions 
� = fÆ!j! 2 
g on H satis�es some compactness condition (e.g., a �nite fat-shattering dimension V C"(H;
�)).6.5.1 Estimating V C"(H;
�)As a starting point, recall the following standard de�nitions and notation: given a normedspace (X; k k), let X� be the space of the continuous linear functionals on X. The norm onX� is given by kx�k = supkxk=1 jx�(x)j. Each Banach space X is isometrically embedded in thespace of continuous functionals on X�, denoted by X��, via the duality map x! x�� given by69



x��(x�) = x�(x). Let B(X) denote the unit ball of X and B(X�) denote the dual unit ball.De�nition 19 Let (X; k k) be a Banach space consisting of functions on 
 � Rd . We say thatX has a reproducing kernel if for every ! 2 
, the evaluation functional Æ! is norm continuous.Note that if the class H is a subset of such a space X, then the question of dual learningis always a linear learning problem in the following sense: the \base" space is now H, and wewish to learn the continuous linear functional Æ!. In other words, 
� � X�.We will show that if H is a subset of a Banach space with a reproducing kernel and if 
� isa bounded subset of X�, then the fat-shattering dimension V C"(H;
�) is �nite for every " > 0{ provided that X satis�es a geometric property called type.Recall that a Rademacher random variable on [0; 1] is of the form r(t) =sign(sin(2n�t)) forsome n. Hence, it is a symmetric f�1; 1g{valued random variable.De�nition 20 A Banach space X has type p, if there is some constant C such that for everyx1; :::; xn 2 X, Z 10  nX1 ri(t)xi dt � C (kxikp)1=p (6.4)where ri(t) are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables on [0; 1].The basic facts concerning the concept of type may be found, for example, in [86] or in [96].Clearly, for every Banach space (6.4) holds in the case p = 1. If we setT (X) = supfpjX has type pg (6.5)then it follows that T (X) 2 [1; 2]. For example, Hilbert spaces and Lp spaces for p � 2 havetype 2, thus, if X is a Hilbert space or if X = Lp for p � 2 then T (X) = 2 and the supremumis attained.The case which interests us the most is that of Banach spaces with a non{trivial type(i.e. T (X) > 1) in which the evaluation functionals are uniformly bounded. The classicexample of such spaces is that of the Sobolev spaces W k;p, (cf. [56] for the basic facts regardingSobolev spaces, or [1] for a comprehensive survey). An example of such a space is W 1;2(0; 1),70



which is the space of continuous functions f : [0; 1] ! IR, for which the derivative f 0 belongsto L2 with respect to the Lebesgue measure. The inner product on this space is given byhf; gi = R 10 (fg + f 0g0)dx.The concept of type may be regarded as a learning theory parameter because of the strikingfact that T (X) = 1 if and only if for every integer n, the n{dimensional simplex can be linearlyembedded in B(X) by an operator Tn, such that kTnkT�1n  � C, where C is a universalconstant (see [96]). The ability to embed a simplex f0; Tx1; :::; Txng such that kTxjk = ",is measured by V C"(B(X); B(X�)). Indeed, given any classi�cation of the vertices of theembedded simplex, there is a linear functional which separates the vertices such that the sizeof the margin is ". The norm of this functional in X� is determined by the ability to embedthe simplex in B(X) (see [91]).It turns out that V C"(B(X); B(X�)) is determined by the type of X:Theorem 15 ([91]) For every in�nite dimensional Banach space X the fat-shattering dimen-sion V C" (B(X); B(X�)) is �nite if and only if T (X) > 1. If T (X) = p and p0 < p then thereare constants C and c such thatc�1"� pp�1 � V C" (B(X); B(X�)) � C �1"� p0p0�1If X has type p = T (X) then V C" (B(X); B(X�)) = 
 �1"� pp�1Corollary 3 Assume that X is a Banach space which has a non-trivial type and that H is abounded subset of X. Assume further that the evaluation functionals are uniformly bounded inX�. Then V C"(H;
�) <1 for every " > 0.Proof. Clearly, we may assume that H is a subset of the unit ball of X, and that 
� is a subsetof the dual unit Ball. Hence, by our assumptions, for every " > 0V C" (H;
�) � V C" (B(X); B(X�)) <1 (6.6)From Theorem 15 it also follows that in certain cases the fat-shattering dimension of theprimal learning problem is also polynomial in the learning parameters. Indeed, note that X71



has a non-trivial type if and only if X� has a non{trivial type (see [96]). Also, (!1; :::; !n) is"{shattered by f 2 H if and only if (Æ!1 ; :::; Æ!n) is "{shattered by f�� 2 H��, where f�� is theimage of f using the duality map. Thus, f��(Æ!) = f(!). Hence, if H is bounded in X, 
� isbounded in X� and X� has type p�, thenV C" (
;H) = O (V C" (B(X�); B(X��))) = O�1"� p�p��1 (6.7)Also, it was shown in [91] that the primal learning problem is eÆciently learnable for classes offunctions which are bounded subsets of Hilbert spaces with reproducing kernels in which theevaluation functionals are uniformly bounded.6.5.2 Approximating !0 on a sample of functionsNext, we turn to the problem of approximating !0 by some ! 6 =!0 on any given sampleSk = ff1; :::; fkg. Note that when H consists of continuous functions on 
, then for every " > 0and every sample f1; :::fk, there are in�nitely many instances !, such that jfi(!)� fi(!0)j < "for 1 � i � k. Indeed, since ff1; :::; fkg is a �nite set of continuous functions, they have auniform upper bound for their modulus of continuity. Thus, there is some r > 0, such that if! 2 B!0(r) and 1 � i � k, then jfi(!)� fi(!0)j < ".Corollary 4 Let X be a Banach space consisting of continuous functions on 
 which has anon{trivial type. Then, the dual learning problem has an in�nite number of solutions. Inparticular, hH;
�i is dense.Proof. The proof follows since the class of functions 
� on the space H is a uniform Glivenko{Cantelli class and because we are able to approximate Æ!0 on any given sample of functions.6.6 Concluding Remarks and Further ResearchThe main idea which motivated this study was to formulate a set of conditions in which noisetolerant learnability can be achieved. We have proposed two requirements: learnability anddensity of the dual learning problem. In a nutshell, these requirements suggest that the key toovercome noise lies in the ability to exploit useful information from the underline structure of72



the concept class and to approximate the target function. Adding an access to a MQ oracle, wewere able to device a conversion scheme which applies noise robustness to any learning problemwhich meets these demands.In this presentation we handled only random classi�cation noise. However, it seems thatour method works in many other noise models (e.g. malicious noise).This study suggests an hierarchy of the diÆculty in noise tolerance learnability via the duallearning problem: Some problems are learnable in the presence of noise (monomials), whileothers are learnable only under the Bayes assumption (e.g. continuous functions). Note thatsome learning problems which are believed to be hard to handle in the presence of noise, indeeddo not meet our set of demands (e.g. parity functions).In section 6.5 we have generalized our scheme to handle real valued functions. We were ableto show that when the space has a non-trivial type, the fat-shattering dimension of both theprimal and the dual learning problem are polynomial in the accuracy parameter ". One openproblem we are interested in, is to generalize the techniques suggested in section 6.5 to handlef0; 1g-functions as well. Note that when the concepts are not continuous functions, then themodulus of continuity will not be a useful parameter. We were able to obtain partial results(measure dependent) provided that for every function the decision boundary (the points inwhich the function is not continuous) is small in some sense.Finally, our construction provides a set of suÆcient conditions for noise tolerance learnabil-ity. However, we believe that the essence of these conditions reects fundamental principleswhich may turn out to be a step towards a complete characterization of noise tolerant learn-ability.
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Part III
Implementing Partially SupervisedLearning via Query By Committee(QBC)
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Chapter 7
Learning Using Query byCommittee, Linear Separation andRandom Walks
7.1 IntroductionThe task of learning an unknown target concept out of a class of concepts by means of queryingthe target labels in a random sample of instances, has generated many studies and experimentalworks in recent years. In this work we re-examine the Query By Committee (QBC) algorithm,formulated and analyzed in [104, 55].QBC is an active learning algorithm [32] which incorporate a relevance test for a potentiallabel. Having access to a stream of unlabeled instances, the relevance test �lters out theinstances for which it assigns a low value, trying to minimize the number of labels used whilelearning. The motivation comes from many real-life problems, where the teacher's activity is anexpensive resource. For example, if one would like to design a program that classi�es articlesinto two categories (\interesting" and \non-interesting"), then the program may automaticallyscan as many articles as possible (e.g. through the Internet). However, articles for which theprogram needs the teacher's comment (label) - must actually be read by the teacher. This isa costly task. The same problem arises in many other �elds such as medical diagnostics and75



natural language processing.Several experimental implementations of QBC were suggested for document classi�cation[84] and for part of speech tagging [35]. These studies give experimental evidence for theeconomy gained by QBC which becomes more substantial as the precision requirement increases.In this context the complexity of the algorithm is measured by the number of label requestsdirected to the teacher during the learning process.The relevance test of QBC involves volume reduction of the version space1: It measures thereduction in the uncertainty about the learned target. In the speci�c case of learning the familyof linear separators in <n, the version space is represented by an Euclidean convex body, andwe are able to use eÆcient volume-approximating algorithms (based on a suitable random walk- rather than straightforward Monte-Carlo methods). For a quantitative estimate of versionspace size, one is naturally led to work in a Bayesian framework [66]: The target concept ispicked from a known family according to some �xed prior distribution. Posteriors are obtainedby restricting the prior to sub-families (the current version space).Following is an outline of the QBC algorithm. It uses three oracles: The Sample oraclereturns a random instance x, the Label oracle returns the label for an instance, and the Gibbsoracle returns a random hypothesis from the version space. The algorithm gets two parameters- accuracy (�) and reliability (Æ) - and works as follows:1. Call Sample to get a random instance x.2. Call Gibbs twice to obtain two hypotheses and generate two predictions for the label ofx.3. If the predictions are not equalThen call Label to get the correct label for x.4. If Label was not used for the last tk consecutive instances2, where k is the current numberof labeled instances,Then call Gibbs once and output this last hypothesisElse return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).1The version space is the subset of all hypotheses consistent with the labels seen so far.2tk = 2�2(k+1)23�Æ ln 2�2(k+1)23Æ is a correction for the expression given at ([55]).76



A natural means for tracing the progress of the learning process is the rate at which thesize of the version space decreases. We adopt the notion of information gain as the measure ofchoice for the analysis of the learning process:De�nition 21 (Haussler et al.) [66] Let V be the current version space and let Vx = fh 2Vjh(x) = c(x)g be the version space after the instance x has been labeled� The instantaneous information gain is I(x; c(x)) = � log Prh2V [h 2 Vx]� The expected information gain of an instance x isG(xjV) = Prh2V [h(x) = 1] � I(x; 1) + Prh2V [h(x) = �1] � I(x;�1)= H(Prh2V [h(x) = 1]) (7.1)where H is the binary entropy, i.e. H(p) = �p log p� (1� p) log(1� p):We proceed by quoting the main theoretical result regarding QBC, give some explanationsand briey outline the main contribution of the present study, which demonstrate an eÆcientimplementation of the relevance test.Theorem 16 (Freund et al.) [55] If a concept class C has VC-dimension 0 < d < 1 andthe expected information gain of the queries to Label oracle made by QBC are uniformly lowerbounded by g > 0 bits, then the following holds with probability greater than 1 � Æ over theselection of the target concept, the sequence of instances(the sample), and the choices made byQBC:1. The number of calls to Sample is m0 = ( d�Æg )O(1).2. The number of calls to Label is less then3 k0 = 10(d+1)g ln 4m0Æ .3. The algorithm generates an �-close hypothesis, i.e.Prc;h;QBC[Prx[h(x) 6= c(x)] � �] � Æ (7.2)3k0 = O(log 1�Æ ) results in an exponential gap between the number of queries made to Label, compared to\regular" algorithms. 77



The main theme governing the proof of this theorem is the ability to bound the numberof queries made by QBC in terms of g, the lower bound for the expected information gain: Ifthe algorithm asks to label all m instances, then PrX �Pmi G(xijV) � (d+ 1)(log emd )� < dem ,meaning that the accumulated information gain grows logarithmically withm. Obviously, when�ltering out instances, the accumulated information gain cannot be larger. On the other hand,kg is a lower bound on the accumulated expected information gain from k labeled instances.These two observations suggest that kg � (d + 1)(log emd ), which results in a bound on kand implies that the gap between consecutive queried instances is expected to grow until thestop-condition is satis�ed.Theorem 16 can be augmented to handle the general class of �ltering algorithms: Let Lbe an algorithm that �lters out instances based on an internal probability assignment andprevious query results. Using a stop-condition identical to the one used by the QBC algorithmand following the basic steps used for proo�ng of Theorem 16, one may conclude similar boundson the number of calls L makes to Sample and Label oracles.By stating a lower bound on the expected information gain, Freund et al. were able toidentify several classes of concepts as learnable by the QBC algorithm. Among them is theclass of perceptions (linear separators) de�ned by a vector w such that for any instance x:cw(x) = 8<: +1 if x � w > 0�1 otherwise (7.3)This class is learnable using QBC, with the restriction that the version space distribution isknown to the learner and both sample space and version space distributions are almost uniform.A question which left open is how to eÆciently implement the Gibbs oracle and thus reduceQBC to a standard learning model (using only Sample and Label oracles). It turns out thatthis question falls naturally into a class of approximating problems which has been the objectof much attention in recent years: How to get an eÆcient approximation of volume or performa random sampling of rather complex de�ned and dynamically changing spaces. Moreover,unraveling the meaning of random walks employed by these approximate counting methodsseems to have interesting implications in learning theory.Let us focus on the problem of randomly selecting hypotheses from the version space and78



limit our discussion to the class of linear separators: There are several known algorithms for�nding a linear separator (e.g. the perceptron algorithm or linear programming), but noneof them suÆce since we need to randomly select a separator in the version space. A possiblestraightforward solution is the use of the Monte Carlo mechanism: Assuming (as we do later)that the linear separators are uniformly distributed, we randomly select a point in the unitsphere4, identifying this point as a linear separator, and check whether it is in the versionspace. If it is not, we proceed with the sampling until a consistent separator is selected. Thisprocess produces several problems, the most important of which is eÆciency:Recall that the QBC algorithm assumes a lower bound g > 0 for the expected informationgain of queried instances. Let p � 1=2 be such that H(p) = g. Having k labeled instances,the probability of selecting a consistent separator is smaller than (1 � p)k. This implies thatthe expected number of iterations made by the Monte Carlo algorithm until it �nds a desiredseparator is greater than (1� p)�k. If the size of the sample used by the algorithm (number ofinstances) is m, and k is the number of labeled instances, then the computational complexity is
(m(1� p)�k). Plugging in the expected value for k in the QBC algorithm, i.e. 10(d+1)g ln 4mÆ ,the Monte Carlo implementation results in a computational complexity exponential in g, d(the VC-dimension, i.e. n in our case) and a dependence on m2. Furthermore, since g is alower bound on the expected information gain, the size of the version space might decreaseeven faster, making the task of picking an hypothesis from the version space even more timeconsuming. The algorithms suggested in this paper work in time polynomial in n; g and dependon mkO(1), i.e. they are exponentially better in terms of the VC-dimension and g and havebetter polynomial factors in terms of m. We also avoid the problem of rapid decrease in thesize of the version space by employing a detecting condition for that situation.7.1.1 Summary of ResultsThe problem of generating a Gibbs oracle is converted to the geometric problem of samplingor approximating the volumes of convex bodies (section 7.1.3). This observation enables us topresent two eÆcient implementations of the QBC algorithm with linear separators. The �rst,4Pick n normally distributed variables �1 : : : �n and normalize them by the square root of the sum of theirsquares. 79



which we term QBC' (section 7.2.1), uses a volume approximation technique (section 7.1.4) toimplement the Gibbs oracle. The second implementation, QBC" (section 7.2.2), uses a samplingtechnique to solve the same problem. In both cases we were able to prove the eÆciency of thealgorithms and their ability to query for only a small amount of labels (section 7.4).Even though QBC, QBC' and QBC" assume a uniform prior on the hypotheses spacewe were able to show (section 7.5) that they all perform well in the worst case, hence theBayes assumption is redundant when learning linear separators. Furthermore, the assumptionof uniform distribution on the sample space made in the proofs of QBC' and QBC" can berelaxed to include other distributions, as long as these distributions are \smooth". At theend of this section we augment these results to handle general classes which possess symmetryproperty.During the process of investigating the performances of QBC' and QBC", we also developeda geometric lemma (Lemma 1) which we believe has its own importance: The lemma suggestsa lower bound for the maximal radius of a ball contained in a convex body in terms of thevolume of that body.7.1.2 Mathematical NotationThe sample space 
, is assumed to be a subset of <n, and therefore an instance is a vector in <n.A linear separator is an hyperplane, de�ned by a vector v 2 <n orthogonal to the hyperplane5.The concept to be learned is assumed to be chosen according to a �xed distribution D over<n. We denote by xi a queried instance and by ti the corresponding label, where ti 2 f�1; 1g.The version space V is de�ned to be V = fvj8i(hxi; vi � ti) > 0g. Let Y i = ti � xi. Then a vectorv is in the version space if 8i hY i; vi > 0. Using a matrix notation we may further simplify thenotation by setting Y i to be the i'th row of matrix A and writing V = fvjAv > 0g.7.1.3 Preliminary ObservationsUpon receiving a new instance x, the algorithm needs to decide whether to query for a label.The probability for labeling x with +1 is: P+ = PrD[v 2 V +] where D is the distribution5A linear separator is de�ned by a tuple v; b where v is a vector and b is an o�set. The label assigned by aconcept to an instance x is de�ned as sign(hv; xi+ b). In our case we assumed that b = 0. However, by forcingx0 to be 1 and �xing v0 = b, the two de�nitions converge.80



induced on the version space V and V + = fvjAv > 0; hx; vi � 0g. Similarly, we de�ne V � andP� which correspond to labeling x with �1. The QBC algorithm decides to query for a labelonly when the two hypotheses disagree on the label of x and this happens with probability2P+P�. Thus P+ and P� are all we need in order to substitute Gibbs oracle and make thisdecision. Normalizing jjvjj � 1, the version space of linear separators becomes a subset of ndimensional unit ball Bn. Under the uniform distribution on Bn, the value of P+ (and P�)can be obtained by calculating n dimensional volume: P+ = V ol(V +)V ol(V) . Now V, V + and V � areconvex simplexes6 in the n dimensional unit ball. Having P+ and P�, we can substitute theGibbs oracle: Given a set of labeled instances and a new instance x, query for the label of xwith probability 2P+P�.7.1.4 A Few Results Regarding Convex BodiesIn order to simulate the Gibbs oracle we seek eÆcient methods for calculating the volume of aconvex body and uniformly sampling from it. Similar questions relating to convex bodies havebeen addressed by Dyer et al. [46], Lovasz and Simonovits [88] and others.Theorem 17 (The Sampling Algorithm) [88] Let K be a convex body such that K containsat least 2=3 of the volume of the unit ball (B) and at least 2=3 of the volume of K is contained ina ball of radius m such that 1 � m � n3=2. For arbitrary � > 0 there exists a sampling algorithmthat uses O(n4m2 log2(1=�)(n log n+ log(1=�)) operations on numbers of size O(log n) bits andreturns a vector v such that for every Lebesgue measurable set L in K: jPr(v 2 L)� V ol(L)V ol(K) j < �The algorithm uses random walks in the convex body K as its method of traversal and itreaches every point of K with almost equal probability. To complete this result, Grotchel et al.[59] used the ellipsoid method to �nd an aÆne transformation Ta such that given a convex bodyK, B � Ta(K) � n3=2B . Assume that the original bodyK is bounded in a ball of radius R andcontains a ball of radius r, then the algorithm �nds Ta in O(n4(j log rj+ j logRj)) operations onnumbers of size O(n2(j log rj+j logRj)) bits. Before we proceed, let us elaborate on the meaningof these results for our needs: When applying the sampling algorithm to the convex body V,6The term simplex is used to describe a conical convex set of the type K = fv 2 <njAv > 0; jjvjj � 1g. Notethat it is a nonstandard use of this term. 81



we will get v 2 V. Since V + and V � are both simplexes, they are Lebesgue measurable, hencejPr(v 2 V +)�P+j < �. Note that we are only interested in the proportions of V + and V �, andthe use of the aÆne transformation Ta preserves these proportions. The sampling algorithmenables Lovasz and Simonovits to come out with an algorithm for approximating the volumeof a convex body:Theorem 18 (Volume Approximation Algorithm) [88] Let K be a convex body7. Thereexists a volume approximating algorithm for K: Upon receiving error parameters �; Æ 2 (0; 1)and numbers R and r such that K contains a ball of radius r and is contained in a ball of radiusR centered at the origin, the algorithm outputs a number � such that with probability at least1� Æ (1� �)V ol(K) � � � (1 + �)V ol(K) (7.4)The algorithm works in time polynomial in j logRj+ j log rj,n,1=� and log(1=Æ).For our purposes, this algorithm can estimate the expected information gained from thenext instance. It also approximates the value of P+ (and P�) and thus we may simulate theGibbs oracle by choosing to query for a label with probability 2P+(1�P+). Both the samplingalgorithm and the volume approximation algorithm require the values of R and r. Since, in ourcase, all convex bodies are contained in the unit ball B, then �xing R = 1 will suÆce and weare left with the problem of �nding r. However, it will suÆce to �nd r such that r�4 � r � r�where r� is the maximal radius of a ball contained in K. Moreover, we will have to show thatr is not too small. The main part of this proof is to show that if the volume of V + is not toosmall, then r is not too small (Lemma 1). Since we learn by reducing the volume of the versionspace, this lemma states that the radius decreases at a rate proportional to the learning rate.7.2 Implementations of the Query By Committee AlgorithmsIn this section we present two implementations of the QBC algorithm: the �rst uses volumeapproximation of convex bodies, while the second uses the technique for sampling from convex7K is assumed to be given using a separation oracle, i.e. via an algorithm such that for a given point x itreturns either \true" (if x 2 K), or a separating hyperplane (if x =2 K).82



bodies. Both algorithms are eÆcient and maintain the exponential gap between labeled andunlabeled instances. QBC" is especially interesting from the computational complexity per-spective, while the mechanism in the basis of QBC' enables the approximation of the maximala-posteriori (MAP) hypothesis in Poly (logm) time as well as direct access to the expectedinformation gain from a query.7.2.1 Using Volume Approximation in the QBC Algorithm (QBC')Every instance x induces a partition of the version space V into two subsets V + and V �.Since V = V + [ V � and they are disjoint, then V ol(V) = V ol(V +) + V ol(V �) and P+ =V ol(V +)V ol(V +)+V ol(V �) . Hence, approximating these volumes results in approximation of P+ that wecan use instead of the original value. In order to use the volume approximation algorithmas a procedure, we need to bound the volumes of V + and V �, i.e. �nd balls of radii r+and r� contained in (V +) and (V �) respectively. If both volumes are not too small, then thecorresponding radii are big enough and may be calculated eÆciently using convex programming.If one of the volumes is too small, then we are guaranteed that the other one is not too smallsince V ol(V) is not too small (lemma 7). It turns out that if one of the radii is very small thenassuming that the corresponding part is empty (i.e. the complementary part is the full versionspace) is enough for simulating the Gibbs oracle (lemma 3). The QBC' algorithm follows:Algorithm QBC 0:Given �; Æ > 0 and let k be the current number of labeled instances,de�ne Æk = 3Æ4�2(k+1)2 , �k = �Æk96 , �k = 2�kn , tk = 32 log 2Æk�2Æ2k(1�2Æk)1. Call Sample to get a random instance x.2. Use convex programming to simultaneously calculate the values of r+ and r�,the radii of balls contained in V + and V �.3. If min(r+; r�) < �k(max(r+; r�))nThen assume that the corresponding body is empty and goto 6.4. Call the volume approximation algorithm with r+ (and r�) to get �+ (and ��)such that (1� �k)V ol(V +) � �+ � (1 + �k)V ol(V +)83



with probability greater than 1� Æk5. Let cP+ = �+�++�� , with probability 2cP+(1 � cP+) call Label to get the correctlabel of x.6. If Label was not used for the last tk consecutive instances,Then call the sampling algorithm with accuracy � = �2 to give an hypothesisand stop. Else return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).With probability greater then 1�Æ, the time complexity of QBC' ism times Poly �n; k; 1� ; 1Æ �(for each iteration). The number of instances that the algorithm uses is polynomial in thenumber of instances that the QBC algorithm uses. Furthermore, the exponential gap betweenthe number of instances and the number of labeled instances still holds.7.2.2 Using Sampling in the QBC Algorithm (QBC")Another variant of QBC is the QBC" algorithm which simulates the Gibbs oracle by sampling,almost uniformly, two hypotheses from the version space:Algorithm QBC 00:Given �; Æ > 0 and let k be the current number of labeled instances,de�ne Æk = 3Æ�2(k+1)2 , tk = 8 log 4=Æk�Æk , �k = �Æk32 , �k = 2n�k1. Call Sample to get a random instance x.2. Call the sampling algorithm with �k and r to get two hypotheses from theversion space.3. If the two hypotheses disagree on the label of xThen use convex programming to simultaneously calculate the values of r+and r�, the radii of the balls contained in V + and V �.4. If min(r+; r�) � �k(max(r+; r�))nThen call Label to get the correct label and choose r+ (or r�), the radius ofa ball contained in the new version space, to be used in step 2.84



5. If Label was not used for the last tk consecutive instances,Then call the sampling algorithm with accuracy � = Æ2 to give an hypothesisand stop.Else return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).QBC" is similar to QBC' with one major di�erence: calculating the new radius is almostalways conducted when the version space changes, and this happens only when querying fora label. Hence each iteration takes O(n7 log2(1=�)(n log n+ log(1=�)) operations, and an extraPoly (n; 1=�; 1=Æ; k) is needed when a label is asked. Due to the exponential gap between thenumber of instances and the number of labeled instances, QBC" is more attractive from apractical point of view.7.3 Bounds on the Volume and Radius of a SimplexWe begin the analysis by presenting a geometric lemma which seems to be new, giving alower bound for the radius r of a ball contained in a simplex as a function of its volume8 .The algorithms for estimating the volume of a convex body, or sampling from it, work in timepolynomial in log r (R = 1 in our case). Our lemma gives a lower bound on the size of r, hence itwill be useful for analyzing the time-complexity of our algorithms. For the sake of completeness,in lemma 11 we show that the bound we get is tight up to a factor of approximately 1pn .Lemma 1 Let K be a convex body contained in the n-dimensional unit ball B (assume n > 1),and let v = V ol (K). There exists a ball of radius r contained in K such thatr � V ol(K)V ol(@K) � V ol(K)V ol(@B) = v�(n+22 )n�n=2 (7.5)Proof. We shall assume that K is given by a countable set of linear inequalities and theconstraint that all the points in K are within the unit ball. Let r� be the supremum of the8Eggleston [49] (also quoted in M. Berger's book G�eom�etrie, 1990) gives a rather diÆcult proof of the lowerbound r � minwidth(K)2pn for n odd (for even n the bound is somewhat modi�ed). The two lower bounds seemunrelated. Moreover, width(K) seems hard to approximate by sampling.85



radii of balls contained in K, and let r � r�. We denote by @K the boundary of K. Then @Khas a derivative at all points except for a set of zero measure.We construct a set S by taking a segment of length r for each point y of @K such that @Khas a derivative at y. We take the segment to be in a direction orthogonal to the derivative aty and pointing towards the inner part of K (see �gure 7-1).Figure 7-1: An example of the process ofgenerating the set S (the gray area) by tak-ing orthogonal segments to @K (the boldline). In this case, the length r (the arrow)is too small.The assumption that r � r� implies K � S up to a set of zero measure. To show this welook at the following: Let x 2 K, then there is r̂ which is the maximal radius of a ball containedin K centered at x. If we look at the ball of radius r̂, it intersects @K at least at one point.At this point, denote y, the derivative of @K is the derivative of the boundary of the ball (thederivative exists). Hence the orthogonal segment to y of length r̂ reaches x. Since r̂ � r� � rthen the orthogonal segment of length r from y reaches x. The only points that might not be inS are the points in @K where there is no derivative, but this is a set of measure zero. ThereforeV ol(S) � V ol(K) = v (7.6)But, by the de�nition of S we can see thatV ol(S) � ����Z@K r���� = rV ol(@K) (7.7)Note that V ol(@K) is n � 1 dimensional volume. Hence, we conclude that v � rV ol(@K) orr � vV ol(@K) . This is true for every r � r� thereforer� � V ol(K)V ol(@K) (7.8)
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It remains to bound the size of V ol(@K). In Appendix C.3 we show that the convex bodywith maximal surface is the unit ball itself (this result can be obtained from the isoperimetricinequalities as well). Since the volume of n-dimensional ball is rn�n=2�(n+22 ) the n � 1 dimensionvolume of its surface is nrn�1�n=2�(n+22 ) . Substituting V ol(@K) with the volume of the surface of theunit ball in equation (7.8) we conclude that r� � v�(n+22 )n�n=2 .Corollary 5 Let K be a simplex in the unit ball such that the maximal radius of the ball itcontains is r. Then rn�n=2�(n+22 ) � V ol (K) � rn�n=2�(n+22 ) (7.9)Proof. The lower bound is obtained by taking the volume of the ball with radius r containedin K, and the upper bound is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.Convex programming provides the tool for eÆciently estimating the radius of the ball con-tained in a simplex as shown in the next lemma:Lemma 2 Let K be a simplex contained in the unit ball de�ned by k inequalities. Let r� bethe maximal radius of a ball contained in K. Using the ellipsoid algorithm, it is possible tocalculate a value r, such that r� � r � r�=4, in time which is Poly(n; j log r�j; k).Proof. K is an intersection of a simplex and the unit ball. Let A be the matrix representationof the k inequalities de�ning K. Given a point x 2 K, we would like to �nd r�, the maximalradius of a ball centered at x and contained in K. This problem can be formulated as follows:r� = argmaxr frj9x s.t. jjxjj+ r � 1; Ax � rg (7.10)This is a convex programming problem. Moreover, given an invalid pair (x; r) such thatthe ball of radius r centered at x is not contained in K, it is easy to �nd a hyperplane sep-arating this pair from the valid pairs. If there exists i such that hAi; xi < r, then the hy-perplane fyjhAi; yi = hAi; xig is a separating hyperplane. Otherwise, if jjxjj + r > 1, thenfyjhy � x; xi = 0g is a separating hyperplane.To conclude, we need to show that the ellipsoid algorithm can do the job eÆciently. Firstnotice that r� is always bounded by 1. At Lemma 7 we were able to show that r� is not worse87



than exponentially small. For our purposes, �nding an r such that r � r�=4 will suÆce. Notethat if r � r�=4, then the volume of a ball with the radius r centered at x and contained in Kis at least ( r�4 )nV ol(B) where V ol(B) is the volume of the n dimensional unit ball. Hence, it isnot worse than exponentially small in log(r�) and n. Since r� is not too small, eÆciency of theellipsoid algorithm is guaranteed.7.4 Deriving the Main ResultsWe are now ready to present the main theorem for each variant of the QBC algorithm. However,since the di�erence in the analysis of the two algorithms provides no further insight, we havechosen to describe in this sequel only the proof of QBC" which seems more adequate for practicaluse, deferring the detailed proof of QBC' to Appendix C.2.Theorem 19 Let �,Æ > 0, let n > 1 and let c be a linear separator chosen uniformly fromthe space of linear separators. Then with probability 1 � Æ (over the choice of c, the randomsample oracle and the internal randomness of the algorithm), algorithm QBC"(as described insection 7.2.2):� will use m0 = Poly(n; 1=�; 1=Æ) instances.� will use k0 = O(n log m0Æ ) labels.� will work in time m0 � Poly(n; k; 1=�; 1=Æ).� will generate an �-close hypothesis h, i.e.Prc;h[Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] < 1� Æ (7.11)Proof. Our proof consists of three parts: the correctness of the algorithm, its sample complex-ity and its computational complexity. We base the proof on three lemmas which are speci�edin Appendix C.1.In Lemma 4 we show that if q is the probability that QBC will ask to label an instancex, and q̂ is the probability that QBC" will ask to label the same instance, then jq � q̂j � 4�k.88



Using this result, we show in Lemma 6 that if the algorithm did not ask to label more than tkconsecutive instances and V is the version space, thenPrc;h2V [Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] � Æ=2 (7.12)Therefore if we stop at this point and pick an hypothesis approximately uniformly from V withan accuracy of Æ=2, the error of the algorithm is no more than Æ and this completes the proofof the correctness of the algorithm.We now turn to discuss the sample complexity of the algorithm. Following Freund et al. [55]we need to show that at any stage in the learning process there is a uniform lower bound on theexpected information gain from the next query. Freund et al. showed that such a lower boundexists, when applying the original QBC algorithm for learning the class of linear separators,subject to certain restrictions on the distribution of the linear separators and the sample space.In Corollary 6 we show that if g is such a lower bound for the original QBC algorithm, thenthere exists a lower bound ĝ for the QBC" algorithm such that ĝ � g � 4�k. Since �k � �Æ weget a uniform lower bound ĝ such that ĝ � g� 4�Æ, so for �Æ suÆciently small ĝ � g=2. I.e. theexpected information QBC" gains from each query it makes, is "almost" the same as the onegained by QBC.Having this lower bound on the expected information gain and using the augmented Theo-rem 16, we conclude that the number of iterations QBC" will make is bounded by Poly(n; 1� ; 1Æ ; 1g ),while the number of queries it will make for labels is less then Poly(n; log 1� ; log 1Æ ; 1g ).Finally, we would like to discuss the computational complexity of the algorithm. There aretwo main computational tasks in each iteration that QBC" makes: First, the algorithm decideswhether to query on the given instance. Second, it has to compute the radii of balls containedin V + and V �.The �rst task is conducted by twice activating the algorithm which approximates uniformsampling from convex bodies in order to obtain two hypotheses. The complexity of this algo-rithm is polynomial in j log �kj; n; j log rj where �k is the accuracy we need, n is the dimensionand r is a radius of a ball contained in the body. In Lemma 7 we bound the size of r by showingthat if the algorithm uses m instances then with probability greater than 1 � Æ, in every step89



r � Æ( nem )nn . Since we are interested in log r this bound suÆces.The second task is to calculate r+ and r�, which is done using convex programming asshown in Lemma 2. It will suÆce to show that at least one of the radii is \big enough" sincewe proceed to look for the other value for no more than another log�k iterations (a polynomialvalue): From Lemma 7 we know that V ol (V) � Æ( nem )n�n=2�(n+22 ) at every step. At least one of V +or V � has a volume of at least V ol(V)2 . Using the lower bound on the volume of V and Lemma 1we conclude that for the maximal radius r � Æ( nem)n2n .We conclude that with a probability greater than 1�Æ the time-complexity of each iterationof the QBC" algorithm is Poly(n; k; log 1Æ ; log 1� ). In the �nal iteration, the algorithm returns anhypothesis from the version space. Using the sampling algorithm this can be done in polynomialtime. Combined with the fact that there are at mostm0 iterations, the statement of the theoremfollows.7.5 The Bayes and the Uniform Sample Space Distribution As-sumptions - RevisitedThe analysis suggested in Freund et al. [55] assumed a known distribution over the hypothesisspace, i.e. learning in a Bayes setting. This assumption has also been used in this sequel formotivating and proving the results regarding QBC and its variants. Furthermore, a uniformdistribution was assumed over the sample space as well. We now turn to argue that theseassumptions are in fact unnecessary: For the case of linear separators, all three algorithms(QBC, QBC' and QBC") retain their performance when the target concept is chosen by anadversary and when the sample distribution is \smooth" enough.Let A be any of the three learning algorithms - QBC, QBC' and QBC". The input tothe learning algorithm is an in�nite sample vector X, a vector of random bits r, the learningparameters �; Æ and the label oracle c. Hence, A can be viewed as a deterministic algorithmwhere all the random choices it makes are given by the input vector r. The algorithm A learnslinear separators while assuming (falsely) a uniform distribution over the hypothesis space.The main idea governing the revisited analysis is the symmetry embedded in the class oflinear separators. For any target concept and any sequence of random choices forcing the90



learning algorithm to fail, we can always convert (by rotating the instances) these choices suchthat the algorithm will fail in learning a di�erent concept. I.e., there are no concepts whichare harder to learn than the others in the class of linear separators. At the end of this sectionwe expand this statement to handle other classes of concepts which share a sort of symmetryproperty.Theorem 20 states that QBC, QBC' and QBC" learn also in the worst case, i.e. when thetarget concept is chosen by an adversary.Theorem 20 Let A(X; r; �; Æ; c) be any of the QBC, QBC', QBC" algorithms. Let c be anylinear separator and �; Æ > 0 be the learning parameters. Assuming uniform distribution overthe sample space, algorithm A will generate an hypothesis h which is �-close to the target conceptc with probability 1� Æ over the internal randomization of the algorithm.Proof. In the Bayes setting, A(X; r; �; Æ; c) learns on average when the target concept c ischosen uniformly: PrX;r;c[A(X; r; �; Æ; c) is not � close to c] < Æ (7.13)It follows from (7.13) that there exists a target concept ĉ such that A learnsPrX;r[A(X; r; �; Æ; ĉ) is not � close to ĉ] < Æ (7.14)Let c be any target concept. There exists a unitary transformation T such that ĉ = c(T ).Note that A (which stands for QBC, QBC' or QBC") is invariant to unitary transformation inthe sense that if A generates the hypothesis h when applied to hX; r; �; Æ; ci it will generate thehypothesis h(T ) when applied to hTX; r; �; Æ; c(T )i (TX stands for T applied to each instancein the sample X).A fails to learn c on the input hX; r; �; Æ; ci i� it fails to learn hTX; r; �; Æ; c(T )i. Due tothe choice of ĉ it follows that the probability for an input such that A will fail to learn ĉ isless then Æ. But the uniform distribution is invariant under unitary transformations, hence theprobability that A will fail to learn c is equal to the probability that it will fail to learn ĉ andhence be bounded by Æ.After the withdrawal from the Bayes assumption, the next theorem relaxes the demand for91



uniform distribution over the sample space, and shows that a more general class of \smooth"distributions can be handled. Let us �rst de�ne this class of distributions.De�nition 22 Let U be the uniform distribution. A probability measure � is  far from uniformif for every measurable set S: �(S) � U(S).Theorem 21 Let A(X; r; �; Æ; c) be any of the QBC, QBC', QBC" algorithms. Let � be a far from uniform probability measure over the unit ball. For every target concept c and any�; Æ > 0, upon receiving X and r, A will generate an (�)-close hypothesis to c with probability1� Æ.Proof. Fix a target concept c. In Theorem 20 it was shown that if A is applied when X ischosen using a uniform distribution, then A will generate an hypothesis which is �-close to c. Leth be �-close to c under the uniform distribution and let S be the set of instances on which h andc disagree. Then U(S) � �. Since � is  far from uniform, it follows that �(S) � �. Therefore,we may conclude that if h is �-close under the uniform distribution, then it is (�)-close under�. Let W be the set of all inputs to A for which it fails to generate an �-close hypothesis underthe uniform distribution:W = f(X; r) : A's hypothesis on the input X; r is not �-closeg (7.15)Since A fails with probability less then Æ, then U(W ) � Æ. Recall that if A does not fail toproduce an �-close hypothesis under the uniform distribution, it will not fail to produce a (�)-close hypothesis under � when applied with the same input. Therefore, the probability that Awill fail to generate an (�)-close hypothesis under � is bounded by �(W ). Since U(W ) � Æand � is  far from uniform, it follows that �(W ) � Æ, which proves the statement.Note that these results can be expanded to handle not only the class of linear separatorsand not only QBC and its clones. Our only demand was for some sort of symmetry propertyof the class of hypothesis, the learning algorithm and the probability measure. This propertywill be formulated using the next three de�nitions:92



De�nition 23 An hypothesis class H isW symmetric if for each h1; h2 2 H there exists T 2Wsuch that h1 = h2(T ).De�nition 24 A learning algorithm A is W -invariant if for every T 2 W applying T to thetraining set of A is the same as applying T to the hypothesis A generate, i.e. T (A (hX; ci)) =A (T (hX; ci)).De�nition 25 The distortion of a class of transformations W on a measure � is bounded by if for any measurable set S and any T 2W : �(S) � �(T (S)).From Theorem 21 and Theorem 20 it follows that if A and � have these properties, then Alearns also in the worst case, and not only on average.7.6 Conclusions and Further ResearchIn this chapter we presented a feasible way to simulate the Gibbs oracle and thus reduced Queryby Committee to a standard learning model. To this end, we used convex programming andformed a linkage to a class of approximation methods related to convex body sampling andvolume approximation. These methods use random walks over convex bodies, on a grid whichdepends on the parameters � and Æ, in a similar fashion to PAC algorithms. It seems that suchrandom walks could be described using �-net or similar terminology. We thus suggest that thisconnection has further implication in the theory of learning.We were also able to extend the cases to which QBC and its clones are applicable. For theclass of linear separators, these algorithms work even in the worst case and hence the Bayesassumption can be withdrawn. Moreover, we were able to show that these algorithms mayhandle an extended class of \smooth" distributions over the sample space. We augmentedthese results for classes which possess a sort of symmetry property.Freund et al. [55] assumed the existence of the Gibbs oracle and essentially used the in-formation gain only for proving convergence of the QBC algorithm (Theorem 16). The use ofthe volume approximation technique (i.e. QBC') provides direct access to the instantaneousinformation gain. This enable us to suggest another class of algorithms, namely InformationGain Machines, which make use of this extra information. Combining our results with the ones93



presented by Shawe-Taylor and Williamson [106], and McAllester [90], may allow to obtaingeneralization error estimates for such information gain machines and make use of QBC' abilityto produce maximum a-posteriori estimates.The two algorithms presented have to estimate a radius of a ball contained in a convexbody, which in our case is the version space V. Finding the center of a large ball containedin the version space is also an essential task in the theory of Support Vector Machines (SVM)[115, 117, 26]. In this case the radius is the margin of the separator. It is also clear thatQBC is a �ltering algorithm which seeks instances that are going to be in the support set ofthe current version space. This similarity implies a connection between the two paradigms.However, the mapping to a high dimensional space performed in the SVM paradigm, results ina sparse sample space distribution. Hence, the Gibbs oracle implementation suggested here willprobably not work. Exploring the similarity and suggesting alternative volume approximationor sampling techniques is left for further research.
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Part IV
Universal Compression, HypothesisTesting and Unsupervised Learning
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Chapter 8
Agnostic Classi�cation of MarkovianSequences
8.1 IntroductionWhile the relationship between compression (minimal description) and supervised learning is bynow well established, no such connection is generally accepted for the unsupervised case. Unsu-pervised classi�cation is still largely based on ad-hoc distance measures, often with no explicitstatistical justi�cation. This is particularly true for unsupervised classi�cation of sequencesof discrete symbols, encountered in numerous important applications in machine learning anddata mining, such as text categorization, biological sequence modeling, and analysis of spiketrains.The emergence of \universal" (i.e. asymptotically distribution independent) sequence com-pression techniques suggests the existence of \universal" classi�cation methods that make min-imal assumptions about the statistical nature of the data. Such techniques are potentially morerobust and appropriate for real world applications.In this chapter we introduce a speci�c method that utilizes the connection between universalcompression and unsupervised classi�cation of sequences. Our only underlying assumption isthat the sequences can be approximated (in the information theoretic sense) by some �niteorder Markov sources. There are three ingredients to our approach. The �rst is the assertionthat two sequences are statistically similar if they are likely to be independently generated96



by the same source. This likelihood can then be estimated, given a typical sequence of themost likely joint source, using any good compression method for the sequence samples. Thethird ingredient is a novel and simple randomized sequence merging algorithm which provablygenerates a typical sequence of the most likely joint source of the sequences, under the aboveMarkovian approximation assumption.Our similarity measure is also motivated by the known Two-Samples Problem [82] of es-timating the probability that two given samples are taken from the same distribution. Thisproblem has already been thoroughly investigated and optimal teat statistic has been speci�-cally designed for both memoryless sources (multinomial distributions) and memory boundedMarkov sources.Here we devise a "universal" analysis of the problem, i.e. we assume that the class ofinformation sources in question possesses certain general properties which enable us to constructan optimal decision rule. The resultant test statistic is based on suÆcient statistics, obtainedindependently from both samples. In particular, we get the former results of Hoe�ding [71]for the i.i.d. case, and Gutman [60] for bounded memory Markov sources. We argue that theresultant test statistic should be used as a similarity measure between information sources. Acomplete analysis of the method is presented in Appendix D.2.The similarity measure and the statistical merging algorithm can be naturally combinedinto classi�cation algorithms for sequences. We apply the method to hierarchical clusteringof short text segments in 18 European languages and to evaluation of similarities of proteinsequences.8.2 De�nitions, Notations and Technical BackgroundLet �;X ;Y denote �nite sets which we term the alphabets. We shall use � to denote an arbitraryalphabet and X ;Y to denote two speci�c alphabets (when a distinction is needed). The sizeof a set is denoted by j�j. An independent identical probability distribution (i.i.d) on � is avector of letter probabilities P = fpi : i = 1; : : : ; j�jg. We shall often use p (a) to denote theprobability of a speci�c letter a 2 �. The set of all probability distributions on � is denotedby P (�). For i.i.d probability distributions P and Q, de�ned on the same alphabet �, H (P )97



denotes entropy and Dkl (PkQ) denotes the Kullback-Leibler Number1 [81], i.e.H (P ) = � j�jXi=1 pi log pi (8.1)Dkl (P jjQ) = j�jXi=1 pi log piqi : (8.2)with the standard convention that 0 log 0 = 0 log 00 = 0 and p log p0 = 1 if p > 0. Throughoutthis sequel the base of log and exp is arbitrary but the same. The usual choice is 2 or e.The KL-Divergence has some limitations for practical use: It is non-symmetric and un-bounded unless P is absolutely continuous with respect to Q (denoted P � Q), i.e. 8a 2� q (a) = 0 ) p (a) = 0. The KL-Divergence is therefore highly sensitive to low probabilityevents under Q. The symmetric divergence2, D (p; q) = Dkl (P jjQ) +Dkl (QjjP ), su�ers fromsimilar sensitivity problems.8.2.1 Memory Bounded Markov Sources and Tree Model RepresentationsA stochastic process over a �nite alphabet X is an indexed sequence of random variables. Theprocess is characterized by a family of joint probability mass functions Prf(X1;X2; : : : ;Xn) =(x1; x2; : : : xn)g; (x1; x2; : : : xn) 2 X n for all n = 1; 2; : : : . In the sequel we will denote(x1; x2; : : : xn) by x or xn.A stochastic process is said to be stationary if the joint distribution of any subset of thesequence of random variables is invariant with respect to shifts in the time index, i.e.,Prf(X1;X2; : : : ;Xn) = xg = Prf(Xl+1;Xl+2; : : : ;Xl+n) = xgfor every l and for all x 2 X n.An information source over a �nite alphabet X [121] is de�ned by a family of joint proba-bility mass functions P n(x) for all n = 0; 1; : : : , each P n de�ned on the set X n of all strings x1Also known as the Information (or KL) Divergence, Relative Entropy, Discrimination Function, etc.2Also known as Je�reys Measure [73].
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of length n. This family must satisfy the marginality conditionX�2�P n+1 (x�) = P n (x)for all n. Here xn� = x1; x2;:::; xn; � and P0(�) = 1 where � is the empty string.Thus an information source over a �nite alphabet X can be thought of as generating asequence x1; x2; : : : of letters in the alphabet X , i.e. an information source can be thought ofas the generator of a stochastic process (because a family of joint probability mass functionsde�nes an information source i� they characterize a stochastic process).Using the chain rule it is possible to describe P n (x) byP n (x) = P (x1)P (x2jx1) � � �P (xnjxn�1; : : : ; x1)This is important in applications, since the set of conditional distributions can be moreeasily estimated than the set of joint distributions. To be able to estimate the above conditionalprobabilities we must assume that there are only a �nite number of parameters to be estimated,i.e. P (xjx) = P (xjf(x))for all n; x 2 X and x 2 X n. Where f : X n ! S is a function to a �nite state space S. Thusf and S describe the structure of the process. A complete description of the process requires�tting a parameter set f�ij1 � i � jX jg to each state s 2 S.A stochastic process is called Markov of order k iff (x) = xn�k+1 � � � xnIn a Markov process, the distribution of the next symbol is determined by the last k symbols,and thus the probability of a sequence is given byP n (x) = P (x1)P (x2jx1) � � �P (xnjxn�1; : : : ; x1)= P (x1)P (x2jx1) � � �P (xnjxn�1; : : : ; xn�k)99



= �ni=1P (xijxi�1; : : : ; xi�k)where the last equality is true by the assumption of a given history x0; : : : ; xk�1. The set S(state space) is also called a suÆx set. As we mentioned, the statistical behavior of a Markovsource can be described using a suÆx set S and the function f for selecting the right suÆxgiven a substring : : : xn�i; : : : ; xn. Each suÆx in S is related to a parameter set (�1; : : : ; �jX j).Hence, given a suÆx, the distribution of the next character is well de�ned (it is the parameterset paired with f(: : : xn�i; : : : ; xn)). We will call such suÆx sets models. Note that there canbe more than one suÆx set that describes the structure of a source.A �nite order Markov model is such that for each s 2 S; jsj < k for a �xed k > 0. A treemodel is a suÆx set that is proper and complete. Proper means that no string in S is a suÆxof another. Complete means that every semi-in�nite string : : : xn�i; : : : ; xn has a suÆx in S.This means that for each string : : : xn�i; : : : ; xn there is a unique suÆx of the string in S.Note that if a source is memory bounded with a bound k, it is always possible to considerthe suÆx set S = XK as a model. Therefore, every Markov source has a tree model.8.3 Measuring the Statistical Similarity of SequencesEstimating the statistical similarity of two individual sequences is traditionally done by traininga statistical model for each sequence and then measuring the likelihood of the other sequenceby the model. Training a model entails an assumption about the nature of the noise in thedata and this is the rational behind most \edit distance" measures, even when the noise modelis not explicitly stated.Estimating the log-likelihood of a sequence-sample over a discrete alphabet � by a statisticalmodel can be done by mean of the KL-Divergence between the sample empirical distributionP and the model distribution Q. However, the KL-Divergence has some serious practicaldrawbacks, which were thoroughly discussed in Section 8.2. Essentially, Dkl (P kQ) measuresthe asymptotic coding ineÆciency when coding the sample P with an optimal code for themodel distribution Q. Posing a regularity condition3 is a common practice that, while reducing3Constraining the probabilities to be �-bounded from zero, for some � > 0.100



the sensitivity problem, introduces an uncontrolled bias.8.3.1 The \Two-Samples" ProblemOne of the fundamental problems in Statistical Hypothesis Testing is the problem of comparisonbetween two populations on the basis of two independently drawn samples, x and y, one fromeach population: Given the two samples we need to decide whether they are realizations of thesame source. More formally, the problem setting is as followsDe�nition 26 (The General Two-Samples Problem) Let x and y be two samples inde-pendently drawn according to two unknown information sources that belongs to a prede�nedfamily. The General Two-Samples Problem is the testing of the null hypothesis -H : The samples are drawn by the same sourcevs. the alternative -K : The samples are drawn by two di�erent sourcesThis setup is one of the most frequently discussed problems within the realm of parametricand nonparametric statistics (cf. [82]). For example, when the populations are normally dis-tributed, then the Student's t test for equality of means and the F test for equality of variancesare respectively appropriate. Our derivation will focus attention on nonparametric representa-tion of sources over �nite alphabet domains (adapting the representation of the probabilisticsources as "types") trying to suggest a test statistic that will prove to be optimal under thefollowing generally accepted optimality criteria. This test statistic will turn out to be theJS-Measure.The detailed analysis is presented in Appendix D.2. Here we give an alternative derivation ofthe JS-Measure which applies to the following related problem: Given two independent samplesx and y, drawn from unknown sources, what is the probability that x and y are drawn fromthe same statistical source?Direct Bayesian arguments, or alternately the method of types4 [34], suggest that the prob-ability that there exists one source distribution M̂ for two independently drawn samples, x and4For a brief review of the method of types, which includes the necessary extension to handle memory boundedMarkov sources, cf. Appendix D.1 101



y, is proportional toZ d� (M) Pr (xjM) � Pr (yjM) = Z d� (M) � 2�(jxjDkl(PxjjM)+jyjDkl(PyjjM)); (8.3)where d�(M) is a prior density of all candidate distributions, Px and Py are the empirical(sample) distributions, and jxj and jyj are the corresponding sample sizes.For large enough samples, this integral is dominated (for any non-vanishing prior) by themaximal exponent in the integrand, or by the most likely joint source of x and y, M�, de�nedas M� = argminM 0 �jxjDkl �PxjjM 0�+ jyjDkl �PyjjM 0�	 : (8.4)where 0 � � = jxjjxj+jyj � 1 is the sample mixture ratio. The convexity of the KL-Divergenceguarantees that this minimum is unique and is given by the �-mixture of Px and PxM� = �Px + (1� �)Py;The similarity measure between two samples naturally follows as the minimal value of theabove exponent. That is,De�nition 27 The similarity measure, D� (Px; Py), of two samples x and y, with empiricaldistributions Px and Py respectively, is de�ned asD� (Px; Py) = �Dkl (PxjjM�) + (1� �)Dkl (PyjjM�) (8.5)where M� is the �-mixture of Px and Py.The function D� (p; q) is an extension of the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (see e.g. [85]) andsatis�es many useful analytic properties, such as symmetry and boundedness on both sides bythe L1-norm, in addition to its clear statistical meaning. See Appendix D.3 for a more completediscussion of this measure.
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8.3.2 Estimating the D� Similarity MeasureThe key component of our classi�cation method is the estimation of D� for individual �nitesequences, without an explicit model distribution.Since cross entropies, Dkl, express code-length di�erences, they can be estimated using anyeÆcient compression algorithm for the two sequences. The existence of \universal" compressionmethods such as the Lempel-Ziv algorithm (see e.g. [33]), which are provably asymptoticallyoptimal for any sequence, gives us the means for asymptotically optimal estimation of D�,provided we can obtain a typical sequence of the most likely joint source, M�.We apply an improvement of the method of Ziv and Merhav [126] for the estimation of thetwo cross-entropies using the Lempel-Ziv algorithm, given two sample sequences [10]. Noticethat our estimation of D� is as good as the compression method used, namely, closer to optimalcompression yields better estimation of the similarity measure. It remains to show how a typicalsequence of the most likely joint source can be generated.8.4 Joint Sources of Markovian SequencesIn this section we �rst explicitly generalize the notion of the joint statistical source so that itincludes �nite order Markov probability measures. We identify the joint source of Markoviansequences and show how to construct a typical random sample of this source.More precisely, let x and y be two sequences generated by Markov processes with distribu-tions P and Q, respectively. We present a novel algorithm for merging the two sequences, bygenerating a typical sequence of an approximation to the most likely joint source of x and y. Thealgorithm does not require the parameters of the true sources P and Q, and the computationof the sequence is made directly from the sequence samples x and y.As before, � denotes a �nite alphabet and P and Q denote two ergodic Markov sources over� of orders KP and KQ, respectively. By equation 8.4, the �-mixture joint source M� of Pand Q isM� = argminM 0 �Dkl(P jjM 0)+(1��)Dkl(QjjM 0) ; where for sequences Dkl(P jjM) =lim supn!1 1nPx2�n P (x) log P (x)M(x) : The following theorem identi�es the joint source of P andQ.
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Theorem 22 The unique �-mixture joint source M� of P and Q, of order K, is given by thefollowing conditional distribution. For each s 2 �K ; a 2 �,M�(ajs) = �P (s)�P (s) + (1� �)Q(s)P (ajs) + (1� �)Q(s)�P (s) + (1� �)Q(s)Q(ajs) :This distribution can be naturally extended to n sources with priors �1; : : : ; �n.8.4.1 The \Sequence Merging" AlgorithmThe above theorem can be easily translated into an algorithm. Figure 8-1 describes a ran-domized algorithm that generates from the given sequences x and y, an asymptotically typicalsequence z of the most likely joint source, as de�ned by Theorem 22, of P and Q.Initialization:� z [0] = choose a symbol from x with probability � or y with probability 1� �� i = 0Loop:�Repeat until the approximation error is lower than a prescribed threshold� sx := max length suÆx of z appearing somewhere in x� sy := max length suÆx of z appearing somewhere in y� �(�; sx; sy) = �Prx(sx)�Prx(sx)+(1��)Pry(sy)� r = choose x with probability �(�; sx; sy) or y with probability 1� �(�; sx; sy)� r (sr) = randomly choose one of the occurrences of sr in r� z [i+ 1] = the symbol appearing immediately after r (sr) at r� i = i+ 1�End Repeat Figure 8-1: The most likely joint source algorithmNotice that the algorithm is completely unparameterized; even the sequence alphabets,which may di�er from one sequence to another, are not explicitly needed. The algorithm canbe eÆciently implemented by pre-preparing suÆx trees for the given sequences, and the mergingalgorithm is naturally generalizable to any number of sequences.
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8.5 ApplicationsThere are several possible applications of our sequence merging algorithm and similarity mea-sure. Here we focus on three possible applications: the source merging problem, estimation ofsequence similarity, and bottom-up sequence-classi�cation. These algorithms are di�erent frommost existing approaches because they rely only on the sequenced data, similar to universalcompression, without explicit modeling assumptions. Further details, analysis, and applicationsof the method will be presented elsewhere [51].8.5.1 Merging and Synthesis of SequencesAn immediate application of the source merging algorithm is for synthesis of typical sequencesof the joint source from some given data sequences, without any access to an explicit model ofthe source.To illustrate this point consider the sequence in Figure 8-2. This sequence was randomlygenerated, character by character, from two natural excerpts: a 47,655-character string fromDickens' Tale of Two Cities, and a 59,097-character string from Twain's The King and thePauper. Do your way to her breast, and sent a treason's sword- and not empty."I am particularly and when the stepped of his own commits place. No; yes, of course, and hepassed behind that by turns ascended upon him, and my bone to touch it, less to say: 'Removethought, every one! Guards! In miness?" The books third time. There was but pastened herunave misg his ruined head than they had known to keep his saw whether think" The feet ourgrace he called offer information?[Twickens, 1997]Figure 8-2: A typical excerpt of random text generated by the \joint source" of Dickens andTwain.8.5.2 Pairwise Similarity of ProteinsThe joint source algorithm, combined with the new similarity measure, provides natural meansfor computing the similarity of sequences over any alphabet. In this section we illustrate this105



application for the important case of protein sequences (sequences over the set of the 20 amino-acids).From a database of all known proteins we selected 6 di�erent families and within each familywe randomly chose 10 proteins. The families chosen were: Chaperonin, MHC1, Cytochrome,Kinase, Globin Alpha and Globin Beta. Our pairwise distances between all 60 proteins werecomputed using our agnostic algorithm and are depicted in the 60x60 matrix of Figure 8-3. Ascan be seen, the algorithm succeeds in identifying the families (the success with the Kinase andCytochrome families is more limited).
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Pairwise Distances of Protein Sequences

chaperonin MHC I cytochrome kinase globin a globin bFigure 8-3: A 60x60 symmetric matrix representing the pairwise distances, as computed byour agnostic algorithm, between 60 proteins. Each consecutive 10 belong to a di�erent family.Darker gray represents higher similarity.In another experiment, we considered all the 200 proteins of the Kinase family and comput-ed the pairwise distances of these proteins using the agnostic algorithm. For comparison, wecomputed the pairwise similarities of these sequences using the widely used Smith-Watermanalgorithm5 (see e.g. [70]). The resulting agnostic similarities, computed with no biological infor-mation whatsoever, were very similar to the Smith-Waterman similarities6. Furthermore, ouragnostic measure discovered some biological similarities not detected by the Smith-Waterman5We applied the Smith-Waterman for computing local-alignment costs using the state-of-the-art blosum62biological cost matrix.6These results are not given here due to space limitations, and will be discussed elsewhere.106



method.8.5.3 Agnostic Classi�cation of LanguagesThe sample of the joint source of two sequences can be considered as their \average" or \cen-troid", capturing a mixture of their statistics. Averaging and measuring distance betweenobjects is suÆcient for most standard clustering algorithms, such as bottom-up greedy cluster-ing, vector quantization (VQ), and clustering by deterministic annealing. Thus, our mergingmethod and similarity measure can be directly applied for the classi�cation of �nite sequencesvia standard clustering algorithms.To illustrate the power of this new sequence clustering method, we give the result of a rudi-mentary linguistic experiment using a greedy bottom-up (agglomerative) clustering of shortexcerpts (1500 characters) from eighteen languages. Speci�cally, we took sixteen random ex-cerpts from the following Porto-Indo-European languages: Afrikaans, Catalan, Danish, Dutch,English, Flemish, French, German, Italian, Latin, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish,Swedish and Welsh, together with two arti�cial languages: Esperanto and Klingon7.
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Figure 8-4: Standard philologic tree of seventeen Porto-Indo-European languagesThe resulting hierarchical classi�cation tree is depicted in Figure 8-5. This entirely unsuper-vised method, when applied to the short random excerpts, clearly agrees with the \standard"philological tree of these languages as depicted in Figure 8-4, in terms of the grouping andthe levels of similarity (depth of the split) of the languages (the Polish-Welsh \similarity" isprobably due to the speci�c transcription used).7Klingon is a synthetic language that was invented for the Star-Trek TV series.107
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Figure 8-5: Agnostic bottom-up greedy clustering of eighteen languages8.6 DiscussionIn this chapter we have addressed the problem of unsupervised classi�cation of sequences emit-ted by unknown sources which belong to some known class of information sources. Our clas-si�cation approach stemmed from the assumption that measuring similarity (rather than dis-similarity) between two samples is a more robust method for unsupervised classi�cation. Thisreects a natural principle: Discriminate samples only when there is suÆcient evidence thatthey indeed came from di�erent sources. This is very di�erent from the competing approachwhich discriminates based on the �rst separating event, as rare as it may be.One clear advantage for the abstract derivation of the JS-Measure as a test statistic for theTwo-Samples Problem (cf. Appendix D.2), is that one can use this construction as a \black box"in order to devise a measure of similarity to other classes of information source, provided theypossess the properties required for Lemma 15 to hold (cf. the discussion that follows the proofof Theorem 24). Speci�cally, in [51] we have addressed the class of conditional informationsources8, discussed the properties of the class, constructed the appropriate JS-Measure andsuggested applications.The applications described here were implemented based on Ziv and Merhav [126] methodfor approximating the KL-Divergence (which uses LZ compression). As previously stated, one8Conditional information sources are essentially input-output processes, i.e. at the nth step x1; : : : ; xn areentered as input to a box yielding as output the letter aj with probability Q(Yn = aj jx1; : : : ; xn) , j = 1 : : : jYj.Examples for such sources would be a \transducer" [107] and IO-HMM [14].108



may devise other compression techniques which may yield a better estimation for JS-Measure.For example, given an eÆcient data structure for storing and accessing the counts Nx(ajs) foreach alphabet symbol a and each substring s of a sample x, we can derive eÆcient algorithms forestimating entropy and the JS-measure using model-based universal compression algorithms asfollows: Compress x and y to estimate H(P ) and H(Q); then use Mx;y as a model to compressx and y and estimate H(M�). This approach is thoroughly investigated [51], along with severalexamples of use.Finally, in trying to design a \chain rule" for the JS-Measure, one encounters the followingdiÆculty: As the model's order increases, the \distance" between the higher order componentsdecreases (JS Similarity increases). Hence, the JS-Measure does not factorize \nicely" as does,for example, the KL-Divergence. This has important implications for maintaining ambiguityin the construction of the model's structure (cf. the CTW compression technique [122]) whichshould probably be resolved using model selection techniques, and is left for further research.
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Appendix A
Supplements for Chapter 4
A.1 Bayesian InferenceIn many ways the theory of Bayesian inference is more advanced and sophisticated than theformal theories of learning that have developed within the computer science community; insome ways it is more primitive. Bayesian inference handles the following issues reasonably well:� Prior knowledge of the learner; these are reected in the learner's set of prior probabilities.� Evidence that does not eliminate hypotheses, but which nonetheless gives preferentialsupport to some hypotheses over others.� Degrees of belief other than certainty.� Consideration of how the learned information will be used.Issues of computational complexity are usually not addressed within this framework. Bayesianinference is well suited to situations where the amount of data is sparse relative to the com-plexity of the hypothesis space, so that the given data does not uniquely specify the correctanswer. When many possible answers remain, one needs a basis for deciding what to do, andBayesian inference provides the means for making such decisions.In its simplest form, Bayesian inference is merely the straightforward application of BayesRule. Suppose we have a hypothesis space H which consists of a set of hypotheses that aremutually exclusive (at most, one of them is right) and exhaustive (at least one of them is122



right). The learner associates with each hypothesis hi a prior probability Pr (hi) accordingto his background knowledge of the hypothesis space and the learning situation. The sum ofthese probabilities amounts to one. Here Pr (hi) is the learner's initial degree of belief in theproposition that hi is correct.The learning situation then presents the learner with a sample S. This sample provides someinformation about which hypothesis is correct. In our previous discussion, we only consideredcases where S was either consistent with (or even determined by) each speci�c hypothesis,or inconsistent with each speci�c hypothesis, so that hypotheses were either eliminated orconsidered still viable. Here we re�ne this idea by introducing the conditional probabilityPr (S jhi ) that the sample S would be experienced in the learning situation, given that hi isthe correct hypothesis. We assume that the learner can, in principle, compute Pr (S jhi ) fromS and hi. The extreme cases of Pr (S jhi ) = 1 and Pr (S jhi ) = 0 correspond to our previouscase where the data is either consistent or inconsistent with the hypothesis. We can then de�nePr (S) to be the marginal (unconditional) probability that the learner expects to see the sampleS: Pr (S) =Xi Pr (S jhi ) Pr (hi) (A.1)Bayes Rule is just a straightforward statement about conditional probability:Pr (hi jS ) = Pr (S jhi ) Pr (hi)Pr (S) (A.2)The interpretation of this rule is most interesting: It says that the learner's �nal degree ofbelief in hi is proportional to the product of his initial degree of belief in hi and the conditionalprobability of seeing S given hi (the denominator Pr (S) can be considered as a normalizingconstant, so that the �nal probabilities add up to one).Notice that the learner's initial knowledge had been the priors P (hi), but after receivingthe sample S he was able to use the posteriors P (hijS). As a matter of fact, the learner usedthe Bayes rule to "update" his initial belief as to which hypothesis is correct. If, for a certainhi, the learner assumed that P (hi) = 0, then it holds that P (hijS) = 0 for every S. In otherwords, if the learner assumed that a certain hypothesis is impossible, it will remain impossible.Therefore, it is advisable to assign to each hypothesis a positive probability, and thus not to123



rule out any hypothesis a priori.A.1.1 The Inference RuleWhat should the learner do if there is more than one hypothesis consistent with the observeddata S, and he is asked to specify a single hypothesis as his \inference"? The standard answersto this question are:Rule 1 Posterior Rule -For a given x, the probability that ct(x) = � will be computed byP (ct (x) = � jS ) = Xhi2HP (hi jS ) � P (hi(x) = �)Actually, if the prior over the hypothesis space H is correct, then this is the preciseprobability, and therefore, in a way, this is the optimal inference rule (cf. [43]). Theproblem is that it is not a hypothesis from H, but a linear combination of hypothesesfrom H. Another disadvantage is the fact that one needs to consider all the hypotheses inH every time one wishes to make a prediction according to the Posterior Rule, and thisresults in high computational complexity.Rule 2 Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Rule -Choose the hypothesis which has a maximum a posteriori (i.e. �nal) probability Pr (hi jS ).Using Eq. (A.2) and neglecting the denominator, we may write the MAP rule in thefollowing way: maxhi2HPr (hi jS ) = maxhi2HPr (S jhi ) Pr (hi)Note that if all the hypotheses are deterministic, then this rule reduces to a maximum apriori rule over the hypotheses which are consistent with the sample.Rule 3 Maximum Likelihood (ML) Rule -Choose the hypothesis which best explains the sample independent of the prior, i.e. thehypothesis which maximizes the likelihood, i.e. maxhi2H Pr (S jhi ).124



Let us review the di�erences between the various options:Using the Posterior Rule, we choose a hypothesis that may not be in H, but we de�ne afunction that represents our knowledge in the best way, whereas using the MAP or the MLRule, we choose one particular hypothesis from H. The last two rules di�er from one anotherin the methods by which they pick a particular hypothesis from H: The MAP rule uses priorprobability distribution, while the ML Rule ignores it (always assuming uniform distribution).Hence the MAP method is in essence the true Bayesian approach, since the ML approach doesnot even make use of Bayes Rule. The ML approach is often used when one does not want towork with prior probabilities.A.1.2 Prior ProbabilitiesThe choice of prior probabilities is probably the most controversial point in the theory. Thelearner is required to de�ne a probability on the hypotheses, but the theory does not say muchabout how to do that. The resultant ambiguity motivates some people to avoid the issuealtogether, and to stick to an ML approach. We shall briey review a few general schemes forchoosing prior probabilities:Maximum Entropy PrincipleWe would like to �nd the most "general" prior distribution, subject to certain constraints. Theprinciple of Maximum Entropy (ME) suggests that one should use as a prior distribution theone which maximizes the entropy , i.e. maxP Phi2H P (hi) log 1P (hi) , subject to any known con-straints. This is a formal way of choosing the distribution which expresses maximum ignoranceor uncertainty, subject to given constraints.Universal Prior ProbabilitiesSimilarly, Rissanen [100] suggested using the following prior probability distribution if thehypothesis space is countably in�nite H = fh1; h2; : : :g:P (hi) = 1c � f� (i)125



where f� (i) = i � log i � log log i:::and c is a suitable normalizing constant. Actually, f� (i) is the slowest increasing function thatis still subject to the Kraft Inequality. The resulting prior probability distribution goes to 0\as slowly as possible", subject to the constraintPhi2H P (hi) = 1, and thus expresses anotherway of assuming maximum ignorance.Prior Probabilities as a Measure of Hypotheses SimplicityFrom another viewpoint, we may use the prior probability distribution as a mechanism forexpressing opinions about the simplicity of hypotheses. Suppose we have a situation where eachconditional probability Pr (S jhi ) is either 0 or 1, i.e. the sample either disquali�es a hypothesisor is determined by it. In this case, in the absence of suÆcient information for selecting aunique hypothesis, one would like to select the simplest hypothesis which is consistent with thesample. The MAP principle will select the one with maximum prior probability. Thus we canuse the prior probability distribution as a means to di�erentiate hypotheses according to theirsimplicity, with simpler hypothesis getting larger prior probabilities. In general, we would liketo minimize two di�erent factors: the complexity of the hypothesis and the "�t" of the data tothat hypothesis. This observation motivated Rissanen's Minimum Description Length (MDL)principle:Minimum Description Length (MDL) and the Connection to MAP Bayes Rule canbe reformulated into an additive form using logarithms. DenoteL (hi) = � log Pr (hi)the initial (or prior) complexity1 of hypothesis hi. Similarly, we denoteL (S jhi ) = � log Pr (S jhi )1This term is nonstandard 126



the weight of evidence against hi provided by S (we measure the last two terms in bits). De�nethe �nal complexity of hi, given S, asL (hi jS ) = � log Pr (hi jS )then the Bayes Rule, in an additive form, provides a trade-o� between the complexity of thehypothesis and the \�t" of the data to that hypothesis:L (hi jS ) = L (hi) + L (S jhi ) + c (A.3)where c is a suitable normalizing constant (which is a function of S and the priors only).One can reverse the relationship between prior probabilities and complexity. That is, ratherthan determining the complexity of the hypotheses from the prior probabilities, one can go inthe other direction and use a measure of the complexity of the hypotheses to determine the priorprobabilities. For example, Rissanen [100, 101] proposes that one can use syntactic measuresof the complexity of a hypothesis { how many bits does it take to encode the hypothesis? Thisapproach is very natural for a computer scientist, since devising encoding for hypotheses seemseasier to think about than devising prior probabilities. Similarly, Rissanen proposes determiningthe weight of evidence against hi provided by S by actually encoding S assuming hi as given.Finally, the combined description length for S using hi is just the length of the encoding ofhi plus the length of S using hi as given. Except for the normalization factor (which is �xedonce S is known), this is seen to be the same as the �nal complexity as determined by equationA.3. The hypothesis which gives S the minimum description length (i.e. which compresses Sthe most, when the cost of encoding the hypothesis is counted as well) is chosen as the \best"hypothesis according to the Minimum Description Length principle. We see that we can viewRissanen's MDL as a special case of Bayes rule. Furthermore, we see that Bayesian inferenceand data compression are related: a good theory about the data enables its better compression.A.1.3 Loss FunctionsSo far we have examined various approaches for making predictions. What we still need is acriterion for evaluating which approach is preferable. A natural point to consider is how much127



we lose by making incorrect predictions; consequently the learner's goal is to minimize theloss. The choice of which loss function to use depends on the goal of the learner; for example,two popular loss functions are the 0 � 1 loss, used for classi�cation, and the logloss, used forregression (both functions will be discussed in greater detail in the next section). A primaryconcern is to avoid choosing inappropriate loss function, i.e. a function which will not assign aminimal cost for using the correct hypothesis.A popular loss function, commonly used for classi�cation, is the 0� 1 loss that correspondsto a correct/incorrect prediction. In fact we already used this loss function in the Onlinemodel, when we were interested in the accumulation of the losses according to this function.A more general loss function may assign any value in the range [0; 1] for correct and incorrectprediction and thus, in fact, it determines the cost of using each hypothesis. It is importantto avoid choosing inappropriate loss function, i.e. a function which does not assign a minimalcost for using the correct hypothesis.There are two causes for the loss which should be considered:1. Bayes Risk - We cannot escape this loss. It is unavoidable even if we know the targetconcept. For example, consider the bias coin problem where we need to predict theoutcome of a biased coin toss. Even if we knew the bias p we would probably alwayspredict 0 (assuming p (1) � 12), which on the average should result in pn mistakes.2. Agnostic Loss - The loss due to incorrect estimation of the target concept.If the learner is asked to specify a particular hypothesis, and there is a known cost for beingwrong (i.e. the cost of selecting hi when hj is the truth), he can use the set of �nal (posterior)probabilities to minimize the expected cost of making an error.The learner may not be asked to specify a particular hypothesis as his choice, but rather tomake a prediction based on his current (�nal) set of beliefs: Using Pr (hi) to denote his current(as updated) set of probabilities, this will merely be the use of equation (A.1) to predict theprobability of any proposed new sample S. For example, if we are inferring Boolean functions,and there are many more or less equally likely functions consistent with the data which predictdi�erent values at a new instance x, then we are not going to get a strong prediction for thevalue of the unknown function at x. 128



Appendix B
Supplements for Chapter 6
B.1 Some Examples of UseMost of the paper is devoted to the introduction of the paradigm of learning with noise andthe case of smooth functions. In this appendix we present a few other examples.B.1.1 Monotone MonomialsThe �rst problem we would like to present is a Boolean learning problem of a discrete nature {the problem of learning monotone monomials. In this problem, the sample space is f0; 1gn andthe concepts are conjunctions (e.g. x1^x2^x5). The hypothesis class is H = fcI : I � f0; 1gngwhere cI(x) = Vi2I xi. To simplify notation we will assume that x � [1::n], and c � [1::n]such that c(x) = 1 () c � x. The dual learning problem for this class is learning monotonemonomials with reverse order, i.e., x(c) = 1() x � c. Both the primal and the dual learningproblems have the same VC-dimension, n.Instead of showing that the dual class is dense, we will give a direct argument showingthat the label of each instance can be approximated. Let Yx = fy � [1::n] : x � yg. Since theconcept class is monotone, then if c(x) = 1 it follows that for every y 2 Yx, c(y) = 1. On theother hand, if c(x) = 0 then there exists some i 2 c n x. Half of the instances y 2 Yx havei =2 y, implying that c(y) = 0 for each such y. Thus, Pry2Yx [c(y) = 0] � 1=2 with respect to theuniform distribution on Yx.Hence, if c(x) = 1 then Pry2Yx [c(y) = 0] = 0, whereas if c(x) = 0 then Pry2Yx [c(y) = 0] �129



1=2. This allows us to distinguish between the two cases. In order to be able to do the samething in the presence of noise, we have to demand that Yx be big enough. From the de�nitionof Yx it follows that jjYxjj = 2n�jjxjj. It will suÆce to require that jjxjj � np for p < 1 withhigh probability, since in this case jjYxjj is exponentially big. This condition holds for uniformdistribution, as well as for many other distributions.Note that in this case there is no need for a Bayesian assumption, i.e., we do not assumethe existence of a distribution on the sample space. However, we have used a slightly relaxedde�nition of density in which for most of the instances there exists a suÆcient number ofapproximating instances.B.1.2 Geometric ConceptsIn contrast to the previous example, when dealing with geometric concepts, the sample spaceand the concept class are both in�nite. For the sake of simplicity, let the sample space be R2and assume that the concept class consists of axis-aligned rectangles. In this case, the VC-dimension of the primal problem is 4 and the dual problem has a VC-dimension of 3. Moreover,if a \smooth" probability measure is de�ned on the concept class, it is easily seen that eachinstance !0 is approximated by all the instances with distance r from it (when r depends onthe de�ned measure and the learning parameters). Therefore, this class is dense.This example can be expanded to cover a large variety of problems, such as neural networks,general geometric concepts [25] and high dimensional rectangles. We would like to describe twomethods of doing so.Using the Bayesian Assumption:Each geometric concept divides the instance space into two sets. The edge of these sets is thedecision boundary of the concept. Assume that for every instance there is a ball around itwhich does not intersect the decision boundary of \most" of the concepts. Denote by Pr h2Ha probability measure on H, and assume that for every Æ > 0 there exists r > 0 (r = r(Æ; !0))such that Pr h2H[B(!0; r) \ @h 6= �] < Æ (B.1)130



where B(!0; r) is the ball of radius r centered at !0 and @h is the decision boundary of h.If (B.1) holds, then all the points in the B(!0; r) can be used to predict the label of !0, andtherefore, to verify the correct label of !0.Geometric Concepts without a Bayesian Assumption:A slightly di�erent approach can be used when there is no Bayesian assumption. Given Æ > 0,then for every concept h there exists a distance rh > 0 such that the measure of all points withdistance smaller than rh from the decision boundary of h does not exceed Æ. If 0 < r = infh2H rh,then with high probability (on the instance space) a random point !0 has a distance which isgreater than r to the decision boundary of the pre{selected target concept h. Hence, the ballof radius r around !0 can be used to select approximating instances.B.1.3 Periodic FunctionsIn this example we present a case where the approximating instances are not in the nearneighborhood of !0. Let 
 = R and set H = fsin(2�t=p)jp is a prime g. Since the number ofprimes is countable, the probability measure on F is induced via a measure on N: �(fng) =1=n(n+ 1). Note that the F consists of periodic functions, but for each function the period isdi�erent. Given a point !0 2 R, and a con�dence parameter Æ, there is a �nite set of functionsA, such that �(A) � 1 � Æ. Hence, the elements of A have a common period. Therefor, thereis some x, such that for every f 2 A and every m 2 N, f(!0) = f(!0 +mx). It is reasonableto assume that the noise in the primal learning problem is not periodic (because the elementsof the class do not have a common period). Therefore it is possible to �nd many points whichagree with !0 with high probability, but which are far away from the metric point of view.Moreover, using the same idea, given any sample f1; :::; fk 2 F , it is possible to construct anin�nite number of points !i which agree with !0 on the given sample. It can be shown that thelearning rule L which assigns to each sample sk = ff1; :::; fkg one of the points !i, generalizeswell in the sense that limk!1PrfSkjsup!o2RE � (Æ!0 � ÆL(Sk))2 � �g = 0 (B.2)
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Appendix C
Supplements for Chapter 7
C.1 Lemmas for QBC"Lemma 3 Let K1, K2 be two simplexes and let r1, r2 be the maximal radii of correspondingcontained balls. For i = 1; 2 let vi = V ol (Ki). De�ne p = v1v1+v2 , if r1 � �rn2n then p � �.Proof. From Corollary 5 it follows that v1 � r1n�n=2�(n+2=2) and v2 � rn2 �n=2�(n+2=2) . Thereforv1v2 � nr1rn2 (C.1)Let � � 1. Substituting r1 � �rn2n we conclude thatp = v1v1 + v2 � v1v2 � � (C.2)
Lemma 4 For any instance x, let q be the probability that the QBC algorithm will query for alabel and let q̂ be the similar probability for QBC". Thenjq � q̂j � 4�k (C.3)Proof. We start by analyzing the case in which the radii size condition of QBC" is satis�ed,i.e. min(r+; r�) � �k(max(r+; r�))n. Let p = Pru2V [u(x) = 1], then q = 2p(1� p).132



The QBC" algorithm samples two hypotheses, h1 and h2, from the version-space V. Thesampling algorithm guarantees thatjPrh12V [h1 2 V +]� Pr[V +]j � �k (C.4)and the same holds for V � and h2. Denote a = Prh12V [h1 2 V +] and b = Prh22V [h2 2 V �].Since h1 and h2 are independent random variables then q̂ = 2ab. Therefor, in order to boundjq � q̂j we need to maximize j2p(1 � p) � 2abj subject to the restrictions jp � aj � �k andj(1 � p) � bj � �k. It is easy to check that the maximum is achieved when ja � pj = �k andjb� (1� p)j = �k and thereforj2p(1� p)� 2abj � 2�k + 2�2k � 4�k (C.5)We now consider the case where the radii size condition fails. Without loss of generality,assume r+ < �k(r�)n. From Lemma 3 it follows that p < n�k and by the de�nition of �k weget p < 2min(�k; 1 � �k) which means that q < 4min(�k; 1 � �k)(1 � 2min(�k; 1 � �k)) < 4�k.Therefor, by de�ning q̂ = 0 we maintain the di�erence jq � q̂j � 4�k.Lemma 5 Let L be any instances �ltering algorithm. For any instance x, let q be the probabilitythat the QBC algorithm will query for a label and let q̂ be the corresponding probability for Land assume jq � q̂j � . Let g be a lower bound on the expected information gain for QBC.Then there exists a lower bound on the expected information gain for L, denoted by ĝ, such thatĝ � g �  (C.6)Proof. Let r(x) be the density function over the sample space X. Let p(x) be the probabilitythat x is labeled 1, i.e. p(x) = Pru2V [u(x) = 1], then q(x) = 2p(x)(1� p(x)). Since g is a lowerbound on the expected information gain for the QBC algorithm theng � Zx r(x)q(x)H(p(x))dx (C.7)since jq � q̂j � , the expected information gain for L is bounded by133



Zx r(x)q̂(x)H(p(x))dx � Zx r(x)q(x)H(p(x))dx �  � g �  (C.8)taking a close enough lower bound ĝ for the leftmost term, the statement of the lemma follows.Corollary 6 Let g be a lower bound on the expected information gain of the QBC algorithm.From Lemmas 4 and 5 it follows that there exists ĝ � g � 4�k such that ĝ is a lower bound onthe expected information gain of QBC".Lemma 6 Assume that after getting k labeled instances, algorithm QBC" does not query for alabel in the next tk consecutive instances. If c is a concept chosen uniformly from the versionspace and h is the hypothesis returned by QBC", thenPrc;h[Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] � Æ=2 (C.9)Proof. We de�ne a bad pair to be a pair of hypotheses from the version space that di�er inmore than proportion � of the instances. We would like the algorithm to stop only when thequeries it has made form an ��; Æk4 �-net, i.e. if two hypotheses are chosen independently fromthe version space, the probability that they form a bad pair is less then Æk4 . We will show thatif the algorithm did not make a query for tk consecutive instances, then the probability thatthe queries made so far do not form an ��; Æk4 �-net, is bounded by Æk=4.Let W = f(h1; h2) jPrx[h1(x) 6= h2(x)] � �g. If Pr[W ] � Æk=4 then the probability that(c; h) is a bad pair is bounded by Æk=4 (when picked uniformly). We would like to boundthe probability that Pr[W ] > Æk=4 when QBC" did not query for a label for tk at the lastconsecutive instances:If Pr[W ] > Æk=4, then the probability that the QBC algorithm will query for a label isgreater than �Æk=4. From Lemma 4 we conclude that the probability that the QBC" algorithmwill query for a label is greater than �Æk=4 � 4�k. Plugging in �k = �Æk32 we conclude that theprobability that QBC" will query for a label is greater than �Æk=8. Therefor, the probabilitythat it will not query for a label tk consecutive instances is bounded by (1 � �Æk=8)tk . Using134



the well known relation (1� ")n � e�n" and plugging in tk = 8 log 4=Æk�Æk it follows that(1� �Æk8 )tk � e�tk �Æk8 = e� 8�Æk log 4=Æk8�Æk = elog( Æk4 ) = Æk4 (C.10)Hence, Prx1;x2;:::[Pr[W ] > Æk=4] � Æk=4. Thus if the algorithm stops after tk consecutiveunlabeled instances, the probability of choosing an hypothesis which forms a bad pair with thetarget concept is lower than Æk=2, since the probability of W being larger than Æk=4 is less thanÆk=4 and if it is smaller than Æk=4 then the probability for a mistake is bounded by Æk=4. SinceÆk = 3Æ�2(k+1)2 it follows that Pk Æk = Æ=2 and we get the stated result.Lemma 7 Let a > 0 and let m be the number of calls to the Sample oracle that QBC" (orQBC') makes (assume m � n), then the following holds with probability greater than 1� 2�a:Each intermediate version space generated by the algorithm has a volume greater than 2�a( dem )d�n=2�(n+22 ) ,and it contains a ball of radius greater than 2�a( dem )dn .Proof. The �nal version space, the one that is being used when the algorithm stops, is thesmallest of all intermediate version spaces. Moreover, if the algorithm was not �ltering outinstances, but querying labels for all instances, then the �nal version space would have beensmaller. Since we are interested in the worst case, we will assume that the algorithm did not�lter out any instance.Fix X a sample, while Xm is its �rst m instances. Let c be a concept chosen from 
. Xmdivides 
, the set of all concepts, to equivalence sets. Two concepts are in the same set if theygive the same label to allm instances in Xm. If 
 has a VC-dimension d, we know from Sauer'sLemma that the number of equivalence sets is bounded by �emd �d. Using the distribution Prcover 
 it follows that Pr c h� log Pr [C] � a+ d log emd i � 2�a (C.11)where C is the equivalence set of c. We now turn to discuss the special case of linear separatorsand the uniform distribution over the unit ball, i.e. 
. Note that if V is the version space aftergetting the labels for Xm, then V = C. Therefor Pr = V ol(V)V ol(B) where V ol(B) is the volume of
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the n-dimensional unit ball. Using (C.11) we getPr c h� log V ol (V) � a+ d log emd � log V ol(B)i � 2�a (C.12)Assume that � log V ol (V) � a + d log emd � log V ol(B) (this is true with probability greaterthen 1 � 2�a), from Lemma 1 we know that there is a ball in V with radius r such thatr � V ol(V)�(n+22 )n�n=2 . We conclude that there is a ball in V with radius r such thatr � 2�a � dem�d V ol(B)� �n+22 �n�n=2 (C.13)
C.2 Theorem and Lemmas for QBC'We begin by presenting a series of lemmas which provide the means for proving Theorem 23:Lemma 8 Let K1, K2 be two convex simplexes and let vi = V ol (Ki) be the correspondingvolumes. We denote v̂i the approximation of vi and p̂ = v̂1v̂1+v̂2 . If � � 2� and � � 3 thenjp̂� pj � 2� (C.14)with probability greater than 1� 2Æ.Proof. We shall term a result of the approximation algorithm a \good" result if it's valueremains within the � bound. We know that the probability for a bad result is � Æ. Since weactivate the algorithm twice at most, then the probability for two good results is greater then1� 2Æ. Therefor, we may assume that we got two good results.Following Lemma 3, if we halt the computation of v̂i when ri become too small, we get adi�erence of � at most (in this case p̂ will be zero), since �k = 2�kn the bound holds in this case.We shall proceed with the general case:p� p̂ � v1v1 + v2 � v1(1� �)v1(1� �) + v2(1 + �) = 2v1v2�(v1 + v2)2 + �(v22 � v21) (C.15)136



Fixing v2 we need to �nd v1 that will maximize the right hand of (C.15). From Lemma 3 andthe above discussion we may assume v2 > 0. If v1 = 0 or v1 =1 we get a zero gap in (C.15).Hence we can use the derivative to �nd the maximal value which turned out to bev1 = 2r 1 + �1 + 3�v2 (C.16)it then follows p� p̂ � 2� 2p1 + �2 + 4�+ 2�2 + 2 2p1 + �(1 + 3�) � � 2p1 + � (C.17)�xing � � 3 results in p� p̂ � 2�.Let us de�ne q = v2v2+v1 and q̂ respectively. The previous discussion implies that q� q̂ � 2�.Since q = 1� p and q̂ = 1� p̂, then p̂� p � 2� which results in jp� p̂j � 2�.Corollary 7 With probability greater than 1� 2Æjp(1� p)� p̂(1� p̂)j � 6� (C.18)Proof. jp(1� p)� p̂(1� p̂)j = j(p� p̂)(1 + (p+ p̂)j = jp� p̂jj1 + p+ p̂j (C.19)since p; p̂ � 1 and jp� p̂j � 2� we obtain the stated result.Lemma 9 Let c be the concept to be learned. For any �; Æ > 0, if h is chosen uniformly fromthe version-space then: PrQBC0;c[Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] < Æ2 (C.20)Proof. De�ne the set of "bad" hypothesis pairs:W = f(c; h) 2 V2jPrx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �g (C.21)Denote Pr[W ] = . If  � Æk=2 then choosing at random h 2 V will generate a bad hypothesiswith probability . Assume the algorithm did not query for label for tk consecutive instances,after observing the k'th labeled instance. We would like to bound the probability that  � Æk=2.137



Prc;h2V [Prx[h(x) 6= c(x)] > �] =  (C.22)therefor Prc;h;x[h(x) 6= c(x)] > � (C.23)since (h(x) 6= c(x)) is a binary event, we may rewrite (C.23 asEx[Ec;h[h(x) 6= c(x)]] > � (C.24)De�ne p = Prx[Ec;h[c(x) 6= h(x)]] > �=2. Since 0 � Ec;h[c(x) 6= h(x)] � 1 thenp+ (1� p)�=2 > � (C.25)p > �2� � (C.26)i.e. Prx[Ec;h[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �2 ] > �2� � > �2 (C.27)Given an instance x 2 X such that Prc;h[h(x) 6= c(x)] � �=2, the original algorithm willmake a query on this instance with probability greater than �2 . In Corollary 7 we were able toshow that jp(1 � p) � p̂(1 � p̂)j � 6�k with probability greater than 1 � 2Æk. Therefor, QBC0will ask to label such an instance with probability greater than (1 � 2Æk)(�=2 � 12�k). Sincethe Probability for such x 2 X is greater than �=2, then the probability that QBC0 will askto label the next instance is greater than�2 (1� 2Æk)(�=2� 12�k) (C.28)The probability that the algorithm will not label tk consecutive instances is bounded by(1� �2 (1� 2Æk)(�=2) � 12�k))tk � exp(�tk �2 (1� 2Æk)(�=2� 12�k)) (C.29)
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Since we assume that  � Æk=2 and the choice we made for �k donate 12�k = �Æk8 , then theexponent at the left side of (C.29) can be upper bounded byexp�tk �Æk4 (1� 2Æk) �Æk8 = exp� log 2Æk (C.30)= Æk2 (C.31)By summing Æk over k from zero to in�nity we get the stated result.We are now ready to present the main theorem for algorithm QBC':Theorem 23 Let �,Æ > 0, let n > 1 let c be a linear separator chosen uniformly from thespace of linear separators. With probability 1�Æ algorithm QBC' (as described in section 7.2.1)returns an hypothesis h such thatPrc;h[Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] < 1� Æ (C.32)using m0 = (n; 1=�; 1=Æ)O(1) instances, k0 = O(n log m0Æ ) labeled instances and the time com-plexity is m (the number of iterations) times Poly(n; k; 1� ; 1Æ ) (the complexity of each iteration).Proof. The proof is almost the same as the one presented for the QBC" algorithm and consistsof three parts: the correctness of the algorithm, its sample complexity, and the computationalcomplexity. We base the proof on the lemmas previously speci�ed.In Lemma 8 we show that if q is the probability that QBC will ask to label an instance x,and q̂ is the probability that QBC' will ask to label the same instance, then jq� q̂j � 12�k withprobability greater than 1� 2Æk. Using this bound, we show in Lemma 9 that if the algorithmdid not ask to label more than tk consecutive instances and V is the version space, thenPrc;h2V [Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] < Æ=2 (C.33)Therefor if we stop at this point and pick an hypothesis approximately uniformly from V withaccuracy of Æ=2, the error of the algorithm is no more than Æ and this completes the proof ofthe correctness of the algorithm. 139



Following Freund et al. [55] (cf. Theorem 16) it will suÆce to show that QBC' has a lowerbound on the expected information gain of the queries it makes. From Lemma 8 we knowthat jq � q̂j � 12�k with a probability greater than 1 � 2Æ. Since the probability is over thechoices of QBC' (and not over x), we conclude that jq � q̂j � 12�k + 2Æk. From Corollary 6 weconclude that if g is a lower bound on the expected information gain of the QBC algorithm,then there exists ĝ, a lower bound for the QBC' algorithm, such that ĝ � g � 12�k � 2Æk. Forthe class of uniformly distributed linear separators, under certain restrictions on the samplespace, such a lower bound does exist when applying the original QBC algorithm (cf. [55]).Since �k; Æk < Æ(k+1)2 then for Æ suÆciently small or k suÆciently large, ĝ > 12g.Having this lower-bound on the expected information gain and using the augmented Theo-rem 16, we conclude that the number of iterations QBC' will make is bounded by Poly(n; k; 1� ; 1Æ ),while the number of queries it will make is less than Poly(n; k; log 1� ; log 1Æ ).Finally, we shall briey discuss the computational complexity, following the same discussionin Theorem 19. The algorithm computes the two radii r+ and r�. It follows from Lemma 7that with high probability, at least one of the radii is not too small, and hence can be foundin polynomial time (in the learning parameters) using convex programming (cf. Lemma 2). Asfor the other radius, if it takes more than polynomial time to �nd its value, then this valueis exponentially smaller than the former radius, as measured by the parameter �k, and hencecould be assumed to equal zero.After computing the radii, the volume approximation algorithm is used. This algorithmtakes polynomial time in the parameters 1=�k; 1=Æk; j log r+j; j log r�j. It follows that each itera-tion of QBC' takes polynomial time, and since the number of iterations is m0 we get the statedbound.C.3 Complementary Results on Convex BodiesLemma 10 The simplex with the maximal surface contained in the unit ball is the unit ballitself.Proof. Assume K is a simplex other than the unit ball. We will show that there exists asimplex bK such that all its vertices are on the unit sphere and its surface is at least as large as140



the surface of K. Thus, by adding another vertex and taking the convex-hull we increase bK'ssurface. Adding a countable number of vertices, we may approach the unit sphere as closely asdesired. This implies that K's surface is smaller than the surface of the unit ball, which is theunit sphere.We start by constructing bK. Let u be a vertex in the inner part of the ball. We would liketo move u to the sphere while maintaining or increasing the surface size. In order to simplifythe argument we shall consider only <2, keeping in mind that the general case is exactly thesame. We would like to drag u out of K. Denoting bu the repositioned vertex, two constraintsshould be considered:1. For any vertex w adjacent to u, the size of the edge (w; u) should not decrease. Thislimits bu to be outside of a ball centered at w with a radius jjw � ujj.2. Dragging u to bu and taking the convex-hull will eliminate one or more vertices of theoriginal K. This bounds bu to be not \too far" from u (�gure C-1).
Figure C-1: The simplex is in bold face andthe two types of constraints on bu are in bro-ken circles and lines.

Dragging u until we reach the bounds we have described (�gure C-2) will not decreasethe size of the surface, due to the triangle inequality. Hence, we may eliminate some of theoriginal vertices and apply the same procedure all over again. Note that each time a vertexis repositioned, we either reach the unit sphere (�gure C-3) or eliminate at least one vertex.Since K has a �nite number of vertices, then after a �nite number of steps we end up with buon the unit sphere or with no vertex, i.e. the ball itself. Assuming that all vertices are on theunit sphere, we add more vertices to the sphere and take the convex-hull. Obviously, the sizeof the surface will not decrease by these actions (�gure C-4), meaning that adding a countablenumber of vertices, we transform K to the unit ball without decreasing the size of its surface.141



Figure C-2: The new simplex is generat-ed by dragging a vertex until it reaches theboundary of the constraints. In the brokencircles and lines are the new constraints af-ter deleting some of the vertexes.
Figure C-3: The simplex, after dragging thevertex until it reaches the sphere. One cansee that the size of the surface only increas-es in the process.We thus conclude that any simplex K within the unit ball has a surface which is not largerthan the surface of the unit ball, i.e. the unit sphere.Figure C-4: Adding a vertex on the sphereafter all the other vertexes are already onthe sphere. Again, the size of the surfaceincreases.

Lemma 11 For any  > 0, there exists a convex body K � Bn such that the radius r of themaximal ball contained in it is r � V ol(K)�(n+12 )� n�12 (1 + ) (C.34)Proof. We know from the proof of Lemma 1 that the maximal radius of a ball contained ina convex body K is related to the ratio between the volume of the body and the volume of itsedge. Therefor we would like to present a body with a low volume and a large edge. The bodywe will use is a disk. 142



Fix 1 > r > 0 and de�ne K to be K = fx 2 Bnjx0 2 [�r=2; r=2]g. K is a convex body suchthat the maximal radius of a ball contained in it is r. The volume of K is easily seen to bebounded by rV ol(Bn�1) � V ol(K) � rV ol(Bn�1)(1 � r2)n2 (C.35)For small enough r, (1� r2)n2 � 11+ and thereforr � V ol(K)V ol(Bn�1)(1 + ) (C.36)and by plugging the volume of the n� 1 dimensional ball, the proof is completed.It follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 11 that the bounds presented are almost tight:Corollary 8 Let c be the maximal constant such that any convex body K in the unit ball hasa ball of radius cV ol(K) contained in it, then� �n+12 �� n�12 � c � � �n+22 �n� n2 (C.37)
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Appendix D
Supplements for Chapter 8
D.1 A Brief Review of the Method of TypesThe Method of Types is a powerful technique which was fully developed by Csisz�ar and K�orner[34]. The main theme is to consider a set of sequences of the same empirical distribution andderive strong bounds on the number of sequences of a particular empirical distribution and theprobability of each sequence in this set.Let X n and Yn denote the nth Cartesian power of X and Y, respectively. The type ofa sequence x = x1 � � � xn 2 X n and the joint type of x and y = y1 � � � yn 2 Yn are theempirical probability distributions (EMPD's) Px 2 P (X ) and Pxy 2 P (X � Y) de�ned byletting px (a) and pxy (a; b) be the relative frequency of a among x1; � � � ; xn and of (a; b) a-mong (x1; y1) ; � � � ; (xn; yn), respectively, for every a 2 X and b 2 Y. We shall often useNx (a) =Pni=1 I fxi = ag (I f�g is the indicator function) to denote the number of occurrencesof the letter a in the sequence x, and Nxy (a; b) is de�ned similarly. The subset of P (X ) con-sisting of the possible types of sequences x 2 X n is denoted by Pn (X ), and Pn (X � Y) isde�ned similarly. For P 2 Pn, the set of all sequences of length n and type P is called thetype class of P , denoted T (P ), i.e. T (P ) = fx 2 X n : Px = Pg. Similarly, the joint type classof eP 2 Pn (X � Y) is T � eP� = n(x;y) : x 2 X n;y 2 Yn; Pxy = ePo. Throughout this sequel,random variables (RV's) will be denoted by capital letters, while speci�c values they may takeon will be denoted by the respective lower case letters. Using this convention, it is often con-venient to represent types, joint types, type classes and joint type classes using dummy RV's,144



e.g. PX ; ePXY ; TX and TXY . We will also use notations like TY jX (x) = fy : (x;y) 2 TXY g.The probability that n i.i.d drawings from a PD Q 2 P (X ) give x 2 X n, is denoted byQn (x). Similarly, W n (yjx) denotes the conditional probability of getting y 2 Yn given thesequence x 2 X n under the assumption of n i.i.d drawings from PW 2 P (X � Y), wherepw (a; b) = p (a)w (bja). If x 2 X n have type Px and (x;y) have joint type PxyQn (x) = Ya2X q (a)npx(a) (D.1)= exp f�n [H (Px) +Dkl (PxkQ)]gW n (yjx) = Ya2X ;b2Y w (bja)npxy(a;b) (D.2)= exp f�n [H (Pxy)�H (Px) +Dkl (PxykPxW )]gEssentially the power of the Method of Types is derived from the fact that an exponential(in n) number of sequences is represented by a polynomial number of types with denominatorn, i.e. partitioning of the space of observations in length n to a polynomial (in n) set of typeclasses. This observation is formulated in the following lemma which we present here withoutproof:Lemma 12 (Counting Lemma) jPn (X )j � (n+ 1)jX jjPn (X �Y)j � (n+ 1)jX jjYjUsing � to denote equality up to a polynomial factor, it follows thatLemma 13 For any type PX 2 Pn (X ) and any PD Q 2 P (X )jTX j � exp fnH (PX)gQn (TX) � exp f�nDkl (PXkQ)gand for any joint type PXY 2 Pn (X � Y) and any x 2 X n and conditional PD W��TY jX (x)�� � exp fn [H (PXY )�H (PX)]g = exp fnH (Y jX)g145



W n �TY jX (x) jx� � exp f�nDkl (PXY kW )gGiven " � 0, the typical set of sequences with respect to distribution Q is T" (Q) =fx 2X n : Dkl (PxjjQ) � "g. Clearly, the complementary set of sequences is the non typicalset, i.e. T" (Q) = fx 2X n : Dkl (PxjjQ) > "g. The next lemma formulates the notion of typical-ity by showing that type classes that are "-far from the true distribution have exponentiallysmaller probability.Lemma 14 For any " � 0 and any PD Q 2 P (X )PrnT" (Q)o � exp f�n�"gwhere �" = infPX2fPx:x2T"(Q)g fDkl (PX jjQ)g.Proof. Following the de�nition of a non typical setPrnT" (Q)o = Pr fx 2X n : Dkl (PxjjQ) > "g= XPX2fPx:x2T"(Q)gQn (T (PX))� XPX2fPx:x2T"(Q)g exp f�nDkl (PXkQ)g� supPX2fPx:x2T"(Q)g exp f�nDkl (PXkQ)g= exp f�n�"gwhere the �rst polynomial equality is due to Lemma 13 and the second polynomial equality isdue to the Counting Lemma.Types and Frequency Functions for Finite Order Markov SourcesIn what follows we present an extension of the basic de�nitions of the method of types fromthe i.i.d. case (zero-order sources) to include �nite, variable-order sources. Then we will extendthe de�nition for several sequences.Let x be a sequence of n symbols from an alphabet X and let S � X �be a model. The typeP Sx of x with respect to the model S is the empirical joint probability distribution, de�ned as146



follows P Sx (s; a) = Nx(s; a)n for all s 2 S; a 2 Xwhere Nx(s; a) is the number of times the letter a occurred in the state s in x. For example if Sis a tree model, then Nx(s; a) is the number of times the substring `sa' occurred in x. In orderfor P Sx to be well de�ned, we use a convention where x is cyclic; that is, the �rst symbol inthe sequence x is considered to be the symbol which follows the last symbol in x. For brevity,sequel we omit the superscript S from P Sx whenever it is clear from the context.The Type of a Corpus with Respect to a Markov ModelLet fxigmi=1 be m sequences of arbitrary length xi = xi1 : : : xini derived from alphabet X . Thetype of the corpus fxigmi=1 with respect to a Markov model S, denoted P Sfxig, is the empiricalconditional probability distribution de�ned as followsP Sfxig (s; a) = (Pmi=1Nxi) (s; a)Pmi=1 ni for all s 2 S; a 2 XLet x = x1 � � �xm be the concatenation of all the sequences in the corpus. Note that P Sfxigis di�erent from P Sx , since the type of the corpus does not account for the occurrences of lettersof xi after suÆxes in xj for i 6= j, i.e. xi and xj are treated as independent samples.D.2 The Two-Samples ProblemConsider the classic One-Sample problem of testing null hypothesis H : P0 2 P0 vs. thealternative K : P1 2 P1 and denote Bn � X n the critical region for H. The Neyman-Pearsonasymptotic optimality criterion is de�ned as:De�nition 28 (Asymptotic Optimality of Decision Rule) Among all sequences of criti-cal regions fBngn�1 that do not depend on the unknown P1 and at the same time satisfylimn!1 sup 1n log supP02P0 P0 (Bn) < �� (D.3)for a given � > 0, select a sequence that maximizes the second type of error exponent,147



� limsupn!1 1n logP1 �Bn�, uniformly for all P1 2 P1.The following lemma states the asymptotic optimality of a test based on Dkl as the teststatistic for the above binary hypothesis setting:Lemma 15 The sequence of decision rules n ~Bnon�1, where~Bn = �x 2 X n : infP02P0Dkl (PxjjP0 (x)) � �� (D.4)satis�es the constraint limn!1 sup 1n log supP02P0 P0 � ~Bn� � �� (D.5)and at the same time maximizes, among all sequences of decision rules satisfying D.3, thesecond kind of error exponent � limsupn!1 1n logP1 � ~Bn�, uniformly for all P1 2 P1.This lemma was �rst proved by Hoe�ding [71] for multinomial distributions and was laterextended by Zeitouni et al. [124] to handle �nite order Markov sources. We further extend itto handle decision regions which are formed by multiple independently drawn samples. i.e. acorpus. For simplicity, we assume the null hypothesis is simple, i.e. P0 = fP0g (we shall returnto the composite case later in the section).Lemma 16 Let P = P1 [ fP0g be a class of information sources for which Lemma 15 holds.We use Px to denote the empirical distribution of x with respect to P. Let fxigmi=1 be a corpusof m independently drawn samples from alphabet X and denote ni = jxij and N = Pmi=1 ni.The sequence of decision rules n ~BNoN�1, where~BN = (fxigmi=1 2 X n1 � � � � � X nm : mXi=1 niNDkl (Pxi jjP0 (xi)) � �) (D.6)satis�es the constraint limN!1 sup 1N logP0 � ~BN� � �� (D.7)and at the same time maximizes, among all sequences of decision rules satisfying D.3, thesecond kind of error exponent � limsupN!1 1n logP1 � ~BN�, uniformly for all P1 2 P1.148



Proof. For each individual sample xi in the corpus fxigmi=1 we construct a decision rule~Bni = �x 2 X ni : infP02P0Dkl (PxjjP0 (x)) � �m� (D.8)which is known to be asymptotically optimal, on the assumption that Lemma 15 holds. Fromthe construction of the decision rule for a corpus (D.6) it follows that a corpus fxigmi=1 2 ~BNonly if at least one of the individual samples xi belongs to the corresponding decision rules ~Bni .Consider the probability that a corpus is not in ~BN according to the null hypothesis, i.e.1� P0 � ~BN� � Y�1� P0 � ~Bni�� (D.9)� �1�maxi P0 � ~Bni��m (D.10)� 1�mmaxi P0 � ~Bni� (D.11)Denoting n� = argmaxi P0 � ~Bni� and using inequality (D.5) it follows thatlimN!1 sup 1N logP0 � ~BN� � limN!1 sup� 1N logP0 � ~Bn��+ 1N logm� (D.12)= limN!1 sup�n�N 1n� logP0 � ~Bn��+ 1N logm� (D.13)� 1m limn�!1 sup� 1n� logP0 � ~Bn��+ 1n� logm� (D.14)� �� (D.15)where we have used the fact 1m � limN!1 sup n�N � 1. This completes the proof of (D.7).As for the second part of the lemma, the assumption that Lemma 15 holds for the class Pimplicitly includes the following two statements (which are part of the proof of Lemma 15; cf.[125, 60]):1. Empirical distributions may serve as suÆcient statistics for optimal decisions under theasymptotic optimality criterion (Def. 28).2. For every P (�) 2 P and x 2X n,���� 1n logP (Tx) +Dkl (PxjjP )���� � �n (D.16)149



where �n = O �n�1 log n�, and Tx is the set of all x02X n with Px0 = Px., i.e. the typewith respect to P.Assuming that the samples are independently drawn it follows that the empirical distribu-tions Pxi may serve as suÆcient statistics for the asymptotic optimal decision. Furthermore,Eq. (D.16) implies that����� 1N log mYi=1P0 (Txi)� mXi=1 niNDkl (Pxi jjP0 (xi))����� = ����� mXi=1 niN � 1ni logP0 (Txi)�Dkl (Pxi jjP0 (xi))������� mXi=1 niN ���� 1ni logP0 (Txi)�Dkl (Pxi jjP0 (xi))����� mXi=1 niN mini �ni = mini �ni (D.17)Let �BN	N�1 be an arbitrary sequence of decision rules satisfying Eq. (D.3), where mem-bership in BN depends only on the empirical distribution. Then for suÆciently large N thereexists � > 0 such that for any fxigmi=1 2 BN ,exp f�N (�+ �)g � P0 �BN� � Yxi2fxigmi=1 P0 (Txi)� exp(�N " mXi=1 niNDkl (Pxi jjP0 (xi)) + mini �ni#)where the last inequality is due to Eq. (D.17). This means that the corpus fxigmi=1 is also in~BN , i.e. BN � ~BN . Hence P1 � ~BN� � P1 �BN�, uniformly for all P1 2 P.Constructing an asymptotically optimal test for the General Two-Samples Problem is nowa straightforward matter:Theorem 24 Let x1 and x2 be two samples independently drawn by two information sourcesfrom the class P for which Lemma 16 holds. The asymptotically optimal test for the GeneralTwo-Samples Problem is~BN = �fx1;x2g 2 X jx1j �X jx2j : infP02P [�Dkl (Px1 jjP0) + (1� �)Dkl (Px2 jjP0)] � � (D.18)150



where N = jx1j+ jx2j, Pxi are the corresponding empirical distributions (types) of the samplesxi and � = jx1jjx1j+jx2j .Proof. In the null case, the two independently drawn samples can be considered as a corpusdrawn by a single unknown information source from the class P. Hence, the Two-Samplesproblem reduces to a One-Sample problem of testing the null hypothesis P0 2 P on the basisof the corpus fx1;x2g. Applying Lemma 16 we get the stated result.Subject to some general regularity assumptions on P (such as P is the closure of its interior)the in�mum in the decision rule (D.18) can be replaced with a minimum. If, in addition, P isconvex and Pjxij � P, where Pjxij is the set of all empirical distribution de�ned over X jxij withrespect to P, then the minimizing distribution is the maximum likelihood estimator based onthe corpus fx1;x2g. This leads to the next de�nition of Empirical JS-Measure:De�nition 29 (The Empirical JS-Measure) The Empirical JS-Measure of two samples x1and x2, with empirical distributions Px1 and Px2 respectively, is de�ned asD�(x1;x2) = �DKL �Px1 jjPfx1;x2g�+ (1� �)DKL �Px2 jjPfx1;x2g� (D.19)where � = jx1jjx1j+jx2j and Pfx1;x2g is the type of the corpus fx1;x2g.In the rest of this section we establish the connection between the Empirical JS-Measureand the decision rule (D.18) by writing an explicit form for three classes of information sourcesand showing that minimizing probability distribution is indeed Pfx1;x2g. Hence, in these cases,the Empirical JS-Measure D�(x1;x2) is the test statistic in the asymptotically optimal sequenceof decision rules for the General Two-Samples Problem.D.2.1 Derivation of the JS-Measure for Memoryless SourcesWe start by considering the case of memoryless sources over a �nite alphabet in a nonparametricsetting1, i.e. multinomial distributions. First, we write the mutual source and the JS-Measurefor multinomial distributions. Next, we return to the Two-Samples problem showing that1The results can be easily generalized to classes of parametric distributions over in�nite alphabet.151



when the samples are independently drawn i.i.d by unknown multinomial distributions, thenthe JS-Measure and the mutual source are the asymptotic optimal test and the minimizingdistribution respectively. Throughout this sequel the terms \Memoryless Sources" and \Multi-nomial Distributions" will be used interchangeably, where the meaning should be clear fromthe context.Mutual Source and JS-Measure for Memoryless SourcesDe�nition 30 (�-Mutual Memoryless Source) Consider the class of Memoryless Sources,P, over �nite alphabet �. We de�ne the �-Mutual Memoryless Source of any two memorylesssources, P1; P2 2 P, to bePm = arg minP2P�Dkl (P1jjP ) + (1� �) (P2jjP )where 0 � � � 1. Using standard optimization techniques, it is not hard to obtain the followingexplicit expression for the �-Mutual Memoryless Source8a 2 � Pm (a) = �P1 (a) + (1� �)P2 (a) (D.20)De�nition 31 (JS-Measure for Multinomial Sources) Let 0 � � � 1. The � JS-Measurebetween any two memoryless sources, P1; P2 2 P, isD�(P1; P2) = �Dkl(P1jjPm) + (1� �)Dkl (P2jjPm)where Pm is the �-Mutual Memoryless Source of P1 and P2.The Two-Samples Problem for Memoryless SourcesFrom this point on we set x and y to denote the two samples, assuming they are both drawnfrom the same �nite alphabet �. In this case, the null hypothesis reduces to the problemof approximating an unknown multinomial distribution based on the joint sample fx;yg =x1 � � � xjxjy1 � � � yjyj, where order is not important due to the i.i.d. assumption. Hence, theminimizing distribution in the decision rule (D.18) is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE):152



p (a) = Nx(a)+Ny(a)jxj+jyj = jxjPx(a)+jyjPy(a)jxj+jyj a 2 �Clearly, the above MLE and the �-Mutual Memoryless Source (cf. Eq. D.20) coincide when� = jxjjxj+jyj .Corollary 9 For the class of memoryless sources, the appropriate JS-Measure, D� (Px; Py)as de�ned at De�nition 31, is the asymptotically optimal test for the General Two-SamplesProblem, where Px and Py are the corresponding empirical distributions (types) of the samplesx and y, and � = jxjjxj+jyj .We further assume (just for simplicity) that the two samples are of the same size n, andobtain a lower bound for the size of the samples required to preform the test:Lemma 17 Fixing � � 0 and 1 � Æ � 0, the size of the sample, n, required to solve the Two-Samples Problem with an accuracy of at least � and at a level of con�dence not smaller than1� Æ, must satisfy n = O�1� log 1Æ + jPj� log 1�� (D.21)Proof. By de�nition of the non-typical set T� (Pm), the construction of the optimal decisionrule for the Two-Samples problem (D.18), and the assumption that the samples are of the samesize n, it follows that ~B2n � T� (Pm)� �Using Lemma 14 we get Pr� ~B2n� � Pr�T� (Pm)�� (n+ 1)j�j exp f�n�gwhich is less than Æ for n = O�1� log 1Æ + jPj� log 1��153



D.2.2 Derivation of the JS-Measure for Finite Order Markov SourcesIn this section we extend the results made for the JS-Measure in the i.i.d case to sequencesgenerated by stationary ergodic �nite order Markov sources2.Mutual Source and JS-Measure for Finite Order Markov SourcesDe�nition 32 (�-Mutual Markov Source) Consider the class of all Markov probability mea-sures of order 0 < K <1, denoted by PK . Analogous to the i.i.d case, we de�ne the �-MutualMarkov Source of any two K-order Markov sources, P1; P2 2 PK, to bePm = arg minP2PK �Dkl (P1jjP ) + (1� �) (P2jjP )where 0 � � � 1. Using standard optimization techniques, it is not hard to obtain the followingexplicit expression for the �-Mutual Markov Source8a 2 �; s 2 �K Pm (ajs) = �P1 (s)�P1 (s) + (1� �)P2 (s)P1 (ajs) + (1� �)P2 (s)�P1 (s) + (1� �)P2 (s)P2 (ajs)(D.22)De�nition 33 (JS-Measure for Markov Sources) Let 0 < K < 1 and let 0 � � � 1.The � JS-Measure between any two K-order Markov sources, P1; P2 2 PK , isD�(P1; P2) = �Dkl(P1jjPm) + (1� �)Dkl (P2jjPm)where Pm is the �-Mutual Markov Source of P1 and P2.Sample Uni�cation LemmaLet x and y be two samples independently drawn by unknown �nite order Markov sources. Forevery a 2 � and s 2 �K , letMx;y (ajs) = argminM jxjDkl (PxjjM) + jyjDkl (PyjjM)= jxjPx(s)jxjPx(s) + jyjPy(s)Px (ajs) + jyjPy(s)jxjPx(s) + jyjPy(s)Py (ajs)2For brevity, we often use the term \Markov Source" when the meaning is understood from the context.154



where the last equality is derived by standard optimization techniques, similar to Eq. (D.22).We will term Mx;y - the Empirical Mutual Markov Source of x and y.Lemma 18 (Sample Uni�cation for Finite Order Markov Sources) Let 0 < K < 1and let 0 � � � 1. Let x and y be two samples independently drawn by two unknown K-orderMarkov sources. The Empirical Mutual Markov Source of x and y is the type of the corpusconstructed by unifying the two samples, i.e. Mx;y = Pfx;yg.Proof. For all a 2 � and s 2 �K ,Mx;y(ajs) = jxjPx(s)jxjPx(s) + jyjPy(s)Px(ajs) + jyjPy(s)jxjPx(s) + jyjPy(s)Py(ajs)= jxjNx(s)jxjjxjNx(s)jxj + jyjNy(s)jyj Nx(ajs)Nx(s) + jyjNy(s)jyjjxjNx(s)jxj + jyjNy(s)jyj Ny(ajs)Ny(s)= Nx(ajs)Nx(s) +Ny(s) + Ny(ajs)Nx(s) +Ny(s)= (Nx +Ny)(ajs)(Nx +Ny)(s)= Pfx;yg(ajs):
The Two-Samples Problem for Markov SourcesTheorem 25 Let x and y be two samples independently drawn by two K-order Markov sourcesPx and Py respectively. The appropriate JS-Measure, D� (Px; Py) as de�ned in De�nition 33is the asymptotically optimal test for the General Two-Samples Problem, where Px and Py arethe corresponding empirical distributions (types) of the samples x and y, and � = jxjjxj+jyj .Proof. Following Theorem 24, the null hypothesis reduces to the problem of approximating anunknownK-order Markov source based on the corpus fx;yg. The minimizing distribution in thedecision rule (D.18) is the Empirical Mutual Markov Source, Mx;y, which, by the Uni�cationLemma 18, has been identi�ed as the type of the corpus, i.e. Pfx;yg. This establishes theconnection between the decision rule (D.18) and the Empirical JS-Measure (De�nition 29).When we plug in De�nition 33 we get the stated result.155



The proof of the theorem is based on the assumption that Lemma 15 holds for the classof K-order Markov sources, and that this class of information sources has suÆciently \nice"properties (cf. the discussion that follows the proof of Theorem 24). Gutman [60] was ableto show that this is indeed the case, by addressing a variant of the Two-Samples problem (infact, anM -Sample problem): Construct a classi�er for sequences generated by K-order Markovsources based on M training sequences, each generated by a di�erent Markov source.On the assumption that the two samples are of the same size n, we obtain a lower boundfor the size of the samples required to preform the test:Lemma 19 Fixing � � 0 and 1 � Æ � 0, the size of the sample, n, required to solve the Two-Samples problem with an accuracy of at least � and at a level of con�dence not smaller than1� Æ, must satisfy n = O�1� log 1Æ + jSj jPj� log 1��The proof of this lemma is also much like the i.i.d case. It requires an extension of the theoryof types to include sequences, which we have done in Section 8.2. Note that the additionalfactor jSj (in the second term of the above bound) is due to the size of the suÆx set , which isreasonable since the number of parameters is bounded by jSj j�j.As a �nal remark, we point out that although merely �nite alphabet Markov sources areconsidered here, the results are readily extended to more general alphabets (cf. [123]). More-over, we may relax the assumption of Markov source and handle more general �nite state (FS)sources, either by assuming that they can be approximated to an arbitrary degree of accuracyby Markov sources of a suÆciently high order, or by de�ning the hypothesis testing subject toa prescribed model (similar to the construction of the classi�cation process described in [126]).D.3 Properties of the JS MeasureIn this section, we will present a few properties of D�, most of them are simple observationeasily drawn by straightforward algebraic manipulations of Dkl. Hence, the proofs are usuallyomitted. For brevity we shall use D to denote D 12 . Here we handle only multinomial probabilitydistributions de�ned over the same �nite alphabet �, although extension to other classes ofinformation sources is rather simple. 156



Lemma 20 D is symmetric but it is still not a true distance since it does not satisfy the triangleinequality.Lemma 21 0 � D� (P;Q) � h (�)More precisely D� (P;Q) = 0() p = q i.e. pi = qi i = 1; : : : ; j�jD� (P;Q) = h (�)() p \ q = � i.e. pi � qi = 0 i = 1; : : : ; j�jProof. The �rst inequality follows directly from the similar property of Dkl. To show thesecond inequality, notice that since P \Q = �, and using the conventions 0 log 0 = 0, it followsthat Dkl (P jj�P + (1� �)Q) = j�jXi=1 pi log pi�pi + (1� �) qi= Xpi 6=0 pi log pi�pi= � log �and similarlyDkl (Qjj�P + (1� �)Q) = � log (1� �). Recall the expression for binary entropy,h (�) = �� log �� (1� �) log (1� �), then by the de�nition of D� the statement follows.Lemma 22 D (P;Q) is convex in the pair (P;Q).Proof. It follows directly from the convexity of Dkl in the pair(P;Q).The following lemma, ascribed to Csisz�ar and K�orner [34], suggests a nice geometricalinterpretation of the role of D�Lemma 23 (Parallelogram Identity) For any three distributions P;Q;R it is true thatDkl (P kR ) +Dkl (Q kR) = 2D (P;Q) + 2DKL �p+ q2 jjw�
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Constructing a similarity measure based on the di�erence between the entropy of the mutualsource and the sum of entropies of the individual sources, was suggested by Lin [85] who termedit the \JS-Measure". The next lemma states that it is merely a special case of the D� whenever� = 12Lemma 24 (Jensen-Shannon Measure) D� (P;Q)May be interpreted as the di�erence be-tween the entropy of the mutual source M� = �P + (1 � �)Q and the sum of entropies of it'singredients, i.e. D� (P;Q) = H (�P + (1� �)Q)� (�H (P ) + (1� �)H (Q))where H denotes the entropy and � 2 [0; 1].The next lemma was suggested by Feder:Lemma 25 D� (P;Q) May be interpreted as the mutual information between the mutual sourceM� = �P + (1� �)Q and the prior �, i.e.D� (P;Q) = I (M�;�)Proof. Let Z be a binary indicator random variable distributed according to Bernoulli distri-bution with parameter �, i.e. Z v B (�) and let X be an observable random variable. De�nePr (XjZ = 0) = pPr (XjZ = 1) = qhence Pr (X; 0) = �pPr (X; 1) = (1� �) pand therefor Pr (X) =XZ Pr (X;Z) = �P + (1� �)Q =M�158



We can now explicitly write the mutual information expressionI (M�;�) = XZ XX Pr (X;Z) log Pr (XjZ)Pr (X)= �X p log pM� + (1� �)X q log qM�and by the de�nition of D� the statement of the lemma follows.Lemma 26 (L1 bound)18 ln 2 kP �Qk21 � D� (P;Q) � 12h (�) � kP �Qk1 � 2 [0; 1]where h (�) is the binary entropy of �. Consequently14 ln 2 kP �Qk21 � D (P;Q) � 12 kP �Qk1Proof. The �rst inequality is a direct consequence of the following property of Dkl12 ln 2 kp� qk21 � Dkl [p1jjp2]To prove the second inequality we set v to be the minimum components of P and Q, i.e.vi = min (pi; qi), and set vp and vq to be the residual vector between P and Q respectively, i.e.vpi = pi � vivqi = qi � viSince Pi vpi =Pi vqi = 12 kp� qk1 then normalizing the vectors vp, vq and v results inbvp = vp12 kP �Qk1bvq = vq12 kP �Qk1bv = v1� 12 kP �Qk1159



it then follows that the pair (P;Q) may be expressed as the following convex combination(P;Q) = �1� 12 kP �Qk1� (bv; bv) + 12 kP �Qk1 � bvp; bvq�hence, by the convexity of D� we may writeD� (P;Q) = �1� 12 kP �Qk1�D� (bv; bv) + 12 kP �Qk1D� � bvp; bvq�now by the properties of D� (lemma 21) we know that� D� (bv; bv) = 0� D� � bvp; bvq� = h (�) since bvp \ bvq = �hence, the statement of the lemma follows.
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